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TRI-LAMINATE DRYSUITS

CORTEX DRYSUIT

HID DRYSUIT

CODE: CORTEX RED EDITION SIZE

CODE: HiD-SIZE

Fabric build: 450D Cortex tri-laminate
Rear entry BDM metal dry zip (medium duty)
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals
Anti-slip overprint around cuffs for securing wrist wear
Inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
2x transporter pockets (zipped closure)
Integrated knife pocket
Kevlar® knee/seat protection
Red piping detail
Rugged hardsole boots

Fabric build: 450D Aquatex tri-lamiinate
Front entry BDM metal dry zip (medium duty)
Neoprene neck seal with neoprene neck warmer
Latex wrist seals and anti-slip equipment anchors on cuffs
Inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
1x Flexi-Light stick arm pocket
1x transporter pocket (zipped closure) with knife holder
1x bellows pocket (Velcro closure)
Kevlar® knee/seat protection
Rugged hardsole boots

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, MR, MLR, MLT, L, LR, LT, XL,
XLR, XLT, XXL, XXLR, XXXL, XXXLR (UNISEX)

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, MR, MLR, L, LR, XL, XLR, XXL,
XXLR, XXXL (UNISEX)

COLOURS: BLK/RED | MTM SERVICE: YES

COLOURS: BLK | MTM SERVICE: YES

£1045.00

£908.00
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TRI-LAMINATE DRYSUITS

ARCTIC SURVIVOR DRYSUIT
CODE: ARCTIC SURVIVOR STYLE-SIZE

Styles available: PX and XR variants
Fabric build: 110D tri-laminate
Rear entry BDM metal dry zip (medium duty)
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals
Inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
1x Flexi-Light stick arm pocket - XR version only
1x transporter pocket (zipped closure) - PX version only
1x bellows pocket (Velcro closure)
Double layer knee/seat protection
Rugged hardsole boots
STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)
COLOURS: YELL/NAVY, YELL/BLK, RED/BLK
MTM SERVICE: YES

£614.00

@roberto_macaluso
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NEOPRENE DRYSUITS

DIVEMASTER SPORT DRYSUIT

VOYAGER DRYSUIT

CODE: DIVE12-SIZE

CODE: VOYAGER-SIZE

Fabric build: 5.0mm neoprene
Rear entry BDM metal dry zip (medium duty)
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals
Inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
1x transporter pocket (zipped closure)
1x bellows pocket (Velcro closure) with knife holder
Hard wearing shoulder and knee protection
Rugged hardsole boots

Fabric build: 4.0mm neoprene
Rear entry BDM metal dry zip (medium duty)
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals
Overprinted shoulders for extra protection
Inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
1x transporter pocket (zipped closure)
Hard wearing knee pad for extra protection
Rugged hardsole boots

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, MLR, MLT, MR, L, LR, LT, XL, XLR,
XLT, XXL, XXLR, XXLT, XXXL, XXXLR (GENTS) - S, M, ML, MR,
MLR, L, LR, XL, XLR, XXL (LADIES)

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, MLR, MLT, MR, L, LR, XL, XLR, XLT,
XXL, XXLR, XXXL, XXXLR (GENTS) - S, M, ML, MR, MLR, L, LR,
XL, XLR (LADIES)

COLOURS: BLK/RED | MTM SERVICE: YES

COLOURS: RED/BLK | MTM SERVICE: NO

£756.00

£620.00
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COMMERCIAL GRADE DRYSUITS

ORIGIN DRYSUIT

DIVEMASTER COMMERCIAL DRYSUIT

CODE: ORIGINCG-SIZE

CODE: DIVE-COM-SIZE

Fabric build: 6.5mm neoprene
Liquid taped outer seams
Rear entry BDM metal dry zip (heavy duty)
Neck and wrist seals: neoprene or latex
Inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
2x transporter pockets (zipped closure)
Kevlar® shoulders/elbows and knee protection
Overprinted seat area for extra protection
Rugged hardsole boots

Fabric build: 5.5mm neoprene
Liquid taped outer seams
Rear entry BDM metal dry zip (heavy duty)
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals
Inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
1x transporter pocket (zipped closure)
1x bellows pocket (Velcro closure)
Rugged shoulders, Kevlar® knee and overprinted seat areas
Rugged hardsole boots

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, MLT, L, LR, LT, XL, XLR,
XLT, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, MLR, MLT, MR, L, LR, LT, XL,
XLR, XLT, XXL, XXLR, XXLT, XXXL, XXXLR (UNISEX)

COLOURS: BLK | MTM SERVICE: YES

COLOURS: BLK | MTM SERVICE: YES

£992.00

£793.00
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RESCUE SUITS

STORM FORCE 5 SURFACE SUIT

STORM FORCE 4 SURFACE SUIT

CODE: F5-375D-FE-SIZE

CODE: F4 WILDWATER SIZE or F4 FE YELLOW SIZE or F4-320D-RED/NAVY-SIZE

Fabric build: 375D heavy duty tri-lamiinate
Front entry BDM metal dry zip (medium duty)
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals (latex shown)
Reflective strips
1x Flexi-Light stick arm pocket
1x bellows pocket (Velcro closure)
Double layer knee/seat protection
Elasticated ankle gaitors
Latex socks (model wears Pro-safe boots)

Styles available: light and medium duty variants
Fabric build: 210D light duty trilaminate or
320D medium duty tri-laminate
Front entry BDM metal dry zip (medium duty)
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals (latex shown)
Reflective strips
Double layer knee/seat protection (V1 and V2)
Kevlar® knee/seat protection (V3 only)
Latex socks

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)

COLOURS: RED/BLK | MTM SERVICE: YES

COLOURS: RED/NAVY, RED/BLK
MTM SERVICE: YES

£656.00
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RESCUE SUITS
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RESCUE SUITS

RESPONDER SURFACE SUIT

2 PIECE FLOOD SUIT

CODE: RESPONDER-SUIT-SIZE

CODE: FLOOD-SUIT-SIZE

Fabric build: coated nylon
Rear entry YKK® Aquaseal® plastic dry zip
Latex neck and wrist seals
Reflective strips
1x light stick arm pocket
Double layer knee/seat protection
Elasticated ankle gaitors
Latex socks

Fabric build: coated nylon
Overjacket:
Neoprene neck and wrist seals
Adjustable Velcro closure on the neck
1x light stick arm pocket
Adjustable Velcro waistband
Salopette:
Adjustable quick release braces and belt
Splash proof zip
Gusseted zipped chest pockets
Elasicated ankle gaitors and latex socks (neopreene shown)

STOCK SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)
COLOURS: RED | MTM SERVICE: NO

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

£326.00

COLOURS: RED/BLK | MTM SERVICE: NO

£184.00
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MADE TO MEASURE SERVICE AVAILABLE
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RESCUE SUITS

Mixtrii D.O.O
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BOATING/TRANSIT SUITS

BOATING OPERATIONS SUIT

TRANSIT SUIT

CODE: BOATING-OPS-MTM

CODE: TRANSIT-SUIT-SOLAS-SIZE

Fabric build: 320D embratex breathable tri-laminate
Front entry YKK® Aquaseal® plastic dry zip
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals
Fleece lined collar with integrated high vis hood
Cuff protectors (Velcro closure)
2x zipped fully dry arm pockets
4x bellows arm/leg pockets (Velcro closure)
YKK® Aquaseal® plastic dry fly zip
Kevlar® knee/seat protection
Adjustable ankle protectors (Velcro/zip closure)
Breathable socks

Fabric build: 320D embratex breathable tri-laminate
Front entry YKK® Aquaseal® plastic dry zip
Yamamoto neoprene neck and wrist seals
Fleece lined collar with integrated high vis hood
Cuff protectors (Velcro closure)
2x fully dry chest pockets and 1x removable radio pocket
2x integrated glove arm pockets (5.0mm neo gloves included)
1x Flexi-Light stick arm pocket
2x bellows leg pockets (Velcro closure)
Kevlar® knee/seat protection
Kevlar® coated breathable lightweight socks

STOCK SIZES: NONE

STOCK SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)

COLOURS: NAVY, BLK | MTM SERVICE: YES

COLOURS: RED/BLK | MTM SERVICE: NO

£877.00

£620.00
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WADERS

PROWADE NEOPRENE WADERS
CODE: WADERS-PRO-SIZE

Designed around a high body cut these neoprene waders
offer added protection from the elements.
Fabric build: 5.0mm neoprene
Adjustable, elasticated quick release braces
1x large central chest pocket
Integrated hand warmers pouches
Double layer neoprene knee pads with silicone overprint
Lightweight PVC boots fitted as standard
Other boots or socks can be fitted upon request
STOCK SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
COLOURS: BLK | MTM SERVICE: YES

£163.00

Taylor Grote
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CONTAMINATED WATER DIVING SUITS
THOR CONTAMINATED WATERS
SPECIALIST RUBBER DIVING DRYSUIT
AVAILABLE IN 1000G + 1600G
CODE: 1000-THOR R/E SIZE or 1600-THOR-SIZE

The ideal suit for toxic incidents, chemical diving environments and
contaminated waters.
Styles available: 1000g and 1600g
Fabric build: Vulcanised laminated polymer sheets, polyester, high-grade
rubber and EPDM which gives excellent strength, protection & durability
Rear entry BDM metal dry zip (heavy duty)
Latex neck and wrist seals
Commercial grade inflation/exhaust valves: standard positions
Reflective strips located on upper arms
Heavy duty boots
Rubber boots fitted to the 1000g
Safety boots fitted to the 1600g
STOCK SIZES:
S, M, ML, MLR, L, LR, XL, XLR, XXL, XXLR (UNISEX)
COLOURS: RED, BLK | MTM SERVICE: NO
1000G

£1257.00

| 1600G

@southerndivers38

£1279.00

@victor_valenzuela_p

THOR COMPATIBLE SPARE PARTS
All the spare parts listed can be bought as separate items or bought and fitted by Northern Diver’s experienced repair and alterations
department. For information on fitting prices for the Thor spare parts visit page 144.

DESCO NECK YOKE

GENESIS NECK YOKE

KM NECK YOKE

AH NECK YOKE

CODE: NECK DAM DESCO

CODE: NECK DAM GENESIS

CODE: NECK DAM-KM

CODE: NECK DAM-AH3/5

£292.00

£292.00

SIZE: ONE

SIZE: ONE

£292.00
14
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SIZE: ONE
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THOR COMPATIBLE SPARE PARTS

BEANIE HOOD

INFLATION VALVE

MUSHROOM EXHAUST VALVE LOCKING CUFF DUMP

CODE: THOR-BEANIE-SIZE

CODE: VALVE-ND-INFLATOR-CEJN

CODE: VALVE-ND-EXHAUST-COMM

CODE: ND0000878

£19.00

£22.00

£35.00

£13.00

DRY GLOVE RING SYSTEM CUFF SYSTEM GLOVES

CUFF SYSTEM W/SEALS

LATEX WRIST SEALS

CODE: GLDRY-SYSTEM-V4-SIZE

SIZE: M, L, XL

CODE: CUFF RING + CUFF RING
-LATEX SIZE + CUFF RING-O RING

CODE: SEAL-W-STYLE-SIZE

£19.80

£43.00

SIZES: L, XL

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

£98.00

SIZE:
80*80*45mm (3.1*3.1*1.8”)

CODE: CUFF RING-GLOVE-SIZE

SIZE:
85*85*35mm (3.3*3.3*1.4”)

SIZE: M, L, XL

SIZE:
60*60*30mm (2.4*2.4*1.2”)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL
FROM

£23.00

EN 12568: 2010

RUBBER BOOTS

SAFETY BOOTS

SAFETY OVER BOOTS

LEAD INSOLES

CODE: THOR-SOFT-BOOT-SIZE

CODE: THOR-BOOT-SIZE

CODE: THOR-OVERBOOT

CODE: LEAD-INSOLES

£289.00

£46.00 (PAIR)

SIZE: UK 7-12

£101.00

SIZE: UK 7-12

£122.00

SIZE: ONE

SIZE: 2.6kg (5.7lbs) ea
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COMMERCIAL HOTWATER SUITS

EVO 8 HOTWATER SUIT

HOTWATER UNDERSUIT

CODE: HWS-EVO-8-SIZE

CODE: HWS-WETSUIT-SIZE

CE approved suit for use in excess of 50 metres depth
Fabric build: 4.0mm high grade yamamoto non-shrink neoprene,
outer lining: durable Swiss pique canvas
Front entry YKK® plastic zip
Fleece lined collar (Velcro closure)
Loop Velcro strips on cuffs and upper arm reflective detailing
2x large bellows leg pockets with marine grade eyelets
Anodized aluminium water distribution valve with 360 degree
stainless steel quick connector
Water flows along an anti-kink rubber pipe system built into suit
Protective overprinted neopads on shoulders, elbows and knees
Zipped gusset ankle closure

A multi-purpse item that can be used as an undersuit providing
an additional layer of thermal protection for colder dives or as a
wetsuit in warmer climates
Fabric build: 3.0mm 4-way superstretch neoprene
Finished with an anti Velcro lining
Triple glued and blind stitched seams
Front entry YKK® plastic zip
Velcro closing collar
Ndiver printed branding
STOCK SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)
COLOURS: BLK | MTM SERVICE: NO

STOCK SIZES: S, M, ML, MT, L, LT, XL, XLT, XXL, XXLT,
XXXL (UNISEX)

£105.00

COLOURS: BLK | MTM SERVICE: NO

£1045.00
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GAUNTLET KEVLAR® GLOVE
CODE: GLM-GAUNTLET-KEVLAR-SIZE

5.0mm neoprene with reinforced Kevlar®
palm and finger tips
Plush inner lining
Liquid taping and over printed panels on
finger tips
50*50mm (2*2”) hook Velcro panel fitted
inside gloves
SIZE: M, L, XL, XXL

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

HOTWATER SUIT COMPATIBLE SPARE PARTS

£26.00

HOT GRABBER GLOVE
CODE: GL HOT GRABBER SIZE

EN420, EN388, EN374
Cut resistant and hard wearing
Excellent resistance to abrasion
Resistance to chemicals, acids, alkalis, cutting
oils and petrol
Neoprene cuff with adjustable Velcro strap to
reduce flushing
SIZE: M, L, XL

£42.00

HOTWATER BOOT
CODE: BOOT-HOTWATER-SIZE

5.0mm neoprene
Drain holes on inner side of boots
50*50mm (2*2”) hook Velcro panels fitted
inside boots (x2)
Flexible rubber sole
SIZE: S (UK 7-8), M (UK 9-10), L (UK 10-11), XL
(UK 11-12), XXL (UK 12-13)

£31.00

HOTWATER SERVICE KIT
CODE: HWS-SERVICE KIT

For use with the Hotwater manifold. Should
be serviced every 3-6 months, or yearly if
used less than once a year.
SIZE: N/A

@sub.nor

£46.00
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SUIT ACCESSORIES

bio seals
DO YOU GET NECK & WRIST TRICKLE?
Heralded by DIVER magazine as “truly keeping the water out”. Some divers may
experience a trickle of water down their seals now and again, usually as a result of a
channel caused by a tendon. Hopefully not for much longer.
Apollo bio seals combat water ingress and work excellently. The seals simply slide
over your neck and wrists, and form an effective bond with your drysuit seal, whether
you use neoprene or latex seals.
The Cosmo-gel that the seals are made from is super soft and super stretchy (1300%
- 1500% stretch). As you could deduce, they are very comfortable and mould to your
skin brilliantly. On top of this, durability isn’t compromised. This product is latex free.
BIO NECK SEAL

BIO WRIST SEALS

SIZE: M (11”-14”), L (15”+)

SIZE: ONE

CODE: SEAL-NECK-BIO-BLACK-SIZE

£51.00

CODE: SEAL-WRIST-BIO-BLACK

£55.00 (PAIR)
SPECIALIST COMMERCIAL VALVES
CODE: VALVE-ND-INFLATOR-CEJN or VALVE-ND-EXHAUST-CEJN or
VALVE-ND-EXHAUST-COMM

We supply valves that are specially designed for harsher diving
environments. Perfect for contaminated waters with chemical,
impact and heat resistance, these valves are availble in
inflation, exhaust and double mushroom exhaust models.
Ultra Low Profile with a TUV-RHEINLAND Test Rating.

INFLATION VALVE

EXHAUST VALVE

CODE: VALVE-ND-INFLATOR-STYLE

CODE: VALVE-ND-EXHAUST-COLOUR

£21.00

£23.00

Ultra Low Profile
TUV-RHEINLAND Test Rating
Style/colours may vary
COLOUR: WHITE, YELL

INFLATION

EXHAUST

DOUBLE EXHAUST

£22.00

£23.00

£35.00

Ultra Low Profile
TUV-RHEINLAND Test Rating
Fully adjustable ‘auto dump’
COLOUR: WHITE, YELL

BLOWGUN SYSTEM
CODE: VALVE-BLOWGUN-VALVE + VALVE-BLOWGUNINFLATOR

Features a sealing Hanson style quick
release connector, located on the swivel
valve body. An easy to use push-button
system, which quick-connects to your
drysuit valve. Users can disconnect the
blowgun underwater for uses such as
inflating lifting bags, marker buoys and other
equipment.

LOCKING CUFF DUMP
CODE: ND0000878

COLOUR: BLK/WHITE

SIZE:
60*60*30mm (2.4*2.4*1.2”)

£66.00

£13.00
18
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STANDARD HOSES

VTEC HOSE

CEJN HOSE

CODE: NDA-NEW NDA HOSE STD or NDA-NEW
NDA 40” HOSE

CODE: NDA-NEW NDA HOSE VTECH

CODE: NDA-NEW-CJEN HOSE

£17.00

£26.00

AC-11-2 HOSE COVER

AC-11-4 HOSE COVER

AC-11-5 HOSE COVER

CODE: HOSE PROTECTOR BLACK

CODE: HOSE PROTECTOR BLACK

CODE: HOSE PROTECTOR BLACK

£2.60

£2.60

£2.60

Low pressure drysuit inflation hose
SIZE: 33” and 40” (83.8 and 101.6cm)
33”

£17.00

| 40”

£18.00

SIZE: ONE

Low pressure drysuit inflation hose
Compatible with our VTECH valves
SIZE: 33” (83.8cm)

SIZE: ONE

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

SUIT ACCESSORIES

Low pressure drysuit inflation hose
Quick Connect couplings
SIZE: 40” (101.6cm)

SIZE: ONE

Hose protectors: protects the delicate junction where the hose screws into the 1st stage. Durable material with self-draining vented design for thorough rinsing/ drying.

SUIT HANGER

SUIT STORAGE BAG

CODE: HANGER-DRYSUIT

CODE: NDB8

Specifically designed for drysuits,
inverted drying, manufactured from
lightweight heavy-duty plastic
SIZE: ONE

£10.50

Large enough for any Northern Diver drysuit, with a water resistant lining that
keeps moisture within the bag. Opens out to create a handy changing mat.
Supplied as standard with all new Northern Diver drysuits.
SIZE: 76*50*20cm (29.9*19.7*7.9”)

£17.00
19

SUIT MAINTENANCE

WAX FOR METAL ZIPS

LUBE FOR PLASTIC ZIPS

CODE: ZIP WAX

CODE: AQUASEAL ZIP LUBE

Easy, effective suit zip lubrication
Ensure smooth action &
prolonged zip life
SIZE: 10*2cm (3.9*0.8”)

Additional protection and grease
for YKK® Aquaseal®, Flexseal
and Proseal zips
SIZE: 4.8g (0.2oz)

£2.10 EX VAT

£2.60 EX VAT

NEOPRENE SEAL LUBE

LATEX SEAL - TALC

CODE: SEAL-LUBRICANT

CODE: SEAL SAVER

A water based seal lubricant that
will extend the life of neoprene
seals and ease getting in and out
of any suit
SIZE: 200ml (7.04oz)

Pure (unscented) talcum powder
specially formulated to lubricate
and help extend the life of latex
seals on any suit
SIZE: 100g (3.5oz)

£8.00

£2.60

SILICONE SPRAY

SUIT SEAL

CODE: SILICONE SPRAY

CODE: SUITSEAL REPAIR SET

Suit Repairs & Alterations.
Book your suit in online.

We offer a full ONLINE repair and alterations service
for our suits. All you need to do is log in to your online
account to get started with the 8 steps to book your repair

Find out more at www.ndiver.com/repairs
Photo credit: Louise, one of our Repairs Team Leaders in action. Using her
27 years’ experience to cut and custom fit repairs & alterations.
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A water repellant, protectant or
lubricant for rubber, plastic and
metal parts
SIZE: 200ml (7.04oz)

£4.20
info@ndiver.com

Used for repairs to holes and
tears in suits, used to seal our dry
glove ring system to neo cuffs
SIZE: 21g (0.74oz)

£4.20

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

THERMAL GARMENTS

ELECTRACORE
3.0mm Rechargeable Heated Vest provides
heat to give complete warmth to the body
when working in cold conditions.
The Northern Diver ‘Electracore’ heated vest
has been designed and manufactured with
your comfort and warmth in mind. The three
heat settings allow you to pick a temperature
that suits you and if it happens that you want to
raise or lower the temperature, the switch has
been positioned in an easy to reach position to
the left of your midriff – ensuring that even when
you’re wearing your rescue suit, the button
remains easy to access.
The ‘Electracore’ has been made using a
flexible 3.0mm black neoprene shell along with
a snug fleece inner lining maintaining comfort
for the user, whilst also insulating and reflecting
the heat back on to the body, so even if the
vest is turned off, there will still be noticeable
thermal benefits.
The colour of the On/Off button will identify
the heat of the vest. With up to a ten-hour run
time, the ‘Smart’ Lithium-Ion battery will last for
several dives.
The built in heat panels are waterproof, CE
approved and conforms to EN 61000-61:2019, EN 61000-6-3:2007/A 1 :2011/
AC:2012. Note the battery is not waterproof.
This garment has been designed to be worn
underneath a dry suit when being used in and
around water.

1000 MA

High Setting

Mid Setting

Low Setting

Temperature

50 degrees

40 degrees

25 degrees

Run Times

3hrs 10mins

4hrs 30mins

6hrs 30mins

Colour Of Light

Red

Blue

Green

Why use a heated vest?
Working efficiency increases
Working safety increases
Mobility is better (no need for multiple layers)
Comfort increases
CODE: HEATED-VEST-SIZE

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)
COLOUR: BLK

£98.00
SPARE BATTERY £30.00
VEST
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THERMAL GARMENTS

METALUX ARCTIC & TEMPERATE

THERMALUX

CODE: METALUX 330g ARCTIC SIZE or METALUX TEMP SIZE
or METALUX ARCTIC SIZE

CODE: THERMALUX-SIZE

Designed to reflect thermal radiation and reduce air movement,
even when wet or compressed
Fabric build: lightweight, high-performance ripstop nylon outer
shell with a fleece-lined inner over the metalux insulating layer
Quick-drying
Bacteria and fungus resistant
Stretch thermalskin cuffs and foot stirrups
Non magnetic two way YKK® zip
1x zipped chest pocket and 2x hip pockets

Comfortable and incredibly flexible
Fabric build: outer nylon shell, absorbing micro-fleece lining
Quick-drying & ultra lightweight
Bacteria & fungus resistant
Stretch lycra panels provide flexibility in shoulders,
lower back & under arms to give exceptional freedom of
movement, without sacrificing warmth
Thermalskin cuffs, elasticated thumb loops & foot stirrups
Non magnetic two way YKK® zip
2x hip pockets

SIZE: S, M, ML, MLR, MR, MLT, L, LR, LT, XL, XLR, XLT, XXL,
XXLR, XXXL, XXLR (UNISEX)

SIZE: XS, S, M, ML, MLR, L, LR, XL, XLR, XXL,
XXLR (UNISEX)

100g Temperate
TOG: 4.2

200g Arctic
TOG: 4.3

300g Arctic
TOG: 4.4

TOG: 2.3

£98.00

£127.00

£138.00
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THERMAL GARMENTS

THERMICORE

BODYCORE

CODE: THERMICORE-V2-SIZE or THERMICORE-V2-SUB-ZERO-SIZE

CODE: BODYCORE-SRE-SIZE or BODYCORE-SUB-ZERO-SIZE

Styles available: Thermicore and a double thickness Sub Zero
Fabric build: printed outer shell and a fleece inner, the Thermicore
has 1 fleece layer whilst the Sub Zero has 2 fleece layers
Seams are flat lock stitched
Super-soft fleece comfort collar
1x zipped arm pocket (sub zero only)
Elastic thumb stirrups
Integrated foot stirrups
Elasticated adjustable waistband
Includes HotSox

Styles available: Bodycore and a double thickness Sub Zero
Fabric build: durable outer shell and fleece inner, the
Bodycore has 1 layer and the Sub Zero has 2 layers of fleece
Seams are flat lock stitched
Super-soft fleece comfort collar
Velcro neck closure in some styles
Front entry 2-way zip
Elastic thumb stirrups
Integrated foot stirrups
Suit branding may vary dependant on style

SIZE: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)

SIZE: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (UNISEX)

Thermicore
TOG: 0.6

£88.00

Thermicore Sub Zero
TOG: 1.4

£109.00

Bodycore
TOG: 0.6

Bodycore Sub Zero
TOG: 1.4

£50.00

£89.00
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THERMAL GARMENTS
TECHNICAL
B AS E LAY E R

THERMALSKIN BODYLINE

TECHNICAL BASE LAYER

CODE: MOD-BODY-U/SUIT-SIZE

CODE: BASE-LAYER-SIZE

Close fitting - fits like a “second skin” - can be used as a
tropical swimming suit or as a base layer with our undersuits
Fabric build: moisture wicking fleece & stretch lycra
Front entry 2-way plastic zip
Velcro closing neck tab
Breathable & lightweight
Reliable blind stitched seams
Elasticated thumb loops
Built in foot stirrups

An increasingly popular thermal...
Helps maintain core body temperature
Can be worn on its own or layered up with other undersuits
Fabric build: 67% polyamide, 30% polyester, 3% spandex
Breathable and moisture wicking
Ergonomic design
Lightweight and durable
Thumb stirrups for use when fitting wrists through suit wrist seals
Foot stirrups to keep long johns in place

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL (UNISEX)

TOG: 0.2

TOG: N/A

£58.00

£34.00
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DUAL USE SUIT

EXTREME THERMAL SAT

HOTWATER - DUAL USE SUIT

CODE: THERMAL-SAT-SUIT-SIZE

CODE: HWS-WETSUIT-SIZE

Fabric: a hydrophobic outer layer helps repel water, retain heat
and dries quickly, a padded middle and a soft inner lining
Front entry two-way YKK® zip
1x chest pocket with removable ID badge
2x hip pockets
Integrated elasticated thumb holes
Toughened panels to protect high wear areas – all round middle
section of arms, back of shoulders and front of knees
Split design at the ankles with Velcro adjustable closure allows
for swift donning and the use of different types of footwear
Compressible to allow suit to be stowed away tightly

A multi-purpse item that can be used as an undersuit
providing an additional layer of thermal protection for
colder dives or as a wetsuit in warmer climates
Fabric build: 3.0mm 4-way superstretch neoprene
Finished with an anti Velcro lining
Triple glued and blind stitched seams
Front entry YKK® plastic zip
Velcro closing collar
Ndiver printed branding

SIZE: M, MT, L, LT, XL, XLT, XXL, XXLT, XXXL (UNISEX)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

TOG: N/A

TOG: 0.2

£101.00

£105.00

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

THERMAL GARMENTS
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THERMAL GARMENTS

CHANGING ROBE
CODE: ND-CHANGING-ROBE-SIZE

Changing out of your wet kit just got a whole lot easier with this
cosy Changing Robe. Perfect for keeping you warm, dry and
covered up, the oversized design ensures that there is plenty
of space inside the robe to allow you to easily change whilst
protecting your modesty.
The changing robe is fully waterproof and windproof with 300gsm
fleece insulation, ensuring you can get changed in comfort – or to
just keep warm and dry once you’re out of the water.
The robe also boasts an adjustable hood, hand warmer pockets,
a chest pocket and roll sleeve tabs, so you can achieve your
perfect level of comfort.
Fully waterproof and windproof fabric
300gsm internal fleece insulation
Chest pocket (zipped closure)
Waterproof front entry zip
Roll sleeve tab to allow short sleeve and long sleeve configuration
Adjustable Velcro tabs on the cuffs
Integrated hood with drawstring adjustment
Hand warmer pockets (zipped closure)
SIZE: S/M, L/XL (UNISEX)

£99.00

FLEECE INSULATION
ROLL SLEEVE TABS
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WATERPROOF | BREATHABLE | ANTIBACTERIAL
CODE: DRYSOX-SIZE

Certified to: BS EN ISO 12947-2
Moisture-wicking, anti-bacterial, breathable & 100% waterproof socks,
designed with a tri-layer fabric for top performance. Perfect for countless
applications in wet conditions where it’s essential to keep your feet warm,
dry & comfortable. Lightweight, high performance, easy to wash & a
seamless perfect fit. Designed to stop ingress of water, dirt or sand.

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

SOCKS & RASH GUARDS

Available in calf length, Oeko-Tex 100 certified. Fabric
build: outer: abrasion resistant nylon, elastane, spandex,
mid: waterproof, breathable membrane, inner: Coolmax,
cotton, nylon, spandex
SIZE: S (UK 4-6), M (UK 6-8), L (UK 8-10), XL (UK 10-12)

£28.00

HOTSOX

TEMPERATE SOCKS

BODYLINE SOCKS

CODE: HOTSOX-SIZE

CODE: MOD-TEMP-SOCKS-SIZE

3.0mm superstretch neoprene
Low profile flat lock stitched seams
Smooth finish & comfortable fit
SIZE: UK 5-10

CODE: MOD-BODY-SOCK-SIZE

They keep your feet warm
Mid length with high wicking fleece
Flat lock stitched with no raised seams
SIZE: UK 3-14

£13.00

£12.00

£12.00

SHORT SLEEVED RASH VEST

LONG SLEEVED RASH VEST

MILITARY ALL BLACK RASH VEST

CODE: RASH VEST-GENDER-SIZE

CODE: RASH VEST-GENDER-SIZE -LONG

CODE: MOD-RASH-VEST-SIZE

£8.00

£8.00

£17.00

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: VARIOUS (random draw)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: VARIOUS (random draw)

Keep your feet even warmer
Flat lock stitched with no raised seams
Heel protector & cut to fit perfectly
SIZE: UK 5-13

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: BLK

Rash vests are ideal beneath your undersuit or wetsuit to glide with your body movements, colours vary dependent on stock
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SEMI-DRY WETSUITS
NEW

SEMI DRY
1 PIECE WITH SEPARATE HOOD

SEMI TECH
2 PIECE WITH SEPARATE HOOD

CODE: MOD-SEMI DRY-SIZE

CODE: SEMI-TECH-GENDER-SIZE

Fabric build: superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple-glued & blind-stitched seams
Rear entry, horizontal YKK® plastic zip
Smooth-skin neoprene neck with adjustable Velcro collar
Smooth-skin neoprene wrist and ankle seals with neo warmers
1x large leg pocket (Velcro closure)
Strong pad knee and seat areas

Suit can be layered in colder waters or used as separates
Pieces: 5.5mm long john, 6.5mm shortie and 5.0mm hood
Fabric build: 5.5mm/6.5mm superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple-glued & blind-stitched seams
Integrated Thermal Shield vest (long john)
YKK® plastic zip (rear entry on long john, front entry on shortie)
Smooth-skin wrist/ankle seals with zipped closure (long john)
Protective over print on shoulders and knees

SIZE: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (GENT + LADIES)

£383.00
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SEMI-DRY WETSUITS

DELTA FLEX
2 PIECE WITH SEPARATE HOOD

HELIOS
1 PIECE WITH ATTACHED HOOD

CODE: DELTA-FLEX-SIZE

CODE: W-HELIOS-SIZE

Pieces: 5.0mm long john, over jacket and hood
Fabric build: 5.0mm superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple glued, blind stitched seams
Collar with Velcro closing neck tab
Front entry YKK® plastic zip (long john and over jacket)
Smooth-skin wrist/ankle seals with zipped closure (long john)
Pre-formed knee and elbow areas
Protective over print on lower arms, knees and ankles

Fabric build: 7.0mm superstretch neoprene
High vis yellow panelling
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple glued, blind stitched seams
Attached neoprene hood
Front entry YKK® plastic zip
Smooth-skin wrist/ankle seals with zipped closure
Pre-formed knee and elbow areas
Strong pad elbow, knee and seat areas

SIZE: M, ML, MLT, L, LT, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

SIZE: MTM

£205.00

£209.00
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STEAMER WETSUITS

STORM
1 PIECE WITH SEPARATE HOOD

SHARK STEAMER
1 PIECE LONG JOHN

CODE: W-STORM-FE-SIZE

CODE: W-STEAMER BLACK - SIZE

Pieces: long john and hood
Fabric build: 6.0mm superstetch neoprene with 4.0mm
underarms, elbows, knees and crotch for extra flexibility
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple-glued & blind-stitched seams
Front entry YKK® zips with non-chafe Velcro tab collar
Smooth-skin wrist and ankle seals
Strong pad knee and seat areas

Fabric build: 3.0mm superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple-glued & blind-stitched seams
Rear entry YKK® plastic zip
Smooth-skin neoprene neck
Adjustable Velcro neck tab
Smooth-skin neoprene wrist and ankle seals
Bold Storm branding

SIZE: S, M, ML, MLT, L, LT, XL, XLT, XXL, XXXL (GENTS)
S, M, L, XL, XXL (LADIES)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

£179.00

£49.00
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SHORTIE WETSUITS

WILDWATER
1 PIECE SHORTIE SUIT

SHARK
1 PIECE SHORTIE

CODE: W-SHORTIE-G-SIZE or W-SHORTIE-L-SIZE

CODE: W-SHORTIE BLACK-S

Fabric thickness: 3.0mm
Fabric build: 4-way superstretch neoprene
Warm, plush Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple-glued & blind-stitched seams
Rear entry YKK® plastic zip with long leash for ease of use
Smooth-skin neoprene neck/arm/leg seals
Secure Velcro closing neck tab
Protective overprint on the shoulders/thighs

Fabric build: 3.0mm superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple-glued & blind-stitched seams
Rear entry YKK® plastic zip
Smooth-skin neoprene neck
Adjustable Velcro neck tab
Smooth-skin neoprene wrist and ankle seals
Bold Storm branding

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (MENS + LADIES)
COLOUR: BLUE/BLK, PURPLE/BLK

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

£61.00

£49.00
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SHORTIE WETSUITS, KIDS WETSUITS & ACCESSORIES

KIDS STORM WETSUIT
CODE: WETSUIT-STEAMER-AGE

Superstretch neoprene build
Seams triple glued/blind stitched
Rear entry high quality YKK® zip
Inner protective zip flap
Long zip puller with securing
fastener and subtle Northern
Diver detailing
Reflective Northern Diver and
X-Fire logos
Smooth skin neoprene neck,
wrist and ankle seals
SIZE: 3-14yrs

£57.00

WETSUIT HANGER
CODE: HANGER-WETSUIT

Designed for the upright drying of a wetsuit
Also compatible with drysuits or BCDs
Manufactured from lightweight heavy-duty plastic
Ergonomic and compact design for easy storage
SIZE: ONE

£10.50

X-FIRE
1 PIECE SHORTIE SUIT
CODE: WETSUIT-SHORTIE-SIZE

DELTA WETBOOT

A great option for low profile wetsuit protection in warm conditions
whether you’re scuba diving, pool training or snorkelling
Fabric build: 3.0mm neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple glued, blind stitched seams
Rear entry zip with long leash for ease of use
Secure Velcro closing neck tab
Blue stitch detailing
SIZE: S, M, L, XL (UNISEX)

CODE: WETBOOT07-DT-SIZE

Fabric build: 5.0mm neoprene
Titanium internal warm lining
Anti-slip rubber sole
Heel and toe protection
Heavy duty durable side zip
Alterations can be made for a wider fit
(extra fee may apply)
SIZE: UK 3-13

£24.00

£28.00
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RESCUE WETSUITS

EMERGENCY SERVICES RESPONSE
(ESR) 1 PIECE WITH SEPARATE HOOD

SEARCH AND RESCUE
1 PIECE WITH SEPARATE HOOD

CODE: W-ESR-THICKNESS-SIZE

CODE: W-SAR-SIZE

Pieces: long john and hood
Fabric build: high vis orange 4-way superstetch neoprene
available in 1.5mm, 3.0mm and 5.0mm
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Reflective strip print detailing
Front entry YKK® plastic zip with secure Velcro collar tab
Smooth-skin seals with zipped closure on wrists and ankles
Strong pad elbow, knee and seat areas

Ideal for helicoper/search and rescue operations
Pieces: long john and hood
Fabric build: 4.0mm high vis superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple glued, blind stitched seams
Collar with Velcro closing neck tab
Front entry YKK® plastic zip
Smooth-skin neck, wrist and ankle seals
Strong pad elbows, knees and seat areas
RESCUE printed down left thigh

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
1.5MM

£101.00 | 3.0MM £149.00 | 5.0MM £171.00

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

£149.00
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MILITARY WETSUITS

TROPICAL & TEMPERATE
2 PIECE MILITARY GRADE SYSTEMS

BEAVERTAIL
2 PIECE WITH ATTACHED HOOD

CODE: MOD-TROP-LONG-SIZE + MOD-TROP-SHORT-SIZE or

CODE: WETSUIT-BELGIUM SIZE or WETSUIT-BELGIUM 7MM SIZE

MOD-TEMP-SLEEVED-SIZE + MOD-TEMP-SHORT-SIZE

Suit can be layered in colder waters or used as separates
Tropical: 5.0mm long john and 3.0mm shortie
Temperate: 5.0mm long john and 5.0mm shortie
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene with liquid taped seams
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
YKK® plastic zip (rear entry on long john, front entry on shortie)
Smooth-skin neck, wrist and ankle seals
Strong pad elbow and knee areas

Pieces: long john (sleeveless) and over jacket
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple glued, blind stitched seams
Integrated superstech neoprene hood (over jacket)
Adjustable Velcro shoulder straps (long john)
Front entry YKK® plastic zip (over jacket)
Smooth-skin wristseals with zipped closure (over jacket)
Kevlar® knee protection (long john)

SIZE: S, M, MT, ML, MLT, L, LT, XL, XLT, XXL (UNISEX)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)

TROPICAL
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| TEMPERATE
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| 7.0MM

£299.00
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MILITARY WETSUITS

REAR ENTRY
1 PIECE MILITARY SUIT
CODE: MILITARY FULL SUIT SIZE - 5MM or MILITARY FULL SUIT SIZE

Thickness options: 3.0m or 5.0mm
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene
Ti-Ax Thermacote titanium lining
Triple glued, blind stitched seams
Smooth-skin neck with Velcro closing neck tab
Rear entry, vertical YKK® plastic zip
Smooth-skin wrist and ankle seals
Strong pad protective elbow and knee pads
SIZE: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL (UNISEX)
3.0MM

£165.00

| 5.0MM

£198.00
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MARLIN OPENWATER TRIATHLON SWIM WETSUITS

MARLIN OPENWATER
TRIATHLON WETSUITS
CODE: TRIATHLON-G-SIZE or TRIATHLON-L-SIZE

We have been designing and producing worldclass wetsuits for over 45 years and are proud to
present our latest innovation, the Marlin Triathlon
suit.
Our men’s suit has been intricately designed to
perfectly work in conjunction with the male body,
ensuring unparalleled freedom of movement,
comfort, and ultimately, performance. It is the ideal
suit for triathlons and all open water swimming.
We created two versions of the suit as it was vital
to consider the differences between the male
and female body frame and shape, a one-sizefits-all approach would not suffice for the serious
triathlete and open water swimmer.
FEATURES
Constructed from Yamamoto #30,
#40 SCS and Aerodome neoprene
Wetsuit panels range from 2.0mm to 5.0mm
Triple glued & taped seams
Glide though the water more efficiently
and with zero drag
Reduces body heat loss with the metallic
alloy barrier
Cuffs and ankles designed to be trimmable
YKK® zip with long zip puller & Velcro to secure
Protective inner zip flap
Open water visibility with bright
blue shoulder/arm panels
Quick easy on. Easy off – which eases frustration
Smooth overprint pattern on cuffs, back panel
and underarms
Mesh storage bag included
Available in mens and womens cuts
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£190.00
£195.00

WOMENS
MENS

WHY THE MARLIN TRIATHLON WETSUIT?
The Marlin Triathlon suit has an impressive history of success – providing a
solid foundation on which we have built upon. In the early 2000’s the previous
design of this suit was worn by top triathletes such as Faris Al Sultan (2005 Ford
Ironman Kona World Champion), and Christof Wandratsch, who set the (then)
world record for the fastest ever swim of the English Channel in 2005.
You can expect even more from our brand-new suit. We have taken our old
design and revolutionised it, incorporating the latest features and high-end
construction to create a modern-day, world-class triathlon suit.
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MARLIN OPENWATER ACCESSORIES

MARLIN SWIM CAPS

HYDRO-GLIDE SWIM GLOVES

MARLIN SWIM GOGGLES

CODE: MARLIN-CAP-COLOUR-SIZE

CODE: GL-MARLIN-HYDRO-GLIDE-SIZE

CODE: MARLIN-GOGGLES-COLOUR

£17.50

Coming soon

£16.00

SWIM SOCKS

CHANGING ROBE

MARLIN TOW FLOAT BAG

CODE: MOD-TEMP-SOCKS-SIZE

CODE: CHANGING-ROBE-SIZE

CODE: MARLIN-SWIM-FLOAT

£12.00

£99.00

£29.00

40L KIT BAG

WET BOOTS

FLEXI-LIGHTS

CODE: DRYBAG-40L-SRE

CODE: WETBOOT07-DT-SIZE

CODE: FLEXI-LGT-COLOUR

£23.00

£24.00

High vis panel (yellow, pink, blue)
3mm neopene with Velcro chin strap
Sizes: S, M, L

Superstretch neoprene construction
Snug fit - like a ‘second skin’
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Durable waterproof material
Welded construction
Dims: 52*32*26cm (20.5*12.6*10.2”)

Stretchy 2.0mm neoprene
Glued & blind stitched
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Fully waterproof/windproof fabric
300gsm fleece insulation
Sizes: S/M and L/XL

5mm neoprene, titanium lined
Anti-slip rubber sole
Sizes: UK3-12 (EU 36-46)

Leak resistant seal
Panoramic field of vision
Available in blue or black

Highly visible waterproof PVC
Roll top dry bag with oral tube
Includes waist strap and whistle

100% waterproof, 100m depth rated
Visible from up to 3km away
Low, high power and flashing modes
FROM

£7.10
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CUFF RING SYSTEMS

DRY GLOVE
RING SYSTEM
Suitable for both arctic
conditions & contaminated
water environments.
CODE: GLDRY-SYSTEM-VERSION-SIZE

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

£94.00
Loss of movement or manual dexterity, due
to cold hands, can be dangerous during a
dive, as well as being uncomfortable for the
diver. Maintaining hand warmth and a divers
ability to efficiently operate their essential
diving equipment, is vital to safe diving and
maintaining a high level of dive comfort.
Northern Diver are proud to manufacture
and continue to innovate our revolutionary
concept in dry diving glove systems.

North East Dive

What’s in the kit:

Fitting this dry glove system to your own
drysuit is easy, as the package includes the
unique bespoke fitting tool, sealing adhesive
and a sealing adhesive application brush.
Compatible with neoprene or membrane
drysuits, using latex or neoprene wrist seals.
Once fitted to a divers suit, the unique twinsafe locking ring mechanism, allows quick
and easy glove engagement and the equally
quick release of the dry gloves, without the
need for assistance.

Ansell Extra™ gloves

Gloves conform to the requirements of
European Directive 89/686/EEC and to the
European standards EN420:2003 + A1:2009
and EN374:2003, EN388:2003
Ansell Extra™ glove
Extremely high resistance to many ketones,
salts, detergents, alcohols, alkalies and fats
100% cotton flock lining provides a softer
more comfortable glove that helps absorb
perspiration
100% natural rubber with no filters
Excellent resistance to mechanical hazards
plus increased chemical protection
Chlorinated for better grip and increased
chemical resistance
Heavy duty handling where sensitivity is also
required

Fleece inner gloves

Dry glove ring modules

Thermal fleece inner glove
Thermal 4-way stretch fleece
Flat lock stitched seams for comfort
Snug fit around wrist area for additional
thermal protection
Removable for warmer waters or for use post
dive

Locking tool and sealing rings

Package includes
Ansell Extra™ and thermal fleece inner gloves
2 (smaller lightweight) glove modules
3 sealing rings
Locking tool and adhesive sealant
Instructional video available online
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DRY GLOVE RING SYSTEM COMPATIBLE SPARE PARTS

ANSELL GLOVE (SPARES)

INNER GLOVE (SPARES)

DRY GLOVE RINGS (SPARES)

CODE: GLDRY-OUTER-K-SIZE

CODE: MOD-0273-ITEM SIZE

CODE: GLDRY-LOCKING-RING

£13.70

£14.00

SIZE: M, L, XL

SIZE: M, L, XL

SIZE: ONE

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

CUFF RING SYSTEMS

£17.00

DRY GLOVE
RING SYSTEM
ALTERNATIVES
If you do not have a dry
glove system fitted to your
drysuit you can use these
heavy-duty gloves.
They are puncture resistant
and offer plenty of room
to fit a pair of warm fleece
gloves underneath them.
They have a latex seal
which sits on top the latex
seals fitted to your suit

DRYTEK GLOVE

HELIOS GLOVE

CODE: GL-DRYTEK-SIZE

CODE: GLDRY-HELIOS-SIZE

£28.00

£20.00

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

SIZE: S, M

CUFF RING SYSTEM
AVAILABLE WITH LATEX WRIST SEALS OR
PROTECTIVE CUT RESISTANT GLOVES
Developed to ensure that a user can quickly and
easily remove the seals from a drysuit and replace
with new seals/gloves in the field.
Attached directly to the drysuit the permanent wrist
rings mate with seals or gloves. The gloves have
excellent resistance to abrasion, acids, alkalis, cutting
oils and petrol.

CUFF SYSTEM WITH LATEX SEALS

CUFF SYSTEM WITH GLOVES

CUFF SYSTEM GLOVE (SPARES)

CODE: CUFF RING + CUFF RING-LATEX SIZE +
CUFF RING-O RING

CODE: CUFF RING + CUFF RING-LATEX SIZE +
CUFF RING-O RING + CUFF RING-GLOVE-SIZE

CODE:
CUFF RING-GLOVE-SIZE

SIZE: M, L, XL

£41.00

SIZE: M, L, XL

£44.00

SIZE: M, L, XL

£19.80
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5-FINGER GLOVES

HEATED GLOVES
NEW

**This product is still in development and may change in appearance**
Well-suited for extremely cold environments and underwater use
Disperses heat evenly throughout the hand
Great to keep areas that are especially vulnerable to cold, such as fingertips,
supplied with ample heat
Adjutable temperature/heat levels
Evenly distributed heating elements allow for freedom of movements in palms
Superstretch neoprene keeps you warm even when the heating is off
Inclusive waterproof battery and charger

COMING SOON!

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DRYSKIN GLOVE
CODE: GL5-DRYSKIN-SIZE

Thickesses available: 5.0mm
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Liquid taped seams, sealed for extra protection
Finex thermal inner lining
Internal dry seal ring to keep water out, keeps hands dry and warm
Silicone printed palms add extra grip
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£24.00
ARCTIC SURVIVOR GLOVE
CODE: GL01 S/S SIZE or GL01 S/S-HD-SIZE

Thicknesses available: 5.0mm
Styles: superstretch and heavy duty supertretch
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Liquid taped seams, sealed for extra protection (heavy duty style only)
Neotex wrist seals form a ‘water lock’ system
This seal system ensures no flush from the gloves, keeping your hands warm
A comfortable, close fit for optimal dexterity
The textured overprint gives additional abrasion resistance
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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5-FINGER GLOVES
OPTIMUM ZIPPED GLOVE
CODE: GL5-OPTIMUM BLACK-SIZE		

Thicknesses available: 5.0mm
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Triple glued and blindstitched seams
Ti-Ax® Thermacote® heat-reflecting lining
Additional protective Diamondflex on back of hand
Overprinted palms and fingers for heightened control and grip
A wrist zip to allow the necessary expansion when required
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£19.00
SRE ZIPPED GLOVE
CODE: GL3-OPTIMUM-SRE-SIZE		

Thicknesses available: 3.0mm
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Nylon lining with glideskin seal
Triple glued and blindstitched seams
Overprinted back of hand, palm and fingers
Long plastic zip with velcro closing zip tab
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£18.00
3MM

3D SHAPED

5MM

OPTIMUM
ZIPPED GLOVES
Available in:
5.0mm Temperate
3.0mm Tropical
Catering for
both extremes of
temperature without
the loss of dexterity
and warmth.
Sizes:
S, M, L, XL, XXL

A moulded shape fit along with our Glideskin seal makes donning easy for the
user. Factors complemented by the added security of a Long YKK® plastic zip
with velcro closing zip tab.
With pre-bent fingers and anti-slip grip, the gloves perform really well. Super
comfortable because of the pattern and the unique four-way stretch neoprene.
Flat-locked stitched and triple glued seams ensure the durability and longevity
of the glove is maximised to the fullest.

3.0mm
Tropical

5.0mm
Temperate

CODE: GL3-TROP-SIZE

CODE: GL5-TEMP-SIZE

£27.00

£28.00
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5-FINGER GLOVES

STORMFORCE GLOVE
CODE: GL4-STORMFORCE-SIZE

Thicknesses available: 4.0mm
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene with a shark skin rubber palm
Thermal inner lining
Textured rubber palm gives excellent grip and does not compromise on flexibility
Water migration is minimised with the elasticated Velcro fastening wrist strap
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£14.50

KEVLAR® SUPERSTRETCH GLOVE
CODE: GLTHICKNESS-K-SIZE		

Thicknesses available: 3.0mm, 5.0mm
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Triple glued and blindstitched seams
KN203 Kevlar® finger tips and palm give this glove double the strength
Overprinted fingertips for extra protection and abrasion resistance
For more extreme conditions, these gloves give extra strength and protection,
without compromising on hand comfort, ease of use or underwater dexterity
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
3.0MM

£22.00

| 5.0MM

£24.00

SUPERSTRETCH NEOPRENE GLOVE
CODE: GLTHICKNESS S/S-SIZE or GLTHICKNESS S/S-HD-SIZE

Thicknesses available: 2.0mm, 5.0mm, 7.0mm
Styles: superstretch and heavy duty supertretch
Fabric build: 4-way superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Reported to be the easiest of all our gloves to put on and take off
Liquid taped seams (heavy duty style only)
Ti-Ax™ super-warm titanium inner lining
Finished with an abrasion resistant overprinted pattern
Additional overprint on the fingers for extra protection (heavy duty style only)
Super flexibility and comfort
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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AMARA PALM GLOVE
CODE: GL-SRE-SIZE		

Thicknesses available: 2.0mm
Fabric build: nylon, neoprene and amara construction
Triple glued and blindstitched seams
Designed specifically for rescue services
A layer of amara suede on the finger areas with a double layered palm
Velcro wrist strap enhances security and keeps flushing to a minimum

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

5-FINGER GLOVES

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£17.00

AMARA PALM ZIPPED GLOVE
CODE: GL-SRE-ZIP-SIZE		

Thicknesses available: 2.0mm
Fabric build: nylon, neoprene and amara construction
Super soft plush thermal lining
A glove based on our original, very popular, amara palm SRE glove
A layer of amara suede on the finger areas with a double layered palm
Additional internal padded panels provide improved comfort
Overprinting on the palm and fingers give non-slip grip and abrasion
protection
Long YKK® plastic zip for ease of donning
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£24.00

NEOPRENE GLOVE
CODE: GL5-08-SIZE		

Thicknesses available: 5.0mm
Fabric build: neoprene
Soft, comfortable inner lining
Gloves combine comfort, warmth and flexibility
Triple glued and blindstitched seams
Palm, fingers and thumb feature a hard-wearing protective coating
an elasticated Velcro wrist strap reduces water flushing
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£17.00

GLOVES FOR
ALL CONDITIONS
43

COMMERCIAL MITTS

BUILT FOR COMMERCIAL USE
COMMERCIAL 3 FINGER MITT
CODE: GL5-MITT-SIZE		

Ideal for cold water diving
Thicknesses available: 5.0mm
Fabric build: 4-way superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Thermal plush inner lining
Glued & blind-stitched seams
1.0mm to 2.0mm skin/skin neoprene internal wrist seal
3 finger mitt perfect for extra warmth keeping your fingers closer together
Gauntlet style cuffs gives extra protection up the forearm
Adjustable Velcro strap ensures minimal water exchange
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£15.00

KEVLAR® COMMERCIAL 3 FINGER MITT
CODE: GL7-K-SIZE		

For extreme cold water use
Keeps your hands warm and protected
Thicknesses available: 7.0mm
Fabric build: 4-way superstretch neoprene with anti-Velcro lining
Triple glued and blindstitched seams
Additional liquid taped external seams, sealed for extra protection
KN203 Kevlar® from the tips of the fingers right down to the palm
1.0mm to 2.0mm skin/skin neoprene internal wrist seal
Adjustable Velcro strap ensures minimal water exchange
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

£34.00

KEVLAR® COMMERCIAL GAUNTLET GLOVE
CODE: GLM-GAUNTLET-KEVLAR-SIZE

Thicknesses available: 5.0mm
Plush inner lining
Fabric build: superstretch neoprene
Triple glued and blindstitched seams
Liquid taped around the finger tips for extra protection
KN203 Kevlar® finger tips and palm give this glove double the strength
Overprinted fingertips for extra protection and abrasion resistance
50 x 50mm hook Velcro panel fitted inside helps to secure to our Hotwater suit
SIZE: M, L, XL, XXL

£26.00
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5MM SV NEOPRENE DIVE HOODS
WITH LINED OR GLIDESKIN OUTER FACE SEAL
CODE: HD-HOOD-ND-SIZE or SKIN SKIN HOOD SIZE

Improved design with superior fit and unrivalled comfort
Innovative cut, sewn from a very flexible neoprene
Fits like a comfortable second skin
Perfectly adapts to the shape of the head
Works well with both dry and wetsuits

BUILD FEATURES

Supple, 5mm superstretch neoprene
Plush internal lining
Internal skin neoprene face seal
Supervent to allow for release of trapped air
Unique Ti-Ax® Coating
Glued and blind-stitched seams to minimize
water exchange and keep you warm

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

NEOPRENE HOODS

LINED OUTER FACE SEAL

£28.00
SKIN OUTER FACE SEAL

£29.00

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

6.5MM SUPERVENT HOOD
W/LINED OUTER FACE SEAL

6.5MM SUPERVENT HOOD
W/SKIN OUTER FACE SEAL

CODE: HD-S/S-SIZE

CODE: HD-SKIN-SKIN-SIZE

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: BLK

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: BLK

£25.00

£26.00

2MM COMMS HOOD
W/LINED OUTER FACE SEAL

5MM COMMS HOOD
W/LINED OUTER FACE SEAL

CODE: MOD-HOOD-COMMS-2MM-SIZE

CODE: MOD-HOOD-COMMS-5MM-SIZE

£21.00

£24.00

6MM BOATING OPS HOOD
W/LINED OUTER FACE SEAL

4MM REVERSIBLE HOOD
W/SKIN OUTER FACE SEAL

CODE: MOD-HOOD BOAT OPS-SIZE

CODE: HOOD-REVERSIBLE-SIZE

6.5mm superstretch neoprene
Plush thermal inner layer and
vents for pressure equalisation

Comm cable fixtures for a radio
headset and internal pocket to
house equipment
Perforated ear pieces and vents
for pressure equalisation
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: BLK

Nose, mouth & ear vents allow for
comm systems to be used
Vents for pressure equalisation
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: BLK

£22.00

6.5mm superstretch neoprene
Plush thermal inner layer and
vents for pressure equalisation

Comm cable fixtures for a radio
headset and internal pocket to
house equipment
Perforated ear pieces and vents
for pressure equalisation
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: BLK

Yellow high vis for training use
Reflective banding on yellow side
Reverse to black for covert ops
Vent for pressure equalisation and
communications
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLOUR: BLK/HIGH VIS YELL

£35.00
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IN-WATER BOOTS
CERTIFIED TO EN 20345:2011

PRO-SAFE
WATER RESCUE BOOTS

CODE: BOOT-PROSAFE-SIZE

Our latest design of water safety boot. Provides
exceptional comfort, control, grip and protection
in water and on land. Featuring the Freelock
fast lace system and wide opening makes the
process of putting on the boots super quick.
Composite mid-sole and toe protection make
the boots extremely lightweight and additional
layers along the side of the boot keeps the foot
securely in place. The lacing system is a super
strong synthetic weave which will last the life
of the boots. Layers along the front and sides
of the boot help withstand knocks and sharp
objects from puncturing or scraping the boots.
Build: synthetic leather, PU heel, mesh inner
Anti-static, oil resistant/slip resistant outsole
Double stitched seams for added strength
Lightweight composite mid-sole/toe protection
Penetration-resistant mid sole
Padded ankle collar for extra ankle protection
Reinforced PU outer heel cage
Freelock fast lace system
Low-profile to ensure no snag hazards
3 generous reinforced mesh drainage holes
Ventilated & moulded foot bed
Extra long pull on loop - easy use with gloves
Weight: 600g (1.3lbs) per boot
SIZE: UK 4-14

£101.00

FREESTYLE SAFETY WATER RESCUE BOOT
CODE: BOOT-CANYON-SIZE		

Provides comfort, control and protection, allowing rescue
professionals to feel confident to perform their tasks on dry land or
in/around water. Built using both synthetic and natural materials,
which conform to EN ISO 20345:2011.
Lightweight, protected toe-caps
S3 slip resistance
Conform to the SB, S1 and S2 requirements
High quality rubber EVA non-slip sole and composite toe
Exceptional grip on wet or unstable surfaces, moss, seaweed and
many other hazardous surfaces
Impact resistant to 200 joules, antistatic and have water
absorption/water penetration properties
Energy absorption around the heel
Strengthened stitch seams for long term durability
Abrasion resistant with external heal protection
Wicked inner lining and drain holes on the inner side
Neoprene insoles provide extra comfort
Velcro closing straps for a quick release system
SIZE: UK 3-14

£94.00
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ROCK SWIM SAFETY BOOTS
CODE: BOOT-COMPOSITE2-SIZE		

Complies with the EC directive for Personal Protective
Equipment (Directive 89/686/EEC) and meets the
requirements of the European standard EN ISO
20345:2004.
All terrain boots
Expels water through the side vents to increase comfort
Allows wearer to perform tasks on dry land, in/under water
Can be worn with/without socks
Fins can be directly fitted over the boots
Far greater protection than the standard rock swim boots,
essential when more substantial PPE is required
Maximum comfort & control
Composite toe & mid-sole foil
Rugged hi-grip heavy-duty outer sole
Oil and chemical resistant
Suitable for use in/out of water (fitted with drain holes)
Multi-point Velcro securing straps
External ankle protection
Cladding protection on heel, toe & sides
Fabric: nylon and synthetics

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

IN-WATER BOOTS

SIZE: UK 5-13

£76.00
ROCK SWIM BOOTS
CODE: MOD-BOOT2-SIZE		

Designed to be used with most models of drysuit, with
attached latex or neoprene socks or material socks.
These boots expel water post-dive, for additional foot
protection (after diving) on a boat deck or back on land.
Offers the user excellent grip on boats & boarding ladders.
Comfortable to wear for swimming and diving. Ideal for all
terrains and our ISBO military fins are ideal to wear with
these boots.
Suitable for use in/out of water
Lace up
Multi-point ‘Velcro’ securing straps & ankle strap
Fitted internal neoprene socks
Rugged hi-grip heavy-duty outer sole
Oil and chemical resistant
External ankle protection
Cladding protection on heel, toe & sides
Drainage points on both sides of the boot
Fabric: nylon and synthetics
SIZE: UK 5-13

£68.00

WETSUIT BOOTS
AVAILABLE IN SIZES UK3-13
+ wetsuit boots ad here
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LIGHTWEIGHT HOLDALLS
160L + 110L NDB5 MILITARY HOLDALLS
CODE: NDB5-COLOUR-HOLDALL or NDB5-COLOUR-SHORT

Our NDB5 bag range is constructed from PVC top spec
material and is fully washable inside and out. This strong
and spacious holdall is ready for action across a wide
range of transport scenarios. It’s capacity should swallow
up your bulky gear with ease.
These bags are renowned for their robust construction
and durability making them the first choice for countless
divers all over the world and are also supplied to the UK
MOD who only use the best.
Spacious main and smaller end compartments
D-zip opening with weather protective zipper flap
Internal mesh pockets
Additional reinforcement on the base
Comfortable top-mounted carry handle
Adjustable, removable alpine-cut shoulder straps with
an ergonomic fit - now with extra padding for additional
comfort and an adjustable chest strap
Webbing loops running down both sides of the bag can
be used with carabiner or similar to attach items
Twin haul handles on either end - now padded with
neoprene covers for extra comfort
Water-resistant, rugged design with extra bartacs and
double stitching to stengthen high wear areas
ID pouch on the front of the holdall
Washable inside and out
PU and nylon stitched construction

STYLES: 160L and 110L
COLOUR: RED, BLUE, BLK

SUPPLIED WITH: nylon bag - great for storing the NDB5
when not in use and dry clothes when in use
LxWxH: 48*44*12cm (18.8*17.3*4.7”)

160L NDB5

SIZE: LxWxH: 87*46*40cm (34.3*18.1*15.7”)
WEIGHT: 3.5kg (7.7lb)

£75.00
110L NDB5

SIZE: LxWxH: 60*46*40cm (23.6*18.1*15.7”)
WEIGHT: 3kg (6.1lb)

£71.00

OPTIONAL: roll up changing mat can be stored on the
side of an NDB5 when not in use
SIZE: LxW: 100*60cm (39.4*23.6”)

£10.50
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170L WELDED NDB5
CODE: NDB5-W-BLACK

Spacious main compartment with D-zip splash proof zip opening
Internal welded seam construction and x3 mesh pockets
Comfortable top-mounted handle and x2 haul handles on ends
Alpine-cut padded shoulder straps, adjustable and removable
Equipment loops running down both sides of the bag
ID pouch on the front of the holdall, washable inside and out
Changing mat storage straps (changing mat can be sold separate)

SIZE: LxWxH: 98*50*35cm (38.6*19.7*13.8”)
WEIGHT: 2.8kg (6.1lb)
SUPPLIED WITH: welded inner bag with 2-way splash proof zip
LxWxH: 56*44*12cm (22*17.3*4.7”)

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

LIGHTWEIGHT HOLDALLS

£115.00
45L NDB5 MINI
CODE: NDB5-MINI

Highly vis ripstop nylon material with reflective silver trim
D-zip opening with a weather protective zipper flap
Internal mesh pockets
Comfortable top-mounted handle
Adjustable alpine-cut shoulder strap for use on the left or right
Twin haul handles on either end

SIZE: LxWxH: 50*29*25cm (19.7*11.4*9.8”)
WEIGHT: 0.8kg (1.8lb)
SUPPLIED WITH: a wash bag

£39.00
80L NDB10 SCUBA HOLDALL
CODE: NDB10

Hard-wearing Cordura® construction, designed for military use
Large capacity main pocket with separate end zipped pocket
Additional fin pocket with plastic buckle closure
Heavy duty top carry padded handle
Removable webbing shoulder strap
Corrosion resistant zips

SIZE: LxWxH: 73*34*30cm (28.7*13.4*11.8”)
WEIGHT: 1.5kg (3.3lb)

£33.00
80L LIGHTWEIGHT MESH HOLDALL
CODE: MESH-BAG

Compact and durable with padded air mesh walls
Quick drying time, easy to travel with/carry and store
Front sleeve/pocket
Padded carry handles and D-rings for a shoulder strap
Corrosion resistant zips

SIZE: LxWxH: 74*34*32cm (29.1*13.4*12.6”)
WEIGHT: 1.0kg (2.2lb)

£29.00
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WHEELED TRAVEL BAGS

40L VOYAGER CABIN

114L VOYAGER QUEST

CODE: VOYAGER CABIN

CODE: VOYAGER QUEST

Ideal for Ryanair and other low cost airlines
Complete with smooth roll wheels and telescopic handle
Ripstop nylon fabric
Top-mounted ‘comfort’ carry handle
Metallic red two stage telescopic handle and four smooth wheels
Shoulder strap - attaches to either side of the bag
Generous main compartment with tablet pocket
Velcro closing documents side pockets
Discreet back zipped pocket - perfect for passport and wallet
SIZE: LxWxH: 20*38*54cm (7.9*14.9*21.2”)
VOLUME: 40L, WEIGHT: 3kg (6.1lb)
Includes: tablet case, airport friendly liquids bag and luggage tag

Clamshell opening travel bags with rugged all terrain wheels
Ultra-durable Cordura® and ripstop nylon fabrics
Top-mounted ‘comfort’ carry handle
Extra-reinforced lockable telescopic pull handle
Zipped top fin compartment
Zipped side and end pocket
Rigid heavy duty PVC curved base
Two heavy duty wheels
Wheel and corner guards
Includes: wash bag and luggage tag
SIZE: LxWxH: 72*36*44cm (28.3*14.2*17.3”)
VOLUME: 114L, WEIGHT: 5.4kg (11.9lb)

£72.00

£116.00

136L VOYAGER ALL TERRAIN

144L PRO-SAFE

CODE: VOYAGER ALL TERRAIN

CODE: PRO-SAFE-HOLDALL

With handy ‘trunkie’ tow handle and smooth roll wheels
Washable hard-duty PVC fabric
Top-mounted carry handle and handles at both ends
Removable tow strap
Protective PVC with plastic runners on base
Wheel and corner guards
Two zipped compartments
One large main compartment and one small end pocket (zipped)
ID card window
Includes: wash bag
SIZE: LxWxH: 81*40*42cm (31.9*15.7*16.5”)
VOLUME: 136L, WEIGHT: 4.1kg (9.0lb)

Specifically designed large equipment holdall
Red cordura with PVC backing
Zip opening for one large main compartment
Padded carry handles
316 stainless steel salt water resistant D-rings
Zipped gusset pockets
316 stainless steel D-ring for use with removable tow strap
Heavy duty all terrain rugged wheels
Plastic reinforcement on the base and around the wheels for added
protection
SIZE: LxWxH: 80*45*40cm (31.5*17.7*15.7”)
VOLUME: 144L, WEIGHT: 6.1kg (13.4lb)

£83.00

£107.00
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136L VOYAGER LIGHTWEIGHT
WHEELED TRAVEL HOLDALL KIT BAG

139L VOYAGER MAXI-QUEST
WHEELED CLAMSHELL TRAVEL BAG

CODE: VOYAGER-LIGHTWEIGHT-BLUE/GREY

CODE: VOYAGER-MAXI-QUEST-BLUE/GREY

Its lighter design makes travelling a breeze
and plastic zips eliminate the chance of corrosion
Water resistant Ripstop nylon fabric
Reinforced pull handle is telescopic and fully retractable
2 compartments, 1 main large and 1 smaller end pocket
Strong plastic corrosion resistant zips with lockable sliders
Option to pull with removable, adjustable tow strap
Heavy duty, all terrain wheels & coiled corner/wheel guards
Includes: wash bag
SIZE: LxWxH: 81*40*42cm (31.8*15.7*16.5”)
VOLUME: 136L, WEIGHT: 3.2kg (7.05lb)

Clamshell opening making packing so much easier use it for yourself or share with a buddy/partner
Water resistant Ripstop nylon fabric
Salt water resistant fittings
Robust telescopic handle for easier transportation
Large zipped front pocket, 2 zipped internal compartments
Adjustable compression straps prevent contents moving
Heavy duty, all terrain wheels, coiled corner and wheel guards
Strong, reinforced textured PVC base with double rails
SIZE: LxWxH: 81*39*44cm (31.8*15.4*17.3”)
VOLUME: 139L, WEIGHT: 5.2kg (11.5lb)

£83.00

£152.00
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DRYBAGS

IDEAL FOR DIVING,
WATERSPORTS & OUTDOORS
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TPU DRY SEAL ROLL TOPS
CODE: DRYBAG-SIZE-COLOUR

Dry seal bags are sure to keep your kit safe and dry
designed for anything from recreational to rescue to
military use.
High quality 420D TPU
Durable, strong and flexible
Secure 100% watertight closure
Closure creates a vacuum seal that is watertight
Completely leak-proof
Fitted with an air purge valve to help compress kit inside
Quick release buckles and high quality plastic D-rings
2x adjustable removable shoulder straps

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

WELDED ROLL TOP RANGE - 100% DRY BAGS

COLOUR: red, black (others colours upon request)

120L

20L

SIZE: HxWxD: 103*37*37cm
(40.6*14.6*14.6”)
WEIGHT: 1.2kg (2.6lb)

SIZE: HxWxD: 60*23*23cm
(23.6*9*9”)
WEIGHT: 0.6kg (1.3lb)

£61.00

£36.00

50L

10L

SIZE: HxWxD: 76*28*28cm
(29.9*11*11”)
WEIGHT: 0.8kg (1.8lb)

SIZE: HxWxD: 48*18*18cm
(18.9*7*7”)
WEIGHT: 0.5kg (1.1lb)

£46.00

£29.00

PVC ROLL TOPS
CODE: DRYBAG-SIZE-COLOUR

Heavy-duty PVC
Roll-top quick release buckle system
Securely close and seal
Convenient carry handle
Keeps the water out or in (for wet items)
12L is perfect for stowing inside a canoe/kayak
51L and 117L include a detachable shoulder strap to
assist with transporting a heavier load
Bags can be branded with teams crests/logos if required
examples (right) show Surrey Search & Rescue Team and
BARB SAR

COLOUR: red, black, orange, yellow

117L (LARGE)

12L (SMALL)

SIZE: HxWxD: 75*38*38cm
(29.5*15*15”)
WEIGHT: 0.7kg (1.54lb)

SIZE: HxWxD: 35*20*20cm
(13.8*7.9*7.9”)
WEIGHT: 0.2kg (0.44lb)

£21.00

£11.00

51L (MEDIUM)
SIZE: HxWxD: 54*30*30cm
(21.6*11.8*11.8”)
WEIGHT: 0.4kg (0.88lb)

£14.00
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WELDED ROLL TOP RANGE - 100% DRY BAGS
90L SUBSAC HOLDALL/RUCKSACK
CODE: DRYBAG-SUBSAC90-K

Manufactured from black 420D TPU that our latest dry bag
range is made from
Fitted with a 100% water/air tight roll top dry seal closure
Completely leak proof this bag will not fail you in any
scenario
Fitted with an air purge valve to help compress your kit
Adjustable alpine-cut shoulder straps with built in quick
release buckles for when you want to remove and store
straps away
One large spacious compartment
Multiple compression straps to reduce the size
High quality plastic D-rings and equipment webbing loops

SIZE: LxWxH: 74*40*30cm (29.5*15.7*11.8”)
WEIGHT: 1.7kg (3.74lb)

£76.00

40L SRE HOLDALL
CODE: DRYBAG-40L-SRE

A wide top opening which allows easy access to your gear
Velcro sealing roll top closure system
Quick release buckles to secure
Durable waterproof material and RF-welded seams
Strong and completely watertight
2x side grab handles and 1x top padded carry handle
A strong removable padded shoulder strap for easy
transport

SIZE: LxWxH: 52*32*26cm (20.5*12.6*10.2”)
WEIGHT: 1.5kg (3.3lb) need to check

£23.00

78L VOYAGER RUCKSACK
CODE: NDB6

Heavy duty PVC backed Cordura® material
Excellent abrasion resistance with a fully washable interior
Roll-down top to keep the water in or out
Includes a 4-point compression strap system to reduce the
height (if the bag is not filled to capacity)
Easy carrying, using the fixed padded/adjustable rucksack
straps Can be fitted with inflation and exhaust valves
Left: example of a custom logo for SENVION wind energy
solutions company, contact to discuss branding options

SIZE: LxHxW: 26*75*40cm (10.2*29.5*15.7”)
WEIGHT: 0.7kg (1.54lb)

£39.00
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60L ZIPPED DAYSACK
CODE: DRYBAG ZIPPED or DRYBAG ZIPPED-RED

Large, watertight and airtight bag
Manufactured from 500 denier PVC
Welded seams for extra reinforcement
YKK® high compression dry zip
Press stud to secure zip puller in place when closed
Adjustable, padded shoulder straps
Load tested to 100kg (220lb)
Can be fitted with inflation and exhaust valves

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

WELDED ZIPPED RANGE - 100% DRY BAGS

Black version shown was branded for
Mauritius Fire & Rescue Service

SIZE: LxHxW: 24*62*39cm (9.4*24.4*15.3”)
WEIGHT: 0.85kg (1.87lb)
COLOUR: RED (SRE logo), BLK (NDiver logo)

£97.00

ZIPPED RUCKSACKS WITH MOLLE
CODE: MOD-ITEM-468 DAYSACK or DRYBAG-BERGEN BAG

Available in a 60L and 240L
Manufactured from a black nylon TPU CN
High frequency welded seams for extra reinforcement
Lightweight bag with integrated MOLLE system*
Fixed, adjustable, padded shoulder straps
Load tested to 100kg (220lb)
x2 compression straps and 50mm (2”) plastic d-rings
Reinforced corners and an inflation/deflation tube
(lockable to prevent accidental deflation)
Designed with MOLLE system panels welded to the front
and sides, making it easy for users to effortlessly attach
any MOLLE compatible bag or equipment to it.
*MOLLE System
(Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment)

60L ZIPPED DAYSACK WITH MOLLE
SIZE: LxHxW: 69*37*23cm (27.2*14.6*9.0”)
WEIGHT: 1.6kg (3.5lb)
COLOUR: BLK

£215.00
240L ZIPPED BERGEN WITH MOLLE
SIZE: LxHxW: 100x60x40cm (39.3”x 23.6”x 15.7”)
WEIGHT: 3.9kg (8.6lb)
COLOUR: BLK

£551.00
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WELDED ZIPPED RANGE - 100% DRY BAGS
3L UTILITY POUCH
CODE: DRYBAG-UTILITY or DRYBAG-UTILITY-SRE

Depth rated to 30m (98.4’)
Ideal for dry storage and carriage of equipment such as
radios, flares, and personal, electrical or medical belongings
Manufactured from high frequency welded TPU
YKK® Aquaseal® dry zip
Oral inflation tube
x2 heavy duty plastic d-rings
Threads easily though any belt
X2 MOLLE compatible straps on the back of the bag
Black version shown with custom branding: call to discuss

SIZE: LxHxW: 25*15*8cm (9.8*5.9*3.1”)
WEIGHT: 0.2kg (0.44lb)
COLOUR: RED (SRE logo), BLK (no logo)

£74.00

SMALL STORAGE BAGS

5.9L COMPUTER SAFE

9L DIVE KIT STORAGE BAG

CODE: NDB21

CODE: MOD-AGA-BAG-COLOUR

£13.00

£13.00

EVA Foam and heavy-duty nylon
Zipped ‘clamshell’ closure
Removable impact-foam insert
Suitable for most wrist mounted dive computers
SIZE: 10*10*8cm (3.9*3.9*3.15”)
WEIGHT: 0.07kg (0.15lb)
COLOUR: BLK

Heavy duty nylon fabric with drawstring closure
Velcro side panel opens to expand to easily put items in
Fully padded and finished in a soft plush interior to protect
your equipment from scratches, use for safe carrying
SIZE: 18*18*35cm (7.09*7.09*13.8”)
WEIGHT: 0.4kg (0.88lb)
COLOUR: BLK, CAMO/MTP

ND PARTNERS
WATERPROOF MULTI-PURPOSE STORAGE CASES
FOR RECREATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL SCENARIOS

Enquire
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R.A.I.D Cases provide the ultimate protection for
transporting equipment that includes weapons,
ammunitions, equipments for communication, EOD
medical, laptops, rifles, shot guns, cameras, radios, rescue
kit, specialist military equipment and more.
Injection moulded cases that can withstand the strains of
floodwaters and can even be submerged* and still keep all
valuable devices safe and dry. They protect your delicate
equipment from handling abuse and the most extreme and
hazardous conditions.
Shock proof, dust proof, waterproof, un-crushable, antichemical corrosion, high temperature resistance. High
performance against breakage and defects from outdoor
use.

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

R.A.I.D CASES

Northern Diver also offers a complete customisation service,
we have a professional team of engineers with years of
experience managing complex projects, from design to
final product, we are here to help. Injection moulded cases
can withstand the strains of floodwaters and can even be
submerged and keep all valuable devices safe and dry. We
can accept your own design, or we can work with you to
create the design for you all according to your budget and
requirements.
See next page for pricing and stock sizes available

*IP67 - protected from dust and capable of withstanding
water immersion between 15cm and 1metre for 30 minutes
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WATERPROOF HARD CASES

3L R.A.I.D. CASE

6.5L R.A.I.D. CASE

15L R.A.I.D. CASE

CODE: CASE-RAID-3L-191213

CODE: CASE-RAID-6.5L-231815

CODE: CASE-RAID-15L-433015

£21.00

£34.00

£54.00

17.9L R.A.I.D. CASE

35.5L R.A.I.D. CASE

54L R.A.I.D. CASE

CODE: CASE-RAID-17.9L-382718

CODE: CASE-RAID-35.5L-483720

CODE: CASE-RAID-54L-1133513

£61.00

£120.00

£139.00

84L R.A.I.D. CASE

113L R.A.I.D. CASE

154L R.A.I.D. CASE

CODE: CASE-RAID-84-584433

CODE: CASE-RAID-113L-764830

CODE: CASE-RAID-154L-764840

£218.00

£319.00

£337.00

External dims:(L*W*D):
219*185*154mm (8.6*7.3*6.1”)
Weight: 1.1kg (2.42lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: No

External dims:(L*W*D):
410*342*204mm (16.1*13.5*8”)
Weight: 3.74kg (8.2lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: No

External dims:(L*W*D):
670*508*355mm (26.4*20*14”)
Weight: 10.92kg (24lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: Yes

External dims:(L*W*D):
270*231*180mm (10.6*9.1*7.1”)
Weight: 1.3kg (2.86lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: No

External dims:(L*W*D):
530*435*240mm (20.9*17.1*9.4”)
Weight: 6.5kg (14.3lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: Yes

External dims:(L*W*D):
830*565*325mm (32.7*22.2*12.8”)
Weight: 13.9kg (30.58lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: Yes

External dims:(L*W*D):
450*350*160mm (17.7*13.8*6.3”)
Weight: 2.3kg (5.1lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: No

External dims:(L*W*D):
1189*405*160mm (46.8*15.9*6.3”)
Weight: 9.6kg (21.1lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: Yes

External dims:(L*W*D):
830*565*429mm (32.6*22.2*16.9”)
Weight: 15.4kg (33.8lbs)
Wheels and retractable handle: Yes

FULL BROCHURE WITH MORE SIZES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST - CONTACT US!
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FULL FACE MASKS

ND PARTNERS
OTS GUARDIAN
CODE: OTS-GRD-COLOUR

Designed to meet the demanding needs of today’s
Commercial/Professional Diver, it leverages the best
features found on other FFMs with unique features
designed by OTS.
Removable 2nd stage for easy cleaning and storage (can’t
be used w/o mask)
Made of a one-piece, non-rigid silicone skirt combined
with injection-moulded, high-impact, glass-filled ABS
plastic frame and regulator housing
A double face seal and slightly smaller oral nasal cavity to
fit most faces
Equalization occurs through a nose block.
Air flow is directed up over the visor to eliminate fogging
and through one-way valves in the oral nasal pocket to
reduce CO2 retention.
2nd stage comes off the right shoulder and uses a
standard LP hose
Includes a communications port for easy installation of a
Buddy Phone® or ear/microphone assembly to connect
an Diver Communications Unit such as the Aquacom®
SSB-2010
INCLUDES:
Ambient breathing valve®, mask bag and LP hose
COLOUR: BLK/YELL, RED/BLK, BLUE/BLK,
BLK.BLUE, PINK/BLK, BLK/BLK

£990.00
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FULL FACE MASKS

@hd.stunts

OTS SPECTRUM
CODE: OTS-SFM-BB-920036-MODEL

The Spectrum Mask from OTS has created the best of both
worlds for divers. You can enjoy the benefits and luxury of a
FFM while also using your own regulators, thus eliminating the
large costs usually associated with Full Face Masks. Ocean
Technology Systems say they’ve created the best FFM on the
market and it’s the Spectrum.
Easily avoid having a dry mouth or jaw fatigue
Offers clear communications (optional)
Improved fit due to the double seal
Five-point head harness provides a comfortable and
adjustable fit, but still allows easy release in the event of an
emergency
Full Face Mask (FFM) design
Visor provides an exceptional and wide field of vision
Secure 5-point head harness
Suitable for cold water diving applications
Coated tempered glass/Iridium safety visor
Silicone skirt
Polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) upper/lower visor clamps
Tempured glass or Iridium visor/lens
EPDM (natural rubber blend) strap and mask
Glass filled Zytel® buckles and buckle locks
Glass filled Zytel® inner frame
COLOUR: BLACK, BLUE (CLEAR or COATED lens)

£515.00
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SWITCH BLOCK
CODE: ND0000772

Build: brass CZ121 body/connectors, acetal rack/pinion,
stainless steel 316L circlip/spring and ball bearing,
NBR Nitrile O-rings, a bright chrome plate finish and a
weight of 230g Ergonomically designed to a single point
breathing system Developed to allow the diver to switch
from main cylinder to reserve with one handed easy
action
Fits an AGA or OTS mask

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

FULL FACE MASKS ACCESSORIES

£350.00

OTS EYEWEAR KIT FOR GUARDIAN FFM

OTS ABV® FOR SPECTRUM FULL FACE MASK

CODE: OTS-EYE-33

CODE: OTS-ABV-SFM-879110-000

£135.00

£164.00

TORCH MOUNTING RAIL

OTS FULL FACE MASK BAG

CODE: MOD-0280-AGA RAIL or FFM-GUARDIAN-RAIL

CODE: OTS-GRD-BAG

Add your prescription lenses to wire frames in your OTS
Guardian Full Face Mask
Enjoy a clear view underwater with securely mounted, custom
engineered and field-tested prescription ready eye gear
Patented compression lock screws for a secure lens fit.
User friendly-installs in seconds

Compatible with the OTS Guardian or Interspiro AGA Divator
full face masks
Mount various accessories such as lights and cameras
Allows the diver to use both hands more freely
Features an up/down adjustable slider
No tools required to attach the rail system to the mask
Includes a universal and Mini Quest torch mount
AGA

£50.00

| OTS

£83.00

Everything you need to start conserving air
It enables a diver to conserve air on the surface
A diver can breathe normally without removing the FFM
and without using the air from their primary air source
A check valve on the ABV allows ambient air to enter
the valve; air is then exhaled out through the reg

420D nylon with polypro webbing and corrosion
resistant plastic hardware
D-rings, strap hooks, tri-glide and zipper sliders
Closed cell foam padding and a shoulder strap
Drain holes in the bottom
Dimensions: 39*24*16cm (15.4*9.4*6.3”)
Weight: 0.319kg (0.7lb)

£52.00
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HALF FACE MASKS & SNORKELS
BIO METAL STEALTH PRO
CODE: MASK-BIO-PRO-STEALTH-VERSION

Matt finished frame with type-D flange: low
100cc volume and AR (Anti-Reflection) lens
Avoids reflection from search lights or when
an operator is covertly approaching a target
Available in pro and non mag variants
COLOUR: BLK

£232.00
BIO METAL PRO
CODE: MASK-BIO-METAL-COLOUR

Strong, slim-line aluminium frame
Soft silicone skirt
Wide split style mask strap
Easy adjust 1-touch buckles
Low 100cc volume
Slim pillar for improves field of vision
COLOUR: BLUE, PRPLE, BRWN, GRN

£121.00
PHANTOM CLEAR VISION
CODE: MASK-BIO-METAL-COLOUR

Rounded lens > superb field of vision
Coated lenses
Anti-fog technology
Soft silicone facial skirt & strap
Double feather-edge seal for comfort
Patented push-button buckles
COLOUR: BLK

£33.00

4-WINDOW 413
CODE: MASK-MS413-COLOUR

Unique twin split lens design
Panoramic field of vision
Surgical grade silicone
Fits a wide range of face shapes
Comfortable fit
COLOUR: BLK, BLUE, RUBY

£31.00

MILITARY M235
CODE: MASK-MS235-BLACK

Twin extended lens
Low volume design
Excellent field of vision
Surgical grade silicone
Fits a wide range of face shapes
COLOUR: BLK

£30.00
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PRO VISION W/CAMERA MOUNT
CODE: MASK-PRO-VISION

Tempered impact resistant glass lenses
with integrated 3-prong mount for
camera (camera not included)
Flexible soft silicone skirt
Adjustable buckle for comfort fit & seal
COLOUR: BLK

£22.00

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

HALF FACE MASKS

DEEP VISION
CODE: MASK-DEEP-VISION-COLOUR

Unique twin extended lens
Low volume design
Extended field of vision
Surgical grade silicone
Fits a wide range of face shapes
Comfortable fit
COLOUR: BLK, BLUE, YELL, RED

£18.00
CRYSTAL M23
CODE: MASK-23-C

Frame-less single window design
Allows mask to fit closer to users face
Excellent field of vision
Easy purging of water inside mask
Surgical grade silicone
Fits a wide range of face shapes
COLOUR: CLEAR

£17.00

BRAVA
CODE: MASK-BRAVA-COLOUR

Low volume and wide field of vision
Soft silicone skirt = comfort/perfect fit
Patented push-button buckles allow
easy, quick strap adjustment
Anti-fog tech provides clarity of vision
COLOUR: BLK, CLEAR, PINK, WHITE

£26.00
CLASSIC FRAMELESS
CODE: MASK-M112B-BLACK

High grade tempered glass
Anti-scratch and shatterproof
Frameless single lens gives expansive
field of view
Extremely small internal volume
Soft silicone skirt and single lever buckle
COLOUR: BLK

£33.00
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GOGGLES & SNORKELS

SEAL XP GOGGLES

BRAVA

DRY TOP PURGE

CODE: SEAL XP

CODE: SNORKEL-SN1084-COLOUR

CODE: SNORKEL-1239-COLOUR

£25.00

£13.00

£14.00

SNAKEHEAD

J-TYPE

CODE:SNORKEL-1030-COLOUR

CODE: MOD-ITEM 9 SNORKEL ASSY TUBE

£14.00

£8.50

Clear lenses provide 180deg visibility
For use indoors or low light situations
Watertight skirt, low profile
One-piece molded construction
Unique Plexisol lens provides 100%
UVA and UVB protection
COLOUR: BLK/GREEN

Drop away non return valve for easy
purging of water
Flexi-tube offers comfort to the diver
Splash guard
Replaceable mouthpiece
COLOUR: BLK, GREY, YELL, GREEN

Streamlined oval-shaped barrel
Semi-dry top with splash-guard
Patented quick-release, swivel keeper
Silicone flex-section and mouthpiece
Easy purge system with large self
draining chamber
COLOUR: WHITE, PINK

Hinged valve that prevents water
entering the snorkel while submerged
Quick-release clip
Easy to connect to the mask strap
Crystal silicone flex section
One way purge valve
COLOUR: BLK, BLUE, YELL

Designed for the military
Rigid all black construction
No valve
Ideal for use in fast flowing waters and
seas with high salt content
COLOUR: BLK

ND PARTNERS
Check out our website for the latest range of SCUBAPRO equipment we are stocking
www.ndiver.com/diving-equipment/scubapro
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DUAL CODA FIN
CODE: FIN-CODA-V2-SIZE

Designed to keep you swimming for longer
Less fatigue during the dive, little risk of cramps
Maximum propulsion with minimum effort
Efficient split-fin design
Superb power and performance
Non-magnetic design ideal for Military use
Heavy duty build quality - specially formulated
thermal plastic rubber, fine-tuned to give an
excellent balance between flexibility and rigidity
Slice through the water with minimal resistance
A smooth and stable kicking motion
Drag-reducing vents where foot pocket and
blade meet radically decrease drag
Full manoeuvrability for both slow and rapid
movements in the water
Quick-connect swivel buckles allow for easy
donning and doffing

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

FINS & FIN STRAPS

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: M (UK 4-6), L (UK 7-10), XL (UK 11+)

£137.00

APOLLO BIO RANGER FIN

APOLLO BIO FIN

CODE: FIN-BIO FIN RANGER SIZE

CODE: MOD-FIN-BIO-SIZE-BLACK

£265.00

£152.00

100% natural rubber
Dynamic split blade technology –
reduces fatigue
Secure stainless steel spring straps
Comfortable foot pocket with anti-slip
high traction sole (easy to walk in)
Fits both Amphibious boots and
standard Military footwear
Low magnetic permeability for EOD
COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: M/L (UK 7-10), L/XL (UK 9-13+)

Increases bottom time and cruise
speeds, 100% rubber construction
Improves ability to swim against strong
currents and safety
High performance, 20° blade angle
Comfortable to wear on the surface
Improves efficiency for free divers
Up to 40% reduction in muscle fatigue
COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: XS (UK 5-6), S (UK 6-7), M (UK
7-8), L (UK 8-9), XL (UK 10-11+)
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FINS & FIN STRAPS

JET FIN

POWER FIN

TROPICAL FIN

CODE: FIN-JETFIN-SIZE or FIN-JETFIN-QR-SIZE

CODE: FIN-2081-SIZE-COLOUR

CODE: FIN-POOL-COLOUR SIZE

x2 buckle styles (metal or plastic)
Tested in extreme diving conditions
Manufactured from high quality rubber
Exceptional finning power, robust and
superb endurance
Vented design decreases drag on up
stroke and enhances thrust on down
stroke
COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: M (UK 4-5), L (UK 6-7), XL (UK
8-9), XXL (UK 9-10), XXXL (UK 11+)

£55.00

Twin blades joined with a soft middle
section, allowing independent
movement of each blade
Powerful thrust
Easy manoeuvring
Comfortable foot pocket
Adjustable quick release fins straps
COLOUR: BLUE, SILVER, YELL
SIZE: S/M (UK 4-6), M/L UK (7-9),
L/XL (UK 9-11), XXL (UK 11+)

Offer excellent all-round performance
Lightweight with full foot pocket
Soft TPR material
Anti-skid sole
Flexible centre channel for
independent thrust from each blade
Vents with a channel design aid
movement, accelerating water over fin
COLOUR: BLK, NAVY BLUE
SIZE: S (UK 5-7), M (UK 7-9), L (UK
9-11), XL (UK 11-13+)

£22.00

£28.00

SPRING FIN STRAPS

CODA FIN STRAPS

RUBBER FIN STRAPS

CODE: FINSTRAP SPRING SIZE or

CODE: FINSTRAP-CODA

CODE: FINSTRAP1

Unique pin design for
entering waters from high
altitude without the risk of
damage or loss of the pin
Compatible with the CODA
fins supplied by Ndiver
Rubber strap fits comfortably
around the users ankle

FIN-SPRING-SIZE

Plastic or metal buckles
Quick release
Designed to make it easier
to put on/remove fins
Fits to most brands of fin
Flexible rubber curves
around the ankle

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: ONE (pair)

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: S (UK 6-8), M (UK
9-11), L (UK 12-14), XL
(UK 14+) (sold in pair)

An essential item for your
dive spares kit or scuba
diving tool box
High quality rubber
construction

CODE: FIN-JETFIN BUCKLE

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: ONE (pair)

COLOUR: SILVER
SIZE: ONE (pair)

£8.80

£2.30

£8.80

£18.00
PLASTIC £25.00
METAL
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Designed for the Jet fins
An essential item for your
dive spares kit Stainless steel
construction

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

BUOYANCY CONTROL DEVICES

GUARDIAN

FLIGHT

CODE: BCD-GUARDIAN15-SIZE

CODE: BCD-FLIGHT-SIZE

Fabric build: 1680D/1000D nylon
Ergonomically designed power inflator system, comprises
LP/corrugated hoses, inflate/dump buttons, mouthpiece and
Hook and Loop fastening retainer
3 pull dumps: shoulder, power inflator and kidney
13 D-rings: 9 stainless steel, 4 CETL plastic, 2 side clips
2 integrated quick-release weight pockets
Weight pocket capacity: 4kg (8.9lbs) lead block,
5kg (11lbs)lead shot
2 rear trim weight pockets (non-dump)
Trim weight pocket capacity: 2kg (4.4lbs) lead block,
2.3kg (5.1lbs) lead shot
Single cylinder housing (BCD suitable for use with a pony
cylinder as an additional cylinder)
Reinforced webbing cylinder cam band with removable pocket
for the Northern Diver Flexi-Light (Flexi-Light not included)
Adjustable hook and loop fastening webbing waist strap
Adjustable webbing waist, chest and shoulder straps with
side-release clips
Sliders for vertical adjustment of chest strap
Padded shoulder straps
Moulded Protection Plate a moulded, padded back plate
2 large zipped pockets
Removable bungee cord with split ring attachment point
Supplied with Northern Diver carry bag

Fabric build: 420D nylon
Ergonomically designed power inflator system,
comprises LP/corrugated hoses, inflate/dump buttons,
mouthpiece and hook and loop fastening retainer
3 pull dumps: shoulder, power inflator and kidney
15 CETL plastic D-rings
2 integrated quick-release weight pockets
Weight pocket capacity: 4kg (8.9lbs) lead block,
5kg (11lbs) lead shot
Single cylinder housing (BCD suitable for use with a
pony cylinder as an additional cylinder)
Reinforced webbing cylinder cam band with removable
pocket for the Northern Diver Flexi-Light (light not inc)
Adjustable hook and loop fastening webbing waist strap
Adjustable webbing waist, chest and shoulder straps
with side-release clips
Sliders for vertical adjustment of chest strap
Padded shoulder straps
Moulded Protection Plate a moulded, padded back plate
2 large zipped pockets
Subtle reflective piping on side panels
Removable bungee cord with split ring attachment point
Supplied with Northern Diver carry bag

SIZE: DRY WEIGHT: M= 3.9kg (8.6lbs), L= 4kg (8.8lbs), XL=
4.3kg (9.5lbs). LIFT: M= 12.2kg (26.9lbs), L= 22.4kg (49.4lbs),
XL= 27.5kg (60.6lbs)

SIZE:
DRY WEIGHT: M= 2.7kg (6lbs), L= 2.7kg (6lbs),
XL= 2.9kg (6.4lbs).
LIFT: M= 12.2kg (26.9lbs), L= 22.4kg (49.4lbs),
XL= 27.5kg (60.6lbs)

£352.00

£299.00
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BUOYANCY CONTROL DEVICES

QUICK RELEASE WEIGHT POCKET (SPARE)
CODE: BCD-POCKET

Compatible with Guardian BCDs
SIZE: ONE, 230*110*40mm (9.1*4.3*1.6”)

£15.00 (each)

SHOCK CORD
CODE: CLIP SHOCK LINE - BLUE

Heavy-duty flexible and extendable shock line,
with multiple attachment options
SIZE: ONE

£12.50

EVE
CODE: BCD-EVE-SIZE

Fabric build: 1680D/420D nylon
Ergonomically designed power inflator system, comprises LP/corrugated
hoses, inflate/dump buttons, mouthpiece and Hook and Loop Fastening
retainer
3 pull dumps: shoulder, power inflator and kidney
12 D-rings: 6 stainless steel, 6 CETL plastic
2 integrated quick-release weight pockets
Weight pocket capacity: 4.5kg (9.9lbs) lead block,
5.5kg (12.1lbs) lead shot
2 rear trim weight pockets (non-dump)
Trim weight pocket capacity: 2kg (4.4lbs) lead block,
2.3kg (5.1lbs) lead shot
Single cylinder housing (BCD suitable for use with a pony cylinder as an
additional cylinder)
Reinforced webbing cylinder cam band with removable pocket for the
Northern Diver Flexi-Light (Flexi-Light not included)
Easy Evacuation System (EES) an easy-access pull handle, for use by
another diver to quickly release the wearer
Adjustable hook and loop fastening webbing waist strap
Adjustable webbing waist, chest and shoulder straps
Sliders for vertical adjustment of chest strap
Extra-padded shoulder straps and jacket sides
Moulded, extra-padded back plate with tricot mesh finish
2 large zipped pockets
Removable bungee cord with split ring attachment point
Supplied with Northern Diver carry bag
SIZE: DRY WEIGHT: S= 3.2kg (7.1lbs), M= 3.4kg (7.5lbs), L= 3.6kg
(7.9lbs), XL= 3.8kg (8.4lbs). LIFT: S= 11.2kg (24.5lbs), M= 13.2kg
(29.1lbs), L= 14.2kg (31.3lbs), XL= 16.3kg (35.9lbs)

£352.00
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BCD POWER INFLATOR SYSTEM
CODE: BCD-POWER INFLATOR or BCD-INFLATOR ONLY-AIR HORN

A useful item for your dive spares kit, 54mm
shoulder dump valve thread.
SIZE: ONE
FULL

£66.00
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£29.00

INFLATION HOSE (BCD + WINGS)
CODE: NDA-NEW NDA 40” HOSE or NDA-NEW NDA HOSE STD

Low pressure BCD inflation hose
SIZE: L (33” - 85cm), XL (40” - 100cm)
LARGE

|

| INFLATOR

£17.00

| XL

£18.00

GUARDIAN JUNIOR/KIDS BCD
CODE: BCD-GUARDIAN-JR

Build: 600D polyester/420D nylon
Dry weight: 2.3kg (5.1lbs)
Lift: 8.1kg (17.9lbs)
Ergonomically designed mini power inflator system,
comprises LP/corrugated hoses, inflate/dump
buttons, mouthpiece and Velcro retainer
3 pull dumps: shoulder, power inflator and kidney
14 CETL plastic D-rings
Single cylinder housing (BCD suitable for use with a
pony cylinder as an additional cylinder)
Reinforced webbing cylinder cam band with
removable pocket for the Northern Diver Flexi-Light
EES (Easy Evacuation System) - an easy-access pull
handle, located at the top of the protection plate
Adjustable webbing waist, chest and shoulder straps
with side-release clips
Sliders for vertical adjustment of chest strap
Padded shoulder straps
Moulded protection back plate
2 large zipped pockets
Supplied with Northern Diver carry bag
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BUOYANCY CONTROL DEVICES

SIZE: ONE adjustable 12-14yrs

£231.00

42lb SIDEMOUNT
CODE: SIDEMOUNT

Perfect for narrow wreck
passages and caves
Fabric build: 1680D nylon
Ergonomically designed power inflator system,
comprises LP/corrugated hoses, inflate/dump
buttons and mouthpiece
Kidney pull dump
10 stainless steel D-rings
2 rear trim weight pockets (non-dump)
Trim weight pocket capacity: 2kg (4.4lbs) lead block,
2.3kg (5.1lbs) lead shot
Adjustable buckled webbing waist strap
Adjustable webbing crotch, chest and shoulder
straps
Neoprene-padded shoulder straps
Comfortable padded back rest
Subtle reflective piping on wing back panel
Removable bungee with split ring attachment point
Removable zipped access bag
Supplied with Northern Diver carry bag
Rigging kit
2 Reinforced webbing cylinder cam bands
4 snap bolts and 2 bungee cords
Bungee cords have snap bolts at one end and quick
links at the other
SIZE: ONE (adjustable)
Dry weight: 4.2kg (9.6lbs)
Lift: 18.3kg (40.6lbs)

£184.00
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REGULATORS & ACCESSORIES

HYDRA REGULATORS
CE Approved
EN250-A Certified
Suitable for cold water, extreme
diving, warmer waters and less
intensive dives
HYDRA REGULATOR SET
CODE: REG-HYDRA-DIN or REG-ND-M50-ACLAMP +
REG-HYDRA-OCTO + NDB14-2007

Hydra second stage
Synthetic resin, highly resistant to impacts & abrasion
Is not attacked by UV rays and chemical agents
Silicone diaphragm, exhaust valve and poppet seat
Chrome-plated brass & stainless steel inner components
Mouthpiece is hypo-allergenic silicone
Connects to a low pressure (LP) port on the first stage through a
flexible LP hose with high flow performance
Venturi lever (+/- lever) adjusts nozzle direction to release air that is
breathed in by the diver
Venturi lever can be adjusted between two settings
Minus for normal dive conditions
Plus for more extreme conditions &/or deeper dives
Emergency auxiliary second stage (bail out)
Same tech spec and materials as standard second stage
Colour of the shield and hose are yellow not black
Especially designed for easy identification in an emergency
Bail out hose is 1m long for quick access
First stage (DIN or A-clamp adaptors available)
Environmentally sealed
Build: brass (single piece) and electro-galvanic process
Chrome/nickel coated brass internal component parts
Stainless steel springs & nitrile rubber seals
Separation diaphragm: rubber resistant to low temps
Internal mechanism: twin protection (saltwater/moisture)
Internal black diaphragm: high performance and reliability
Fully separates “heart” of reg from external environment
Outer silicone diaphragm allows exact transmission of external
pressure to internal mechanism, without the use of complicated
equipment or special fluids
System: based on a balanced diaphragm regulator
Gives an intermediate pressure that is always constant, regardless of
tank pressure or depth
Air inlet protected by conical sintered filter,
blocks impurities
Fitted with 4 low pressure ports (3/8” x 24 UNF thread) and 2 high
pressure ports (7/16” x 20 UNF thread)

£413.00
18L regulator case can be purchased separate
CODE: NDB14-2007

£30.00
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REGULATOR SERVICING
Our in house experiencing A.S.S.E.T. trained
technicians are ready and waiting to service your
Northern Diver regulators.
What’s included?
• A visual check
- looking for tears/damage to regulators and/or hoses
• A pre-check
- submersion test to detect any leaks
• A strip down
- to inspect all parts, replace any worn/damaged part
before a cycle in the Ultrasonic cleaning machine
• A complete rebuild and bench test
• A final submersion test

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

REGULATORS & ACCESSORIES

Turn around is approx. 7 working days, please contact
us to check our current turaround time

Enquire

DIN 1ST STAGE FITTING

DIN SERVICE KIT

2ND STAGE SERVICE KIT

CODE: REG-ND-DIN CONVERTER

CODE: REG-ND SERVICE KIT JUPITER DIN

CODE: REG-ND SERVICE KIT

Inc: diaphragm, internal cone fitter,
HP seat poppet, anti-extruder washer,
diaphragm retainer washer, O-rings (4)
and environmental seal

Inc: mushroom valves (4), diaphragms
(2), retaining caps (2), Orings (8) and
stem seats (2)

£28.00

£39.00

£33.00

A-CLAMP 1ST STAGE CONVERTOR

A-CLAMP SERVICE KIT

QUICK RELEASE MOUTH PIECE

CODE: REG-ND-M50-ACLAMP

CODE: REG-ND SERVICE KIT JUPITER A

CODE: MOD-ITEM-MOUTH PIECE CLIP

Also known as International fitting, it
uses A-clamp type mounting which
places an ‘A’ shaped frame over the
cylinder valve, up to 232 bar.

Inc: diaphragm, diaphragm retainer
washer, internal cone fitter, snap ring,
HP seat poppet, anti-extruder washer,
environmental seal and O-rings (3)

Designed for safety and comfort
Adjustable quick-release straps
Textured inner so straps stay in place
Remove reg at speed in an emergency

£28.00

£33.00

£55.00

European standard connection type
(DIN = Deutsche Industrie Norm)
Increased pressure capacity - DIN can
handle up to 300 bar.
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GAUGES / CLASSIC SERIES

CLASSIC
CONTENTS

CLASSIC
CONTENTS + COMPASS

CODE: INST 1

CODE: INST 2

0 - 450 bar
Built-in thermometer
63mm (2.5”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

0 - 400 bar
Swivel-hose gauge
40mm (1.6”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

£51.00

£77.00

CLASSIC
CONTENTS + DEPTH

CLASSIC CONTENTS +
COMPASS + DEPTH

CODE: INST 3

CODE: INST 4

450 bar
Built-in thermometer
80m (262’) MDI depth gauge
& calibration wheel
63mm (2.5”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

0 - 450 bar
Built-in thermometer
80m (262’) MDI depth
gauge, compass & bezel
63mm (2.5”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

£86.00

£116.00

GAUGES / COMPACT SERIES

COMPACT
CONTENTS

CLASSIC
CONTENTS + COMPASS

CODE: INST 10

CODE: INST 11

400 bar
42mm (1.7”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

400 bar
42mm (1.7”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

£51.00

£77.00

CLASSIC
CONTENTS + DEPTH

CLASSIC CONTENTS +
COMPASS + DEPTH

CODE: INST 12

CODE: INST 13

400 bar
70m (230’) MDI depth gauge
42mm (1.7”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

400 bar
70m (230’) MDI depth
gauge, compass & bezel
42mm (1.7”) face size
Hose length 32”/81cm

£86.00
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DIGITAL DEPTH GAUGE & DOCK
CODE: ND0000628 (GAUGE) and ND0000753 (DOCKING STATION)

EN 133319:2002 and conforms with 2001/95/EC
Maximum operational depth: 100m (328’)
Depth accuracy: +/-2% of actual depth
Depth resolution: 0.1m (0.3’)
Time accuracy: 2 sec/day
Maximum dive duration: 5h
Stored dive history: 20 data sets
Dive data download: Optical serial through front panel
Display: 40*30mm (1.6*1.2”) white colour dot matrix OLED
Power source: Non-rechargeable Lithium battery
Visual indication of remaining power
Full brightness display: 20h continuous
Dim display: 30h continuous
Display off: 100h continuous
Switch: manual > default dim, brightness, auto power off
Saves record of the dive, which can be transferred to a PC
Docking station available seperate (USB connection)
DEPTH GAUGE

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

GAUGES / WRIST WEAR & ACCESSORIES

£523.00
£88.00

DOCKING STATION

WRIST COMPASS GAUGE

80M WRIST DEPTH GAUGE

PRESSURE CHECKER

CODE: INST 5

CODE: INST 6

CODE: INST 22 or INST 22A

Classic style wrist
Rubber wrist strap
Stainless steel buckle
Rotating bezel & sturdy housing
60mm (2.4”) face size

Copper-beryllium diaphragm
Rack/pinion movement
Smooth, precise operation
340° scale & luminous dial
Adjustable screw (for diving in altitude)
Available in imperial and metric
63mm (2.5”) face size

Up to 232 bar (Aclamp) 300 bar (DIN)
High pressure contents indicator
Push-button relief valve
Attaches to cross flow valve to
determine cylinder pressure
Surface use only

£39.00

£79.00

£42.00

HOSES (HP + BAIL)
CODE: INST 15 or INST 18

For use with our classic and/or compact gauges
Swivel end
Length: 31.5”/80cm
INST 15

£32.00 |

INST 18

£40.00
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UNDERWATER LIGHTING
VARILUX LD MAX
CODE: TORCH-LD-MAX

Burn time : 3h-5h (2600lm-1300lm)
Beam distance: 300m (984’)
Beam angle: 8°
Impact resistance: 1.5m (4’9)
Depth rating: 100m (328’)
Material: Anodised aluminium
Colour: Black/gold
LED: 1 x CREE XHP50.2
LED lifespan: 100,000 h
Brightness: 2600 lumen
Color temp: Cold white light 6500K

Mode: High / low / stepless
dimming with memory function
Battery: 2x 26650 7.2V, 5000 mAh
Switch design: Push-button
Lens: 4mm (0.2”) polycarbonate
Length x head dia.size:
232*54mm (9.1*2.1”)
Weight (torch): 305g (10.8oz)
(torch+batteries): 505g (17.8oz)

Supplied with: torch (1), batteries (2), USB cable (1), O rings (3), lanyard (1),
tail cap lubricant (1), storage case (1) and user manual (1)

£154.00

VARILUX ZOOM
CODE: TORCH-VL-ZOOM

Burn time : 2h-10h (1000lm-1000lm)
Beam distance: 1000m (3280’)
Impact resistance: 0.5m (1’6)
Depth rating: 100m (328’)
Material: Anodised aluminium
Colour: Black/gold
LED: 1 x CREE XPL
LED lifespan: 100,000 h
Brightness: 1000 lumen
Color temp: White light

Mode: High/flash/beam width adjust
Battery:18650 3.7V, 2600mAh
Switch design: Magnetic push
Lens: Convex PMMA
Length x head dia x tail dia size:
165*54*35mm (6.5*2.1*1.4”)
Handle bar length: 118mm (4.6”)
Weight (torch): 354g (12.5oz)
(torch and batteries): 840g
(29.6oz)

Supplied with: torch (1), built in battery (1), USB cable (1), O rings (3),
lanyard (1), tail cap lubricant (1), storage case (1) and user manual (1)

£109.00

VARILUX 3500
CODE: TORCH-VL3500-19

Burn time: 1.5h - 40h (200lm-3500lm)
Beam distance: 1000m (3280’)
Peak beam intensity: 90000cd
Impact resistance: 0.5m (1’6)
Depth rating: 100m (328’)
Material: anodised aluminium
LED: 4x CREE XM-L2
LED lifespan: 100000 h
Brightness: 3500 lumen
Mode: High/dimming

Battery: 26650 3.7 V, 4000 mAh
Switch design: magnetic slide
Lens: coated glass
Size: 217*69*130mm
(8.5*2.7*5.1”)
Weight: (torch): 586g (20.7oz)
(torch+batteries): 772g (27.2oz)

Supplied with: torch (1), batteries (2), battery charger (1), O rings (3), lanyard
(1), tail cap lubricant (1), storage case (1) and user manual (1)

£154.00
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VARILUX TRAVEL
EASY MAGNETIC CHARGING
CODE: TORCH-VLTRAVEL2

Burn time: 3.5h - 50h
Beam distance: 370m (1214’)
Peak beam intensity: 35000cd
Impact resistance: 1m (3’3)
Depth rating: 100m (328’)
Material: anodised aluminium
LED: SST40
LED lifespan: 100000 h

Brightness: 110lm-1100lm
Mode: high/low
Battery: 26650 3.7V, 5000 mAh
Switch design: push button
Lens: coated glass
Size: 158x45mm (6.2*1.8”)
Weight: 282g (0.6lbs)
(torch+batteries)

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

UNDERWATER LIGHTING

Supplied with: torch (1), magnetic USB cable (1), magnetic
connector (1), lanyard (1), storage case (1) and user manual (1)

Coming Soon
VARILUX MICRO
EASY MAGNETIC CHARGING
CODE: TORCH-VLMICRO2

Burn time: 2h - 28h
Beam distance: 280m (919’)
Peak beam intensity: 20000cd
Impact resistance: 1m (3’3)
Depth rating: 100m (328’)
Material: anodised aluminium
LED: SST40
LED lifespan: 100000 h

Brightness: 90lm-850lm
Mode: high/low
Battery: 18650 3.7V, 2600 mAh
Switch design: push button
Lens: coated glass
Size: 145x35.5mm (5.7*1.4”)
Weight: 185g (0.4lbs)
(torch+batteries)

Supplied with: torch (1), magnetic USB cable (1), magnetic
connector (1), lanyard (1), storage case (1) and user manual (1)

Coming Soon

Light up
your world

Sammy Campbell
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UNDERWATER LIGHTING
VARILUX U-XHP70 CABLE LAMP
CODE: TORCH-VL-U-XHP70

Burn time: 3.5h - 25h (280lm-4000lm)
Beam distance: 500m (1640’)
Peak beam intensity: 20000cd
Impact resistance: 1m (3’3)
Depth rating: 100m (328’)
Material: anodised aluminium
LED: 1 x CREE XHP70
LED lifespan: 100000 h
Brightness: 4000 lumen
Mode: High/dimming
Battery: 18650, 12.6V, 10.4AH
Switch design: magnetic slide switch
Lens: coated glass lens
Size: torch 110 x 60mm (4.3”x 2.4”),
battery canister 260 x 50mm (10.2”x 2”),
cable 1000mm (39.4”)
Weight: (torch): 900g (31.7oz)
(torch+batteries): 1.5kg (52.9oz)
(torch+battery+charger): 2.2kg (77.6oz)
What’s included? Battery and charger,
O rings, lubricant, wrist/hand mount,
canister mount, hard case and manual

£463.00

Styles may vary visit the website for latest version

Torch length:
140mm (5.5”)

Torch length:
170mm (6.7”)

LED STROBE

FUSION R

MINI QUEST

CODE: STROBE LED TORCH

CODE: TORCH-FUSION-R

CODE: TORCH-MINI-LUX-ND

Single 1W LED - 160 lumens output
Upgraded ‘silent’ strobe unit
Strobe visible up to 2 miles away
Continuous burn time of up to 6 hours
Depth tested to 50m (164’)
Magnetic ‘function’ switch
One-piece impact resistant ABS body
Twin attachment points
Perfect emergency signalling device
Handy to attach to a BCD or keep in your
BCD pocket as a back-up torch
Twin anchor points (fit 32mm webbing)
Weight: 0.188kg (6.6oz)
Supplied with wrist lanyard
Requires 3 x AA batteries (not supplied)

Variable output 300 to 2000 lumens
Colour temp 5300K to 7300K
3.5 to 20 hours burn time
IP68 waterproof rated
Super bright SST40 LED
LED lifespan 100,000 hours
Depth tested to 100m (332’)
Magnetic USB charging port
Beam distance 309m (1014’)
Beam intensity 24800 cd
Impact resistance 1.5m (5’)
Modes high-med-low and strobe
Built in 21700 rechargeable battery
Weight: 196g (0.43oz)
Supplied with wrist lanyard

230 lumens output
Powerful ‘spot’ beam
8.5hr total continuous burn time
Variable output technology
100% full power output for 3.5hrs,
gradually decreases over the remaining
NEW Philips Lumileds 3w Luxeon LED
Depth tested to 95 metres
Tough poly carbonate body with an
aluminium torch head
Double O-ring seals
Rear mounted magnetic on/off switch
Optional helmet mount
Weight: 0.327kg (11.5oz)
4 x AA alkaline batteries (supplied)

£23.00

£60.00

£36.00
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LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

REEL + TORCH

GLARE HEAD TORCH

GUARDIAN ADVENTURE LED LIGHTS

CODE: REEL-TORCH

CODE: TORCH-GLARE-WHITE

CODE: LIGHT-ADV-COLOUR

Anodized aluminium
Free-flowing spool with thumb
operated spool-lock
Sprung reel handle for easy storage
Top mounted’ ultra-bright 6 LED torch
Continuous flash mode for emergency
Torch is removable
Can be used for wreck diving and
deployment of DSMB’s or lift bags
60 metres of orange line
Weight: 0.7kg (24oz)
Includes AA batteries
COLOUR: orange/black

Simple push button operation
Burn time: 1min-100hrs (280lm-12lm)
4 modes (s.high, high, mid, low)
Beam distance: 120m (393’)
Impact distance: 1.5m-3m (4.9’-9’8)
IPX7 rating, CREE-XP-G2 LED light
Flick down red diffuser
Adjustable torch head
Adjustable non-slip head strap
Integrated SOS whistle
Weight: 0.232kg (8.2oz)
Includes 3x AA batteries
COLOUR: white

Secure belt clip for easy attachments
Visible from all sides (Omni-directional)
Unique reverse polarity switching
Maximum visibility range: 3miles (5km)
LED life: 100,000 hours
Dual mode: constant or flashing
Mode: 100hr (constant), 250hr (flash)
Field of View: 180°
Water resistant up to 100m
Batteries: 2x CR-2032 lithium
Size: 40x30x30mm (1.6”x 1.2”x 1.2”)
Weight: 20g
COLOUR: blue, green, white, red, yell

£36.00

£26.00

£14.00

UNIVERSAL HELMET MOUNT
CODE: ND0001146

Our universal mount fits many torches and dive lights and boasts a
variable turn and tilt function. It’s quick and simple to use, allowing
you to attach a torch to your helmet so you can see and light the
way from your own point of view. Designed in the UK, this helmet
mount is lightweight and extremely easy to use and attach.
Material: ABS plastic and marine-grade 316 stainless steel
Fit to most helmets and easy to assemble
Compatible with multiple torches (photos show the Tec and Micro)
Waterproof and perfect for underwater use
Anti-slip design, stable mount, adjustable angle
Easy access to your mounted torch
Size: 90 x 60 x 12mm (3.5”x 2.4”x 0.5”)
Product weight: 53g (1.86oz)

£15.00
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FLEXI-LIGHTS . . .

. . . THE MODERN ALTERNATIVE TO CHEMICAL LIGHT STICKS

CODE: FLEXI-LGT-V3-COLOUR or FLEXI-LGT-V3-V-COLOUR

We are constantly using feedback to enhance our products.
We have enhanced the prominence of the on/off switch to
prevent Flexi-Light from being switched off unintentionally and
to allow the user to easily activate the light when wearing a
thicker glove

@iksac_scuba

ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED FOR MILITARY USE.

The Flexi-Light was originally designed for military and special
forces use to support troops on the ground and helicopters
overhead as a more cost effective and environmentally friendly
alternative to chemical light sticks. Unlike chemical light
sticks, the user decides when to turn the Flexi-Light stick on
or off. Replacing chemical light sticks with our reusable FlexiLight can help make a significant cost savings.

V3 STANDARD COLOURS + LIGHT STICK MODES.
Press 1 > Mode 1: Low power, burn time 40 hours
Press 2 > Mode 2: High power, burn time 22 hours
Press 3 > Mode 3: Flashing, burn time 42 hours
With the fourth press, the Flexi-Light is switched off

Hampshire SAR

MULTI-COLOURED DESIGN.

The multi-coloured Flexi Light has flashing mode only and is
built to the same standard as all other versions.
It offers 4 colours in 1 light stick.
Press
Press
Press
Press
Press

1
2
3
4
5

>
>
>
>
>

On / Flash / Red
Flash / Green
Flash / Blue
Flash / Yellow
Off

IR DESIGN.

We introduced the Infrared (IR) option for Military Ops
(wavelength of the IR Flexi-Light is 625-635 NM), now
available with an on/off switch to avoid confusion.
COLOUR: green, yellow, blue, red and white, multi-coloured
(purple marker), infrared black (marker)
SIZE: 110*25*12mm (4.3*0.9*0.5”)

£7.10 | STANDARD WITH VELCRO £7.80
MULTI-COL/IR £7.60 | MULTI-COL/IR WITH VELCRO £8.30
IR W/SWITCH £9.50 | IR W/SWITCH + VELCRO £10.00
STANDARD

@rampantlogistics
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Improved easy
press-to-operate button

IR version now with
on/off switch

WE’VE KEPT THE FEATURES THAT WORK.

A RANGE OF USES.

• Twist or bend the Flexi-Light when in storage or in
use without causing any damage

Our Flexi-light sticks have become
popular in a range of different markets
as a cost effective, reusable product
that can be useful in a range of
activities.

• High intensity 8 lumens
• Burn up to 3x brighter than traditional glow sticks

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

Flexible silicone body

• Visible distance: up to 3000m (9842’)
• Depth tested up to 100m (328’)

• Military: covert ops

• Non-sparking and non-heat producing

• Water rescue teams

• RoHS compliant double sealed construction

• Mountain rescue teams

• Non-replaceable battery

• Search and rescue teams

• 100% waterproof

• Underwater

• Improved on/off push-button operation

• Scuba diving

• Can be repeatedly used with on/off switch

• Outdoors (camping, dog walking,
trekking, hiking and walking)

OPTIONAL FIXING OPTIONS.

We have designed multiple fixing options depending on what you are using the Flexi-Light for.

Hook Velcro
(for application to loop velcro surfaces)
FROM

£7.80

Removable pocket
(designed to clip to your drysuit)

£5.80

Removable pocket
- attached to kit with Velcro closing strap

Nylon clip
- a simple way to attach a Flexi-Light to your kit

£5.80

£1.00
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TORCH SPARES

TORCH WRIST MOUNT

DIGITAL DISPLAY CHARGER

TRAVEL SMART CHARGER

CODE: TORCH-VL-WRISTMOUNT

CODE: TORCH-VL-DIG-CHARGER

CODE: TORCH-VLTRAVEL2 - CHARGER

£20.00

£26.00

£11.00

MICRO CHARGER

USB CAR ADAPTER

CODE: TORCH-VLMICRO2 - CHARGER

CODE: TORCH-VL-CAR ADAPTOR

£9.40

£5.50

26650 BATTERY

18650 BATTERY

O-RINGS

CODE: TORCH-VL-BATTERY

CODE: TORCH-VLMICRO2-BATTERY

CODE: O-RING-BS027-NBR70

£8.80

£2.20

Designed to fit diving torches from
25-40mm (1”-1.6”) in diameter
A convenient, hands-free light source
Velcro straps make for a secure close
and comfortable fit on the hand
Secure torch with rubber strap

5V, 2.1A Port
USB charging lead
Charges 1x battery
Compatitable with micro torch

Rechargeable battery
3.7 V, 4000 mAh
Compatible with our 3500, Tec and
Travel torches, it may also be suitable
for other electronic devices

£15.00
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Intelligent 2-slot Li-ion Battery Charger
Input: 5.0V 2.0A
Output: 4.2V±1% 0.5A / 1.0A
Compatible with, 10440/14500/16340
/16650/18350/ 18500/18650/26650
Li-ion rechargeable battery

Powered by USB
Displays charging progress
Switch to 0.5A + 1A charging current
1A for a fast charge
0.5A for an efficient charge (0.5A
recomended)

5V, 2.1A Port
Blue LED light when in use
Fire retardant > tested to over 120 deg
Overcharge, over current, short-circuit
and over temperature protection
CE, RoHS and FC standards

Rechargeable lithium ion battery
3.7 V
2200 mAh
Compatible with our Micro,may also
be suitable for other electronic devices

+44 (0) 1257 25 44 44
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Spare o-rings available for our 3500,
Tec and Micro torches
Price includes qty: 2
Check out our website for the latest
spares for our torch range

KN167 KNIFE

KN48 KNIFE

KN011 FOLDING KNIFE

CODE: KNIFE-KN167-YELLOW

CODE: KNIFE-KN48-YELLOW

CODE: KNIFE-KN011-COLOUR

78mm (3”) twin edge s/s blade
3.0mm (0.1”) chisel point safety blade
Serrated/sharp edge and line cutter
Hard plastic protective sheath
Push button quick release system
Solid nylon comfort handle
Webbing, BCD or PFD attachment

70mm (2.8”) twin edge s/s blade
Serrated/sharp edge and line cutter
2.5mm (0.1”) chisel point safety blade
Protective hard plastic sheath
Thumb-lock quick release system
Comfort handle / rear anchor point
Webbing, BCD, PFD or rope attachments

90mm (3.5”) s/s blade
ABS and poly PU coated handle
Molded comfoft handle
Exceptionally good grip
Line cutter and thumb opening slot
Folds for safety when not in use
Rear anchor point

COLOUR: HIGH VIS YELL

COLOUR: YELL

COLOUR: YELL, BLK

£19.00

£18.00

£18.00

KN42B KNIFE

LDK RESCUE KNIFE

SQUEEZE LOCK KNIFE

CODE: KNIFE-KN42B-YELLOW

CODE: KNIFE-LDK040

CODE: KNIFE-SQUEEZE-SEC

120mm (4.75”) s/s blade
Blunt tip blade
Blade: serrated & sharp edges
Built in line cutter
Smooth cutting, lightweight, durable
Plastic sheath to protect the knife and
rubber leg straps are included
Smart quick lock / release system on
the sheath for diver easy operating

75mm (3”) twin edged titanium blade
3.0mm (0.1”) chisel point safety blade
Protective hard plastic sheath
Push button quick release catch
Handle with rear anchor point
Quick locate knife handle insert
Variable width attachment system
Bracket to attach 50mm (1.9”)
webbing

75mm (3”) s/s blade
Blunt tip safety blade
Blade: serrated and sharp edges
Built in line cutter
Easy squeeze secure locking system
Hard plastic yellow protective sheath
Compact and portable safety knife
Attaches to your BCD or PFD
Allows for quick emergency access

COLOUR: YELL, BLK

COLOUR: YELL, BLK

COLOUR: YELL/RED

£31.00

£37.00

£39.00
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KNIVES / BLUNT TIP SERIES

ALPHA TITANIUM KNIFE
CODE: MOD-ITEM 53 KNIFE

Designed specifically for the military
120mm (4.7”) titanium blade
Blade: serrated & sharp edges
Built in line cutter
Super sharp and lightweight
Metal handle butt

Positive lock mechanism
Black plastic hard-case sheath
COLOUR: BLK

£77.00
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KNIVES / SHARP TIP SERIES
HRC50 MILITARY COMBAT KNIFE
CODE: KNIFE-HRC50

The blade is made from high quality 50HRC beta titanium
alloy, so it’s an ideal dive knife for recreational scuba divers
and professionals. With a full shank drop pointed tip blade,
the knife is great for cutting, digging and prying. It also
has a line cutter further down the blade enabling you to
keep the line in place while the blade administers a swifter,
cleaner cut - it’s specially designed to cut through lines,
webbing and rope. The top edge is serrated so the knife
can easily be used for sawing.

125mm (4.9 inch) titanium blade
Overall length: 260mm (10.25 inch)
Self draining, squeeze & release locking nylon sheath
100% no rust, non magnetic, full shank drop point blade
Serrated top edge, line cutter
Sure hand curved grip
Neoprene leg harness included
COLOUR: BLK

£160.00

KN166-P KNIFE

KN20 KNIFE

GK ELITE KNIFE

CODE: KNIFE-KN166-CANVAS

CODE: KNIFE-KN20-YELLOW

CODE: KNIFE-GKELITE

80mm (3.1”) serrated blade
2.5mm (0.1”) curve point safety blade
Single sided blade
Solid nylon handle with rear strike
Soft webbing protective sheath
Comfort handle
Rear anchor point

110mm (4.4”) stainless steel blade
5mm (0.2”) sharp tip
Blade: serrated & sharp edges
Built in line cutter
Smooth cutting, lightweight, durable
Compact quick-release mechanism
Leg straps and sheath included

176mm (6.9”) stainless steel blade
Heavy duty commercial knife
Ultra sharp serrated edge
High impact luminescent sheath
Security shock cord
Stainless steel split D-rings
Twin aluminium carabiner clips

COLOUR: BLK

COLOUR: YELL/BLK

COLOUR: HIGH VIS YELL

£15.00

£27.00

£33.00
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TOOLS

MULTI TOOL/KNIFE
CODE: KNIFE-SRETOOL

Developed with the emergency medical and rescue
services in mind. The tool’s multi-functionality makes it
indispensable for many of life’s situations.
Tool length (closed) 115mm (4.5”)
Large blade, 78mm (3”) length
Phillips screwdriver, 28mm (1.1”) length
Window breaker, 5 x 25mm (0.2” x 0.9”)
F/head screwdriver, 5 x 30mm (0.5”x 1.9”)
Crate opener, 5 x 30mm (0.5”x 1.9”)
Cap/bottle opener, 2mm (0.08”)
Wire stripper, 2mm (0.08”)
Reamer/punch, 28mm (1.1”) length
Seat belt cutter, 88mm (3.5”) length
Tweezers, 40mm (1.6”) length
Toothpick, 42mm(1.7”) length
Disc saw for shatterproof glass, 82mm (3.2”) length
Luminescent yellow casing
Nylon cord, 85mm (3.3”) length
Nylon pouch (Velcro closure)

EMERGENCY ESCAPE HAMMER
CODE: ESCAPE-HAMMER

Shatter car windows/glass and cut yourself or
others free from seatbelts and webbing quickly,
easily and safely. Break free and escape from
dangerous situations caused by accidents.
Pointed steel head excellent for breaking glass
Sharp safeguarded razorblade seatbelt cutter
Multi-functional and helpful tool
Compact and lightweight
Easily stored
Includes hard plastic holder

COLOUR: HIGH VIS YELL

COLOUR: HIGH VIS ORANGE

£10.00

£11.00

MULTI PURPOSE SCISSOR KNIFE

RUBBER KNIFE STRAPS

CODE: KNIFE-KN77-BLACK/GREY

CODE: KNIFE STRAP

90mm (3.5”) stainless steel blade, reduced risk of rusting
Sharp tip blade with serrations, 2 in 1 knife with scissor function
Chromium plating on blades, compact quick-release sheath
BC mounting kits are included, COLOUR: BLK/GREY

Adjustable to fit various sizes, approx 50*2cm (20*0.8”)
Can be threaded to most types of knife sheath
Sold in pairs
COLOUR: BLK

£50.00

£2.20
83

WEIGHT SYSTEMS

WEIGHT & TRIM DIVING HARNESS
CODE: ND-WT17-SIZE

A unique approach to managing weight and buoyancy
allowing fine tuning your weight distribution.
Comfortable and ergonomic
Ease of use
Ultimate buoyancy, stability and comfort system
Waistband: Velcro closing with adjustable buckle
Adjustable padded shoulder straps
Chest strap with up/down adjustment
2 side pockets house quick release weight pockets
Double stitching and bar-tacs to add strength
Each weight pocket is capable of holding up to 9kgs
Suitable for either lead block, lead shot or equipment
2 lower back pouches can hold our lead blocks
2 detachable thigh pockets with drains and leg straps
2 stainless steel D-rings give anchors to attach gear
SIZE:
S/M
Chest 34 - 44” (86.4 - 111.8cm)
L/XL
Chest 44 - 54” (111.8 - 137.2cm)
XXL
Chest Over 54” (137.2cm)
Based on measuring over a suit
COLOUR: HIGH VIS YELL/BLK

£61.00

WEIGHT POCKET HOUSING

WEIGHT POCKET

THIGH EQUIPMENT POCKET

CODE: ND-WTS-WGT-POCKET

CODE: ND-WTS-POCKET

CODE: ND-WTS-THIGH-POCKET

The housing your weight pocket sits
inside to attach to your harness
A squeeze button locks the housing
securely to the shoulder straps
An adjustable 3-prong clip slots easily
onto the harness and a side squeeze
clip that your thigh pockets hang from
D-ring gives an anchor to attach gear
Price is for two pockets (left + right)

Weight pockets are securely fastened
inside the weight pocket housing
Can be easily/independently jettisoned
Use for carrying weights or cargo
Clicks into place via a buckle
Offers plenty of space for our lead
weight blocks or lead filled pouches
Closes securely using a Velcro
Price is for one pocket only

Attach to the weight and trim via the
quick-release plastic fic loc buckle
Pocket closes securly with Velcro
3-pronged squeeze clip and buckle
are adjustable so comfortably secure
to the thigh of the wearer for additional
support and stable weight distribution
316 stainless steel eyelets
Price is for one pocket only

£35.00

£35.00

£12.00
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POUCH WEIGHT BELT

NYLON WEIGHT BELT

CODE: ND-POCKET-W/B SIZE

CODE: ND-WEIGHTBELT

£17.00

£11.00

Velcro pouches with drain holes
Pockets:12*10x*2.5cm (4.7*3.9*1”)
Each pocket fits 3kg (6.6lbs) of lead
WAIST: M 28-38”(71.1-96.5cm),
L 36-52” 91.4-132cm), XL 48-62” (122-157.5cm)

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

WEIGHTS

50mm (2”) wide webbing
Approx. 140cm (55.1”) long
User adjustable
Can be trimmed to fit any diver
Includes a stainless steel quick release buckle

LEAD COATED WEIGHTS
CODE: LEAD BLOCK SIZEKG-COLOUR

Plastic coated for protection
Bright colours for added visibility
Rounded corners for comfort
Twin belt webbing slots
SIZE:
1kg, 7*8.4*2cm (2.8*3.3*0.8”)
2kg, 9*9*3cm (3.5*3.5*1.2”)
3kg, 10.5*10.5*3cm (4.1*4.1*1.2”)
4kg, 11.5*11.2*3.5cm (4.5*4.5*1.4”)
COLOUR: BLK, RED, GRN, BLUE, YELL

£10.00
2KG (4.4LBS) £19.00
3KG (6.6LBS) £29.00
4KG (8.8LBS) £38.00

LEAD FILLED BAGS
CODE: LEAD POUCH SIZEKG

Heavy duty, durable bag
Contains un-graphited lead shot
Great alternative to or in addition to
other BCD lead weights with extreme
comfort & flexibility

1KG (2.2LBS)

£13.00
£23.00
3KG (6.6LBS) £34.00
1KG (2.2LBS)
2KG (4.4LBS)

V2 LEAD SHOT ANKLE WEIGHTS
CODE: W-ANKLE-SIZE

A must have to add negative buoyancy to the
ankles and help bring the legs down into a correct
horizontal position. The soft outer shell allows for a
comfortable fit around the ankles, the weights are
pre-filled with loose lead shot beads. Adjustable
sizing with quick release plastic buckle closure.
SIZE: S: 450g (15.9oz) lead shot in each
Length of the small 33-40cm (13-15.7”)
L: 750g (26.5oz) lead shot in each
Length of the large 40-46cm (15.7-18.1”)
Ankle weights are supplied as a pair

£28.00
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DIVE BUOYS, REELS & ACCESSORIES

30M (98’) WEIGHTED LINE REEL

5KG PELI FLOAT

600G PELI FLOAT

CODE: MOD-UWSB-REEL-WEIGHTED

CODE: PELIFLOAT-5KG

CODE: PELIFLOAT-600G

£86.00

£109.00

£73.00

1.3m (4’3) DELAYED SMB

45M (148’) REEL

30M (98’) FINGER REEL

CODE: SMB10

CODE: REEL-AR15

CODE: REEL-AC92H

£44.00

£23.00

£13.00

30m (98’) of white line
A lead weighted core
304 stainless steel reel frame
Spring-loaded, anti-slip grip handle
Attachment point for LED torch
Note torch not included

Manual/auto over-inflation dump valve
Self-sealing and weighted opening
Oral/LP hose inflation tube
Attached webbing strap with stowage
section (secured with Velcro patches)

80m (262’) of orange line
High vis strobe, burn time 7days+
High vis ABS yellow foam body
Quickly and easily deployed from the
surface/underwater Available with 1kg
(2.2lbs) and 5kg (11lbs) weights

Perfect for cave and wreck diving
Rugged construction
45m (148’) of white line
Confortable handle with extra grip
Supplied with a gated line clip

UNDERWATER WRITING SLATE
CODE: WS3 WRIST SLATE

Comfortable position for writing on
Velcro strap for easy adjustment
Pencil, holder and elasticated cord
3 double sided accessible pages
Hard durable plastic finish
Dims: approx 15x15x5cm (6x6x2”)

£11.00
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40m (131’) of yellow line
High vis strobe, burn time 7days+
High vis ABS yellow foam body
Quickly and easily deployed from the
surface/underwater
Available with 1kg (2.2lbs) weight

30m (98’) of white nylon line
Double ended marine grade brass
‘bolt snap’ style clasp
Corrosion resistant materials
Compact and convenient

ND PARTNERS

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

CYLINDERS/DIVE TANKS

CODE: SIZELTR CYLINDER or SIZE LITRE 300 BAR FABR

All our 232bar Faber steel diving cylinders are supplied complete with
a standard DIN convertible cross-flow valve, compatible with all scuba
diving regulators using the DIN or A-Clamp (International) 1st stage
fitting.
Can be supplied O2 Clean (O2 serviced with an O2 clean cross-flow
valve) and suitable for use with enriched air. This takes 7-10 working
days and carries an extra charge, contact us for details.
STYLE: 232bar and 300bar available
SIZE: 3L, 7L, 10L, 12.2L, 12.5L, 15L (tall and dumpy variations
available)
PRICES START FROM

£127.00
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CYLINDERS/DIVE TANK ACCESSORIES

PONY CLAMP
CODE: PONYCLAMP ND

Allows you to join your pony cylinder to your main
cylinder
Pony bottle quick release system
A 3L pony cylinder can be coupled to main air cylinder
quickly
Clamp plates supplied with rubber strips to provide a
extra grip on the air cylinders
Lightweight and seawater resistant
Engineered from anodised aluminium
Stainless steel jubilee clips with a protective rubber layer
The system allows you to have either left or right side
mount

£105.00

MALE CLAMP PLATE

FEMALE CLAMP PLATE

JUBILEE CLIPS

CODE: PONYCLAMP ND MALE

CODE: PONYCLAMP ND FEMALE

CODE: PONY CLAMP CLIPS

£66.00

£66.00

£29.00

RUBBER STRIP INSERTS

CYLINDER CHARGING ASSEMBLY

BACK PACK ASSEMBLY

CODE: PONYCLAMP-RUBBER-STYLE

CODE: ND0000310

CODE: BACKPACK HARNESS

Anodised aluminium
Size: 16*7*2.5cm (6.3*2.6*1”)

Anodised aluminium
Size: 21.5*7*3cm (8.5*2.6*1.2”)

Rubber lengths slide into place
Helps protect the cylinder and plates
from scratching and damage
Male: 16*1.5cm (6.3*0.6”)
Female: 21*1.5cm (8.3*0.6”)

£16.00 (EACH)
88
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DIN 240-300bar and Aclamp options
G 1/4 hose connector
Fits most UK compressor hoses
Screw-type purge valve
Tested pressure of 525bar

Enquire
|
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x2 supplied
Size: 36*1.8cm (14.2*0.7”)

Durable single tank backpack
50mm (2”) webbing/harness/strap
Quick release stainless steel buckles
Disperses weight across hips/back
Standard slots/attachment points

£53.00
info@ndiver.com

TWIN BANDS

TWIN HALO

CYLINDER/TANK HANDLE

CODE: ND-TWIN BANDS

CODE: CYLINDER-HALO

CODE: TANK HANDLE

50mm (2”) wide webbing cam belts
With plastic protective spacer blocks
316 marine stainless steel D-rings
Adjustable for use on all cylinder/
tank sizes
Compatible with all modern BCDs
Stainless steel style also available

Protection for cylinder valves and
regulator first stages
Fully adjustable for any size twinset
Adjustable clamp system
Pivots and adapts to fit any size
from 7L to 18L cylinders/tanks
Enquire for single halos

£53.00

£28.00

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

CYLINDERS/DIVE TANK ACCESSORIES

Universal handle for single tanks
Very secure - 2 bolt fixing
Safe and easy carrying of cylinders
Fits the neck of 10L, 12L, 15L
Tough, injection-moulded plastic

£8.80

AIR RIFLE FILLING SYSTEM
CODE: 7 LITRE 300 BAR FABR
+ GUN CHARGING VALVE INC HOSE

7L 300bar high quality cylinder
fitted with the gun charging valve
dedicated to safe filling of pneumatic
pre-charged air guns. The design
features an integrated gauge to
show the pressure you have filled
your air gun to.

CYLINDER/TANK MESH
CODE: TANK MESH SIZE COLOUR

Cylinder and charging valve must
be bought as a complete set from
Northern Diver. For safety reasons
charging valve cannot be sold
separate. (Handle not include).

A lightweight method to protect
tanks from the wear and tear
Heavy duty protective mesh sleeve
SIZE: 7” (17.8cm) and 8” (20.3cm),
fits 10L, 12L, 15L
COLOUR: BLK, YELL

£215.00

£8.80

CYLINDER/TANK RUBBER BOOTS
CODE: CYLINDER BOOT SIZE

Stop your bottle falling over - this rubber boot simply
pushes on to the the bottom of your cylinder and gives a
flat base to help prevent the bottle from falling over.
Protect the base of your cylinders. The flat bottoms
allow the cylinders to stand upright and are vented with
ribs and drain holes to allow water to drain away to help
prevent corrosion.
Designed fit perfectly over the bottom of your steel
diving cylinder, providing superb impact protection and
improved stability, when back on dry land.
SIZE: 4” (10.2cm), 6” (15.3cm), 7” (17.8cm), 8” (20.3cm)

£6.60
7” £7.40
4”

|
|

£7.10
8” £7.70
6”
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TEST EQUIPMENT
14L PRESSURE POT
CODE: MOD-ITEM 267 PRESSURE POT

Internal dimensions: 250*285mm (9.8*11.2”)
Maximum inlet pressure: 9 bar
Pressure relief valves: 10.35 bar
Maximum depth reading: 90m (295’)
Weight: 46.5kg (102.5lbs)
Inlet connection: Hansen quick coupling
6-point locking mechanism, quick release action
Removable plastic liner
Polycarbonate window
Can also be used to check depth gauge accuracy
Chrome plated mild steel
Maximum depth reading of 90m (295’)
Straight forward display ensure simple & swift operation

Enquire

POMA OXYGEN MONITOR
CODE: MOD-ITEM-192(LOT2)-POMA

Designed to measure oxygen levels in the range 0.1 100%, for tank oxygen level verification. The POMA is
fitted with a large digital display & operates from an internal
temperature compensated electrochemical oxygen sensor.
The unit is powered by a 9V battery, which will last for
approximately 1 year before replacement is necessary.
The oxygen monitor will automatically switch off after 10
minutes to ensure battery life is not compromised if the
instrument is accidentally left turned on. Conforms to
BS EN 50270 & BS EN 61000-6-3.

Enquire

OXYGEN DIVING SENSOR
CODE: MOD-ITEM 35 (LOT2) OXYGEN SENS

Electrochemical transducers for
measuring the oxygen partial pressure

Enquire
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OTS DIVER COMMUNICATIONS

ND PARTNERS

DUAL EARPHONES + MICROPHONE

BUDDY PHONE

CODE: OTS-EM-OTS2

CODE: OTS-BUD-D2

Allows the user to connect either hard-wire or throughwater comms to a helmet or full face mask. Configured
with Hot Mic® noise cancelling, salt-water resistant,
pressure-resistant studio quality microphone.

Through-water transceivers in a compact, affordable
platform. Includes voice menus via push-to talk button to
control channel, volume, squelch & a patented Hot Mic®
or Super Mic®.

£786.00

£1063.00

4-CHANNEL DIVER UNIT

MK-7 BUDDYLINE 2-DIVER-STATION

CODE: OTS-SSB-2010

CODE: OTS-MK-7

£1662.00

£1877.00

5 watt diver unit designed with search & rescue teams
in mind. Includes: voice-operated transmitter, push-totalk control, squelch, earphone volume, voice menu,
removable transducer, & a heavy-duty design.

A compact, self-contained air intercom that gives clear
comms in the 4-wire mode (round robin). Designed for
search & rescue teams to have an underwater comms
device that required minimal set-up time.
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OTS DIVER COMMUNICATIONS

SURFACE CONVERSION KIT

PORTABLE DIVER RECALL SYSTEM

CODE: OTS-CDK-6

CODE: OTS-PDR-100

£912.00

£2498.00

SP-100D-2, 2-CHANNEL STATION

STX-101, 4-CHANNEL STATION

CODE: OTS-SP-100D-2

CODE: OTS-SSX-101

£1872.00

£3064.00

COMBOX 1-DIVER STATION

MK-2 DCI 2-DIVER-STATION

CODE: OTS-COMBOX

CODE: OTS-MK2-DCI

£1126.00

£2422.00

To convert a PowerCom 3000D/5000D, MilCom 6000D,
SSB-2010, SSB-2001B-2, or SSB-1001B into a portable
surface station so you can talk to other divers and/or
surface stations within range and on the same channel.

Uses state-of-the-art digital signal processing (DSP)
circuitry to ensure great performance and clarity.
Operates with all single side-band acoustic underwater
devices within range/on the same frequency.

This surface transceiver is a 5-watt, multi-channel, single
side-band underwater telephone designed with search &
rescue teams in mind. The STX-101 offers four channels
that match the SSB-2010.

A compact, self-contained one diver air intercom, the
ComBox allows clear 2-wire communications using a
powerful 20-watt amplifier. With a rugged PTT control &
“silver bullet” front speaker.
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Designed with a rugged housing and durable underwater
speaker, this Portable Diver Recall system is made for
a long working life under harsh environments. Includes:
PDR-100 Unit, Underwater Speaker, Battery & Charger.

The versatile OTS MK2-DCI provides one or two divers
with clear communications in either 2-wire or 4-wire
mode. In 4-wire mode, up to 6 divers can be ‘stacked’
and communicating with each other.
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OTS DIVER COMMUNICATIONS

MK-III 3 DIVER AIR INTERCOM

Floating ComRope

CODE: OTS-MKIII

CODE: OTS-COMROPE

Communicate with 3 divers simultaneously in loud, hard
working conditions due to it’s powerful speaker. The
panel displays a 3 diver colour coded section to allow a
surface tender to identify and adjust volumes on the fly.

Floating Communications Cables were made with Public
Safety and Aquarium divers in mind. This buoyant cable
helps minimise entanglements hazards by keeping the
bulk of the cable on the surface.

£3125.00

£4.00 (PER FOOT)

ComRope

TCA-35 CABLE

CODE: OTS-COMROPE

CODE: OTS-TCA-35

CR-4 is 100% Polyester, 7/16” static kernmantle rope
designed with four specially configured wires down the
centre. We offer the CR-4 by the foot but also sell it
complete with the connectors on each end.

£4.00 (PER FOOT)

Transducer assembly cable for SP100D2
& STX-101

£461.00

TRANSDUCER CABLE
CODE: OTS-TC-55M

Transducer Cable, for STX-101M Surface Station (55’ –
does not include transducer).

£327.00
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COLTRI COMPRESSORS

OPEN RANGE
The MCH 22, 30 & 36 Coltri Open Compressors are some of
Northern Diver’s largest breathing air compressors. These units
will be more than capable of satisfying even the largest of dive
shops or diving centres. The OPEN model was conceived to
meet the needs of very intensive uses, large refilling capacities,
in warm, poorly ventilated environments or in tropical countries.
4 front filling connections for high pressure hoses (from 232 to
420 bar), a control panel and an electrical display. Equipped
with a three-phase electric motor and powerful pumping units
Optionals include: electronic touch screen panel, Presec for
filter saturation control and remote filling panel

MCH 22

MCH 36

CODE: COLTRI-MCH22-OPEN

CODE: COLTRI-MCH36-OPEN

£19,998.00

£22,968.00

MCH 30
CODE: COLTRI-MCH30-OPEN

£21,700.00

MARK 3 RANGE
A series of uncompromised breathable air compressors
for intensive use in warm, poorly ventilated or tropical
environments. Designed with an improved cooling system
and a filtering system with two hyperfilters, this series is
powered by a three-phase electric motor, equipped with
four different pumping units (MCH 13, MCH 16, MCH 21
and MCH 23), all in TPS (Tropical Plus Superdry) version and
available with operation monitoring system and electrical
display to automatically shutdown the compressor.

MCH 13

MCH 21

CODE: COLTRI-MCH13-MK3

CODE: COLTRI-MCH21-MK3

£11,215.00

£11,800.00

MCH 16
CODE: COLTRI-MCH16-MK3

£11,326.00
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ERGO ET RANGE
Stands out for its robustness, portability and great efficiency.
Equipped with three different pumping units and powered by
three-phase electric motors. Each ERGO compressor has a
monitoring system panel that includes an interstage pressure
gauge, autostop with adjustable pressure switch, automatic
condensate drain and a phase control for rotation direction.
The models in this series have two connections for high
pressure hoses (from 232 to 330 bar) and a Maxifilter system.
The remote filling panel is available as an optional extra.

MCH 11

MCH 16

CODE: COLTRI-MCH11-ERGO-ET

CODE: COLTRI-MCH16-ERGO-ET

£10,914.00

£12,150.00

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

COLTRI COMPRESSORS

MCH 13
CODE: COLTRI-MCH13-ERGO-ET

£11,800.00 EX VAT
SMART RANGE
These compressors give the performance required of a dive
shop or dive club from a unit able to operate off a single
phase supply. All models are equipped with two connections
for high pressure hoses (from 232 to 330 bar), a single-phase
or three-phase electric motor, robust pumping units (MCH
8, MCH 13 or MCH 16 depending on the specific model)
and a compact frame with handles, suitable for transport.
External refilling panels and an electrical display are available
as optional extras, with various automatic features including
automatic condensate drainage and an autostop pressure
gauge.

MCH 8

MCH 13

CODE: COLTRI-MCH8-SMART

CODE: COLTRI-MCH13-SMART

£7840.00

£8365.00

MCH 11

MCH 16

CODE: COLTRI-MCH11-SMART

CODE: COLTRI-MCH16-SMART

£8382.00

£8682.00

MCH6 SILENT RANGE
The Coltri MCH 6 Silent is designed for filling a single
cylinder. It is neither designed not intended for filling cascade
storage systems of any kind.
With the same performance of every model equipped
with the MCH 6 pumping unit, the Coltri breathable air
compressors of the SILENT series are extremely silent and
the large space offered by the frame allows the use of a filter
system with Maxifilter. Available with single-phase or threephase electric drive and integrated control panel with hour
meter, they have as standard the automatic condensate drain
and the autostop. The equipment includes a filling connection
for flexible tube with operating pressure from 232 to 300 bar.

MCH6 ET

MCH6 EM

CODE: COLTRI-MCH6ET-SILENT

CODE: COLTRI-MCH6EM-SILENT

£5029.00 EX VAT

£5408.00
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COLTRI COMPRESSORS
MCH6 RANGE
The MCH 6 Compressor range is one of Northern Diver’s most
compact and lightweight breathing air compressors, being easy
to handle.
The most used portable compressors in the world are part
of the Coltri BASIC series. Compact and lightweight, the
models meet the needs of high pressure breathable air for the
diving world, recreational activities, fire-fighting services and
small paintball facilities. All equipped with the MCH 6 popular
pumping unit, they are available with petrol or electric engines,
both three-phase and single-phase. The equipment includes
a filling connection with flexible tube with operating pressures
from 232 to 300 bar.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS FOR THE MCH6
These are available upon request, please contact us
Pressure maintaining valve (+DRV filling valve)
Automatic condensate drain with timer (EM & ET only)
Autostop (EM & ET only)
Digital hour meter (SH only)
Remote intake tube kit
Filling hoses (lengths: 1.5 to 10m / 4.9 to 32.8ft)
Stainless steel frame
MODELS AVAILABLE:
EM - Single-phase electric motor
(supplied with a single phase plug)
ET - Three-phase electric motor
SH - Honda Petrol Engine

MCH EM
CODE: COLTRI-MCH6EM

£4180.00
MCH ET
CODE: COLTRI-MCH6/ET

£4338.00
MCH SH
CODE: COLTRI-MCH6SH

£4497.00

COLTRI
COMPRESSOR ACCESSORIES
COLTRI ACCESSORIES

PRESSURE MAINTAINING VALVE

CO CATALYST 1L

PRESSURE REDUCER

CODE: COLTRI-PMV

CODE: COLTRI-CO-CATALYST-1LT

CODE: COLTRI-PRESSURE-REDUCER

£165.00

£149.00

£165.00

Use only with BC filling connection
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DIN w/safety valve, 300 bar F/232 bar M

DIGITAL HOUR TACHO METER

HYPERFILTER CARTRIDGE

MAXIFILTER CARTRIDGE

CODE: COLTRI-TACHO-METER

CODE: COLTRI-FILTER-HYPERFILTER-CC

CODE: COLTRI-FILTER-MAXIFILTER

MCH 22/32/36

MCH 8/11/13/16/18

£132.00

£127.00

FROM

3M REMOTE INTAKE KIT

SPECIALIST MOTOR OIL

SYNTHETIC OIL ST 755 1L

CODE: COLTRI-REMOTE-INTAKE

CODE: COLTRI-SPECIAL-OIL

CODE: COLTRI-SYNTHETIC-OIL-3

£44.00

£17.00

£25.00 EX VAT

CAPS + DISCS SET

MCH6 AIR FILTER CARTRIDGES

MOLECULAR SIEVE 1L

CODE: COLTRI-FILTER-CAPS-DISCS

CODE: SC000340/STYLE

CODE: COLTRI-MOLECULAR SIEVE 1LT

£28.00

FROM

This product is available only for HONDA

3m (9’8) pipe + 20mm (0.8”) diameter

6pc kit for hyperfilter air filter cartridges

For gasoline and diesel engines

Molecular sieve + activated carbon

£39.00

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

COLTRI COMPRESSOR ACCESSORIES

£94.00

(SC000871)

5L version is also available, call us

£31.00

ACTIVATED CARBON 1L
CODE: COLTRI-ACTIVE CARBON 1LT

5L version is also available, call us

£28.00
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RECOVERY VEST
RECOVERY VEST (RVEST)
CODE: R-VEST B/P or R-VEST B/P XL

Our R-VEST combines a recovery harness, cylinder
attachment, quick-release weight belt and work vest
with tool attachment points into one body-hugging
unit. Can be used to lift an unconscious diver from the
water.
Tested and compliant with EN 15333-1:2008
Tested in accordance with ADCI guidelines
Built from ultra-durable materials, ensures a long
product life without compromising on comfort
Sea-water resistant
Each of the 9 D-rings has been independently tested
to a breaking strength of 1000kg
Each lifting point (and the adjustment buckles) can
withstand a tensile force of 9,000N
Has lifting points on both the back and front
Quick release sat bag for tools
Quick release weight pockets
Loop for carrying hammer
Backpack with cam band for attaching cylinders
Adjustable waist and crotch straps
316 Stainless Steel Marine Grade fittings
SIZE: STD (91cm - 116cm | 36” - 46”),
XL (121cm - 162cm | 48” - 64”)
STD

£440.00

| XL

£496.00

RECOVERY VEST ACCESSORIES

COMMERCIAL TOOL BAG

R-VEST WEIGHT POCKET (SPARES)

CODE: SAT BAG - ND

CODE: R-VEST POCKETS

Fabric build: PVC Tarpaulin
Strong & sturdy zips
Drainage eyelets
2x compartments, the main for large tools the smaller front
compartment for all those smaller awkward tools
D-rings for attaching items that may float away
Large stainless steel D-rings for securing carabiners on the
outer side of tool bag

Fabric build: 50mm (2”) wide webbing
Fitted with a set of 3 weight pouches that are connected to
each other by their material backing and attached onto a
flexible plastic rod
The plastic rod enables quick-release if a diver is in trouble
Pouches are designed to carry plastic coated lead blocks
to aid buoyancy control as you would with a weight belt or
weight and trim harness

SIZE: ONE, 29*19*6cm (11.4*7.5*2.4”)

SIZE: ONE

£21.00

£110.00 QTY 1
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RECOVERY HARNESS

BELL SAFETY HARNESS

BELL SAFETY HARNESS W/BACKPACK

CODE: COMMERCIAL DIVING BELL HARNESS

CODE: COMMERCIAL HARNESS B/P

or COMMERCIAL BELL HARNESS-SMALL

Tested and compliant with EN 15333-1:2008
Can be used to lift an unconscious diver from the water
Has lifting points on both the back and front
Each lifting point (and the adjustment buckles) can
withstand a tensile force of 1000kg
Stainless steel slide lock adjustment buckles (qty 6)
Certified diver recover lifting points - special triangular
shaped stainless steel d-rings (qty 5)
UK and USA umbilical D-rings
Approved stainless steel equipment d-rings (qty 4)
Highly visible 50mm (2”) heavy duty webbing build
Easily adjustable shoulders, chest, waistband and leg
straps are all secured with hook and loop Velcro so
there is no risk of snag hazards
Manufactured and tested to IMCA’s guidelines
Reinforced red stitched areas provides additional
strength and is easily identifiable for inspections

Tested and compliant with EN 15333-1:2008
Can withstand a tensile force of 1000kg
Heavy duty harness designed for use by commercial
divers operating from a diving bell
Can lift an unconscious diver from the water
Built with integrated heavy-duty back plate (can be
fitted with twin cylinders, if twin bands are purchased)
Very comfortable worn with or without cylinders
Stainless steel slide lock adjustment buckles (qty 6)
Certified diver recover lifting points - special triangular
shaped stainless steel d-rings (qty 5)
UK and USA umbilical D-rings
Approved stainless steel equipment d-rings (qty 4)
High vis 50mm wide heavy duty, durable webbing build
Easy adjust shoulders, chest, waistband and leg straps
Straps are secured with Velcro so no risk of snagging
Manufactured and tested to IMCA’s guidelines
Reinforced red stitched areas provide additional
strength and is easily identifiable for inspections

SIZE: Small, chest 91-116cm(36-46”)
or Standard, chest 121-162cm (48-64”)

SIZE: ONE adjustable

£220.00

£263.00
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COMMERCIAL UNDERWATER TOOLS
Marine & Civil Solutions

ND PARTNERS

CAVITATION PISTOL

RETRO CAVITATION CLEANING

UNDERWATER DRILL

CODE: CW200

CODE: CW250 or CW350

CODE: DR200

VERTICAL UNDERWATER GRINDER

HIGH PRESSURE UNITS

PORTABLE HIGH PRESSURE UNITS

CODE: GR200

CODE: HDE10 or HDE18 or HDMD18 or HDMP18

CODE: CNZ35 or CNZ370

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR LATEST PRICES ON UNDERWATER TOOLS
For product specs visit www.ndiver-commercial.com/equipment/underwater-tools
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Designed for a full range of applications including underwater construction, salvage and demolition. Whether for commercial
companies or governmental organizations, Stanley offers the marine equipment needed to build. Stanley underwater tools are
found everywhere from oil platforms & dam construction sites to mining explorations & archaeological expeditions.

CUT OFF SAW

GRINDER

BREAKER/DRIVER

CODE: CO23

CODE: GR29

CODE: BR45 or BR67 or BR87

CORE DRILL

HAMMER DRILL

PEANUT GRINDER

CODE: CD07

CODE: HD25

CODE: PG04

CHIPPING HAMMER

IMPACT WRENCH

IMPACT WRENCH

CODE: CH15

CODE: IW12

CODE: IW16

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

COMMERCIAL UNDERWATER TOOLS

Full specification sheets can be supplied by our team

ND PARTNERS
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RESCUE PFDs
All Northern Diver PFDs benefit from a tough 500D Ripstop Cordura®
outer combined with internal ISO approved flotation foam

ARCTIC SURVIVOR EVO PRO 5
CODE: PFD-EVOPRO5-SIZE

50mm (2”) quick release chest harness
Includes cowtail, carabiner and 316 stainless steel O-ring,
the self locking carabiner is CE approved and conforms to
EN 12275:2013, EN 362:2004/B), kN26 ( ) & kN9 ( )
Adjustable shoulder straps with reflective stitching
25mm (1”) Reflexite® prismatic bands
4-way lash tabs on the front and rear
Plastic d-rings (bottom of the pockets)
Single-handed quick release buckles
Two front Velcro close cargo pockets with internal plastic
D-rings/clip-in points and drain holes
Removable orange pealess whistle on fixed cord
25mm (1”) removable crotch/leg straps (black)
Removable encapsulated ID on the rear (customisable)
Reinforced stitching strengthens high wear areas

£127.00
ARCTIC SURVIVOR EVO PRO 6
CODE: PFD-EVOPRO6-SIZE

50mm (2”) quick release chest harness
Includes cowtail, carabiner and 316 stainless steel O-ring
The self locking carabiner is CE approved and conforms
to EN 12275:2013, EN 362:2004/B), kN26 ( ) & kN9 ( )
Padded adjustable shoulder straps with reflective detailing
Snag resistant strap storage pockets for excess webbing
Fail Safe System load tested to 3.2kN and meets
ISO 12402 test standards
25mm (1”) Reflexite® prismatic bands
4-way lash tabs on the front, shoulders and rear
Plastic d-rings (top and bottom of the pockets)
Single-handed quick release buckles
Two front Velcro close cargo pockets with internal plastic
D-rings/clip-in points and drain holes
Removable orange pealess whistle on retractable cord
25mm (1”) removable crotch/leg straps (high vis yellow)
2 removable encapsulated IDs on the rear (customisable)
Removable light stick pocket on the rear, attaches to the
fabric tab and houses our Flexi-lights which are available in
5 colours (see lighting section for product info)
Anti slip waist prevents PFD from riding up when in use
Internal hand warmer/documents pockets
Reinforced stitching strengthens high wear areas

EN 12402-5:2006 & 12402-6:2006
Evo Pro 5 & Evo Pro 6 sizing:
M (>90N)
Chest >106cm (42”), weight 76kg (167.5lb)
L (110N)
Chest >116cm (46”), weight 95kg (209.4lb)
XL (>120N)
Chest >142cm (56”), weight 115kg (253.5lb)
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This personal flotation device is

US Coastguard Approved
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RESCUE PFDs

ARCTIC SURVIVOR EVO PRO 6s
WARNING!
This chest harness
MUST be trimmed to
no more than 15cm
from the red line

CODE: PFD-EVOPRO6S-SIZE

See user manual for
further instruction

Our PFD has been specially developed and designed to
meet United States Coastguard Approval.
Fabric build
Woven 500D Ripstop nylon
UL approved ergonomic PVC foam

USCG 6s PFD sizing:
M (>100N)
Chest >106cm (42”), weight 76kg (167.5lb)
L (110N)
Chest >116cm (46”), weight 95kg (209.4lb)
XL (>120N)
Chest >142cm (56”), weight 115kg (253.5lb)

Standards
USCG Approval number: coming soon
CE Approved
EN ISO 12402-5:2006
EN ISO 12402-6:2006

50mm (2”) quick release chest harness
Inc. cowtail, carabiner and 316 stainless steel O-ring
Self locking carabiner is CE approved and conforms to
EN 12275:2013, EN 362:2004/B), kN26 ( ) & kN9 ( )
Cowtail Velcro fixing point for additional security
Padded adjustable shoulder straps (reflective detailing)
38mm (1.5”) strong adjustable webbing built into jacket
Snag resistant strap storage for excess webbing
Fail Safe System load tested to 3.2kN
25mm (1”) SOLAS approved bands
50mm (2”) 4-way lash tabs on the front and rear
32mm (1.3”) plastic d-rings (top and bottom of pockets)
38mm (1.5”) single-handed quick release buckles
Vertical Velcro strip to aid user in closure of the jacket
2x front Velcro close cargo pockets with internal plastic
D-rings/clip-in points and drain holes
Removable orange pealess whistle on retractable cord
25mm (1”) removable crotch/leg straps (high vis yellow)
2 removable encapsulated IDs on rear (customisable)
Anti slip waist prevents PFD from riding up when in use
Internal hand warmer/documents pockets
Reinforced stitching strengthens high wear areas
A storage bag and Think Safe pamphlet is included

Enquire
Please note this product is in development.
Contact the rescue team for more information.
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RESCUE PFDs
ARCTIC SURVIVOR EVO X
CODE: PFD-EVOX-SIZE

EN 12402-5:2006 & 12402-6:2006
38mm (1.5”) quick release chest harness
Includes cowtail, carabiner and 316 stainless steel O-ring
The self locking carabiner is CE approved and conforms to
EN 12275:2013, EN 362:2004/B), kN26 ( ) & kN9 ( )
Quick release fix-loc buckle
Padded adjustable shoulder straps with reflective detailing
Snag resistant strap storage pockets for excess webbing
Fail Safe System load tested to 3.2kN and meets
ISO 12402 test standards
25mm (1”) Reflexite® prismatic bands
Tough grip shoulder panels and front/rear 4-way lash tabs
Front zipped pouch and plastic D-rings
Removable orange pealess whistle on retractable cord
25mm (1”) removable crotch/leg straps (high vis yellow)
2 removable encapsulated IDs on the rear (customisable)
Removable light stick pocket on the rear, attaches to the
fabric tab and houses our Flexi-lights (see lighting section)
Anti slip waist prevents PFD from riding up when in use
Reinforced stitching strengthens high wear areas
Internal hand warmer/documents pockets

Evo X PFD sizing:
Medium (>75N)

Chest up to 106cm (42”), weight 76kg (167.5lb)
Large (80N)
Chest up to 116cm (46”), weight 95kg (209.4lb)
XL (>85N)
Chest up to 142cm (56”), weight 115kg (253.5lb)

£127.00

APPROACH PFD WATERSPORTS VEST
CODE: APPROACH-PFD-SIZE

Our Approach PFD is a stylish and functional buoyancy
aid, designed specifically for all aspects of recreational
water sports, such as kayaking, canoeing, stand up paddle
boarding, canyoning and other similar activities.
Features
> Type 3 PFD
> Front and rear zipped pockets
> Front mesh pouch with Velcro® close
> Safety SOS whistle
> Adjustable side and shoulder straps
> Neoprene lined shoulder straps for additional comfort
> Subtle reflective detailing
XS-S Chest size: 71 - 91cm (28 – 35.8”)
Bodyweight: 30 – 40kg (66 – 88lbs) Min. buoyancy: (45N)
M-L Chest size: 91 - 111cm (35.8 – 43.7”)
Bodyweight: 50 – 70kg (110 – 154lbs) Min. buoyancy: (60N)
XL-XXL Chest size: 111 - 127cm (43.7 – 50”)
Bodyweight: 70kg+ (154+lbs) Min. buoyancy: (70N)

£43.00
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RESCUE PFD ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS
ENCAPSULATED PANELS
CODE: N/A

Available with standard wording, for example, RESCUE,
MOUNTAIN RESCUE, POLICE, WATER RESCUE or can be
customised with team names and/or artwork. Hook Velcro is
fixed to the back, to allow the badge to be removed from any
object that has the loop fastener fitted.
A minimum MOQ will apply.
SIZE: 3 sizes of encapsulated panel are available
(L) 300*100mm (11.8*3.9”)
(M) 240*100mm (9.4*3.9”)
(S) 50*150mm (2*5.9”)
COLOUR: CUSTOM | MOQ: 15 PIECES
S

£8.00

|

M

£11.00

|

L

£14.00

COWTAIL

DUAL LOCK CARABINER

CROTCH STRAPS

CODE: PFD-COWS-TAIL-COLOUR

CODE: CARABINER-BLUE-SILVER

CODE: PFD-CROTCH STRAPS

£7.00

£9.50

£15.00

RETRACTABLE CORD

PEA-LESS MARINE WHISTLE

FLEXI-LIGHT VELCRO POCKET

CODE: PFD-RETRACTABLE-CORD

CODE: WHISTLE

CODE: POCKET-FLEXILIGHT

£3.20

£2.10

£5.80

SIZE: Unstretched: 500mm (19.7”) inc
ring, stretched 950mm (37.4”) inc ring
COLOUR: BLK or YELL

SIZE: ONE
Snap hook at one end to fasten to PPE

SIZE: length: 125mm (4.9”), gate
opening: 23mm (0.9”), MSS 26kN,
EN 12275:2013, EN 362:2004/B

SIZE: ONE
COLOUR: ORANGE

SIZE: ONE (adjustable)
25mm wide black webbing
COLOUR: BLK, YELL

SIZE: 150*50*30mm (5.9*1.9*1.2”)
COLOUR: BLK
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RESCUE PFD ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS
Specifically designed to offer excellent utility in any rescue
environment. The Lug Pouch can carry anything from
Carabiners, Prusiks & Flexi-Lights to Medical equipment &
can be stored on the Lug Pouch Storage Bag prior to use,
ready for any call-out.

LUG POUCH
CODE: LUG POUCH

Velcro securely fastens to PFDs & Storage Bag
Securely fits to Velcro panel on our Evo Pro 5 & 6 PFDs
Accessible storage without adding cumbersome to jacket
Space to fit custom removable Encapsulated Panel
Additional space to attach our Flexi-Light sticks
Webbing loop for easy & quick one-handed removal
Large interior space with split compartment
Mesh exterior removes the risk of any water build up
Size: 305*160*40mm (12*6.3*1.6”) approx.

£21.00
LUG POUCH STORAGE BAG
CODE: LUG POUCH BAG

Easy loading & storage of multiple Lug Pouches
Quickly accessible
Space for 8 Lug Pouches
25mm (0.9”) strong webbing carry handles
Versatile 316 stainless steel snaphook clips & D-rings
Folds down to a compact, transportable size
Storage bag size: 700*750mm (27.6*29.5”) approx.

£32.00

Versatile piece of safety kit that rolls up compactly and
fits neatly in PFD front pocket. Ideal for use in rescue
situations.
Materials: 25mm (0.9”) nylon tape

4m (13’1) SAFETY SLING
CODE: SAFETY-SLING-4M-RED

Used as a towing sling or anchor
Two sewn end loops
Weight: 146g | Bright red colour

£8.00
5M (16’4) RESCUE TAPE
CODE: SAFETY-TAPE-5M-YELL

One sewn end loop
Weight: 188g
High vis yellow colour

£9.50
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ISO 12402-2
0098/2019

275N AUTOMATIC LIFE JACKET

275N TWIN CHAMBER SOLAS LIFE JACKET

CODE: LIFE-JACKET-275 or LIFE-JACKET-275-BLUE

CODE: LIFE-JACKET-275N

Supplied with a 60g (2.1oz) CO2 inflation cylinder, the
Northern Diver Arctic Survivor 275N life jacket is a
high performance device for offshore use and severe
environmental conditions, when maximum protection is
required or where heavy waterproof clothing is being worn.

The 275N life jacket has two independent chambers, two
UML automatic inflators with manual activation cords and an
additional Halkey Roberts oral inflator. A light beacon, buddy
line and 4-way lash tab (for attaching objects) are also included.

*This item cannot be guaranteed to self right in all instances
when unconscious user wearing heavy waterproofs or
clothing. During tests it has been proved to self right in the
vast majority of cases.

Red PVC outer shell, thickness of PVC: 0.5mm (0.2”)
Weight of PVC: 630g (22.2oz) per sq/m
Breaking strength is over 120kg (264lb)
Two UML automatic inflators
One Halkey-Roberts oral inflator
Rescue light and buddy pouch with over 1m (3’3) of line
Harness loop plus 4-way lash tab (left side)
UTX signal whistle
Locator beacon window, 80*45mm (3.1*1.8”)
50mm (1.9”) SOLAS certified reflective tape
316 stainless-steel adjuster and lifting loop
Dual YKK® 25mm (1”) quick burst zipper
Life jacket weight: 1.6kg (3.5lb)
Two independent bladders, urethane coated bladder material
for superior strength and durability
Bladder fabric thickness: 0.3mm (0.01”)
Bladder weight: 280g (9.9oz) per sq/m
Quick release crotch straps with reflective detailing

SIZE: ONE (Adjustable)

SIZE: ONE (Adjustable) (Inflated: 70*40*5cm (27.5*15.7*2”)

COLOUR: RED, BLUE

COLOUR: RED

£121.00

£186.00

This life jacket helps prevent drowning of those who cannot
help themselves, for example if they are unconscious.
This life jacket has been designed in consultation with rescue
training organisations responsible for training the emergency
services. It can be customised with logos.
60g (2.1oz) CO2 auto inflation cartridge
Whistle and oral inflation tube
Flexi-Light stick pocket fitted to the left side of jacket,
please note Flexi-light is not included
Adjustable crotch straps

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

RESCUE LIFE JACKETS
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RESCUE LIFE JACKETS & ACCESSORIES
ISO 12402-3

150N
MANUAL
ISO 12402-3

150N
AUTO
ISO 12402-3

150N MANUAL or AUTOMATIC LIFE JACKETS
CODE: LIFE-JACKET-150-MAN or LIFE-JACKET-150-AUTO

Our superior in-water performance jackets are highly visible
when inflated. Available in two styles, manual and automatic,
these classic life jackets are compact and comfortable for everyday use, suitable
for swimmers and non-swimmers in both coastal and offshore waters, these
jackets can be used in all weather conditions.
Velcro closing burst jacket
Holds a 33g (1.2oz) CO2 inflation cylinder
Pea-less whistle and inflation tube
4-way lash tab located on the left
50mm (1.9”) SOLAS certified reflective tape
Heavy duty harness belt
Integrated harness offers a 316 stainless steel buckle
including a ‘D ring’ for attaching a life line
Compact & light weight design
Quick release crotch straps
Zipped pocket located on the left
Durable, long lasting outer cover

STORAGE BAG
CODE: LIFE-JACKET-POUCH

Fits all ND life jackets
Zipped closure

SIZE: ONE (Adjustable) (Inflated: 70*40*5cm (27.5*15.7*2”)

SIZE: ONE
30*18*10cm (11.8*7*3.9”)

COLOUR: RED/GREY

COLOUR: BLK/CLEAR

MANUAL
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Rearming kits are an essential piece of equipment when using life jackets. Unless you are knowledgable about life jackets, we
recommend that you send yours to us to be re-armed and re-packed. We service a huge amount of life jackets each year and we
see a large amount of incorrectly packed or incorrectly ‘loaded’ life jackets which render them useless.

ANNUAL SERVICE KIT
INCLUDING C02 CARTRIDGE

ANNUAL SERVICE KIT
NO C02 CARTRIDGE

AUTOMATIC RE-ARMING KIT
INCLUDING C02 CARTRIDGE

CODE: LIFE-JACKET RE-ARM DEVICE

CODE: LIFE-JACKET RE-ARM DEVICE

CODE: LIFE-JACKET RE-ARM DEVICE

£27.00

£15.00

£23.00

MANUAL RE-ARMING KIT
NO C02 CARTRIDGE

33G C02 CARTRIDGE

60G C02 CARTRIDGE

CODE: LIFE-JACKET-CO2-33G

CODE: LIFE-JACKET-CO2

CODE: LIFE-JACKET RE-ARM DEVICE

SIZE: 33g (1.2oz)

SIZE: 60g (2.1oz)

£12.00

£14.00

SCHRADER VALVE

GAS SEAL O-RING

AUTOMATIC FIRING CARTRIDGE

CODE: 8500

CODE: UMO 00005

CODE: UMA 5000

£2.10

£2.10

£11.00

MANUAL FIRING INDICATOR

MAIN BODY O-RING

CODE: UMS 4014

CODE: UMO 4009

£2.10

£2.10

£12.00
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RESCUE LIFE JACKETS & ACCESSORIES
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RESCUE HELMETS
Manta helmet uses:

MANTA
SAR HELMETS
High performance multi-role technical
rescue helmet for the most demanding
work environment, with the facility to fit
a variety of accessories. Used by many
Fire, SAR, Coastguard, Ambulance and
Rescue teams around the world. There
are 3 variants of the Manta available:
MH/2, MH/3 & MH/4.

CONFORMS TO:

EN 14052:2005
High performance safety helmet
PAS 028:2002
Marine safety helmet
FS/ATV1
Quad & ATV helmet
EN 1384 Equestrian helmet
EN 352-3:1997 Hearing protection
EN 166:2002 Industrial eye protection
EN 12492 Working at height /
Mountaineering
EN 397 (Flame Resistance)
NFPA1951:2007 Protective ensembles
for technical rescue
NFPA1952:2010 Surface Water
Operations Protective Clothing &
Equipment, 2010 Edition
ANSI Z89,1 Type 2 Class C American
National Standard for Industrial Head
Protection

ND PARTNERS

Working at height
Urban climbing
Abseil & rope access
Search and rescue
Quad bike
All terrain vehicles (ATV)
Ambulance
Emergency medical services (EMS)
Water rescue and swift water rescue
Powerboat, RIBS & hovercraft
Confined space
Chemical, bacteriological,
radiological and nuclear
environments
Tactical assistance
Snowmobile and jet ski
Equestrian & animal rescue
Industrial safety
Forestry and wildfire fire fighting
Maritime rescue
Coastal border security
Arboriculture

EN 16471:2014 fire fighters helmets for
wildland fire fighting (MH/4 ONLY)
EN 16473:2014 fire fighters helmets for
technical rescue (MH/4 ONLY)
Meets US & Canadian Coastguard
requirements

FEATURES:

Impact protection:
Crown=100 joules
Side/Front/Rear = 90 joules
Shell thickness: 3-6mm (0.1”- 0.2”)
Liner thickness: 18-22mm (0.7”- 0.9”)
Helmet weight: 550g (19.4oz)
High impact ABS shell
Available in up to 9 colours
Removable ventilation covers (available
in black or reflective)
Good ventilation and airflow
Internal retractable visor fitted
Secure 4-point chin strap
SOLAS approved reflective tape
Easy lockable adjustment ratchet
Deluxe replaceable sweatband
Easy attachment of accessories

MH/4

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-MH/4-COLOUR

£154.00

CUSTOM TEAM BRANDING
Visit branding section

SIZE: ONE, head circumference:
52-62cm (20.4- 24.4”)
COLOUR: RED, BLK, GRN, BLUE,

NAVY BLUE, ORANGE, WHITE, YELL
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CODE: HELMET-MANTA-COLOUR

£130.00

+44 (0) 1257 25 44 44

MH/2

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-MH2-COLOUR

£105.00
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RESCUE HELMETS
MANTA COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

EAR DEFENDERS

INTEGRAL VISOR

HALF MARINE VISOR

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-EAR DEFENDERS

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-VISOR INTEGRAL

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-HALF VISOR

£36.00

£12.00

£43.00

FULL FACE MARINE VISOR

HELMET PAD (SELF ADHESIVE)

BASIC NYLON RATCHET HARNESS

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-VISOR

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-COMFORT PAD

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-HARNESS

£53.00

£6.30

£19.00

DELUXE RATCHET HARNESS

CLIP TORCH MOUNT

HELMET TORCH BRACKET

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-Superior Harness

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-MOUNT-SIDE

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-MOUNT-FRONT

£21.00

£13.00

£12.00

SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

PHOTOLUMINESCENT VENT COVERS

COLOURED VENT COVERS

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-REFLECTIVE

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-VENT COVER

CODE: HELMET-MANTA-VENT COVER

£7.40

£15.00

£13.00

A compact, self-contained air intercom

For extra protection

Includes extra padding to add comfort

Highly reflective for low light situations

Available in amber or clear

Used inside the helmet to add comfort

Low profile mount for your lighting needs

Glows in the dark increasing the visibility

Made from strong clear thermoplastic

Cost effective replacement sweatband

Self adhesive backing

Available in black, green, red and yellow
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RESCUE HELMETS

SAFETY HELMETS
DESIGNED FOR
		RESCUE TEAMS
ELE V8
CODE: HELMET-ELEV8-COLOUR

Compact, durable and lightweight
Certified to EN 12492 (working at height)
ABS outer shell with EPS foam lining and removable cushion
10x ventilation points all protected with mesh to prevent debris
Vents allow water to flow through helmet when used in water
Adjustable - twist mechanism at the rear
Padded adjustable chin strap secures with quick release clasp
Equipped with mounting points for ear defenders, a visor and a
headlamp – all of which are available separately
Branding and reflective panels available upon request
Impact resistance: 100 joules (crown)
		
90 joules (sides/front/rear)

SIZE: ONE, head circumference: 51-62cm (20 - 24.4”)
COLOUR: RED, YELL, BLK, WHITE

£58.00

ELE V8 HALF VISOR

ELE V8 EAR DEFENDERS

CODE: HELMET-ELEV8-VISOR

CODE: HELMET-ELEV8-EARDEFND

EN 166-2002, EN 14458-2004, ANSI Z87.1-2010
Polycarbonate visor
Scratch and fog-resistant
Provided with a non-cut and non-drip rubber edging

Attaches easily via helmet mounting points
Hearing protection in the workplace
Adjustable for a secure fit
Compatible with the EleV8 helmets only

£38.00

£14.00
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SEAHAWK
CODE: HELMET-HAWK-COLOUR

Conforms to EN 1385:2012
All-round protection great for white/swift water rescue
Split-mould injection process creates a very rigid shell
Ergonomic “negative draft” shape follows the natural
curves of the head, protecting the forehead and base of
the cranium
Lightweight ABS plastic shell
Extends to ears for added protection and stability
Twist lock adjustment

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

RESCUE HELMETS

SIZE: ONE, head circumference: 55-62cm (21.7- 24.4”)
COLOUR: GLOSS RED, WHITE, ORANGE,
MATT YELL, BLK

£39.00

PREDATOR
CODE: PREDATOR-HELMET-COLOUR

Certified EN:1385
Occipital Protuberance-hugging (OP-Hug) shape
High-impact Ralvek® thermoplastic shell
Closed-cell waterproof EVA foam inner
Easy to adjust inner cradle
Ventilation holes
Adjustable chin strap with release buckle
Includes custom fit pads

SIZE: ONE, head circumference: 55-62cm (21.7-24.4”)
COLOUR: WHITE, YELL, RED

£55.00

2.0MM NEOPRENE SKULL CAP
CODE: HD-SKULL CAP SIZE

Cap fits perfectly without any creasing
Windproof, reliable and effective protection from cold
Superstretch neoprene
Low profile design for comfort
Ideal for keeping your head warm in colder conditions
for use under helmets, openwater swimming or diving
Designed to cover the top of your head and your ears
Velcro chin strap so you can adjust the fit
Reflective or branding can be added upon request

SIZE: S/M, L/XL
COLOUR: BLK

£9.00
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RESCUE THROW BAGS

SPECIALIST RESCUE
REFLECTIVE LINE
4 SIZES AVAILABLE
Carl Cooper UK ISAR

THROW BAGS WITH REFLECTIVE LINE

15M (49’)

SIZE: 27*11*11cm (10.6*4.3*4.3”)
WEIGHT: 0.7kg (1.54lb)

CODE: THROW-BAG-RL-SIZE

Useful in swift water rescue situations as they can be
thrown into the water ahead of the moving casualty. The
bags are often attached to the rescuer’s personal protective
equipment for quick access. Supplied complete with the
nylon webbing guide belt.

STORAGE BAG:
Ripstop Cordura®
Drawstring neck closure
Rapid drying time
High visibility reflective bands
Great for use at night
Quick-clip attachment point

www.ndiver.com
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20M (65’)

SIZE: 35*11*11cm (13.8*4.3*4.3”)
WEIGHT: 0.9kg (1.98lb)

£39.00
25M (82’)

SIZE: 38*11*11cm (14.9*4.3*4.3”)
WEIGHT: 1.1kg (2.42lb)

£42.00
30M (98’)

8MM (0.3”) REFLECTIVE TECHNICAL FLOATING
POLYPROPYLENE LINE:
Load tested to 900kg (1984lb)
High resistance to rotting/ mildrew
Braided sheath over the main load bearing core, sheath
provides up to 25% of ropes strength, absorbs most
abrasion and protects the load-bearing core
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£35.00
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SIZE: 40*11*11cm (15.7*4.3*4.3”)
WEIGHT: 1.2kg (2.64lb)

£44.00

info@ndiver.com
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RESCUE THROW BAGS + ACCESSORIES

60M (196’) + 100M (328’)
RESCUE BACK PACK

200M (656’)
RESCUE BACK PACK

100M (328’)
TECHNICAL BACK PACK

CODE: FLOATING LINE LENGTH

CODE: ROPE-PP-200M

CODE: ROPE-UHMWPE-100M

STORAGE BAG:
Ripstop Cordura® nylon
Drawstring neck closure allows for
easy access to contents
Quick-clip line attachment point
Fully adjustable rucksack straps
Internal stainless steel D-ring

STORAGE BAG:
Ripstop Cordura® nylon
Drawstring neck closure allows for
easy access to contents
Quick-clip line attachment point
Fully adjustable rucksack straps
Internal stainless steel D-ring

STORAGE BAG:
Ripstop Cordura® nylon
Drawstring neck closure allows for
easy access to contents
Quick-clip line attachment point
Fully adjustable rucksack straps
Internal stainless steel D-ring

ROPE: 10mm (0.4”) reflective
technical floating polypropylene line
Load tested to 900kg (1984lb)
High resistance to rotting/ mildrew

ROPE: 200m (656’) of 8.5mm
(0.3”) reflective technical floating
polypropylene line
Load tested to 900kg (1984lb)

ROPE: 10mm (0.4”) technical floating
HUMWPE rope, load tested to
4000kg (8818lb), high resistance to
chemicals, water and ultraviolet light

COLOUR: YELL (60m), BLUE (100m)

COLOUR: ORANGE

COLOUR: RED

£166.00

£431.00

60M

£93.00 | 100M £131.00

ROPE STORAGE BAG

GUIDE BELT

CODE: THROW-BAG-BAG

CODE: THROW-BAG-BELT

Fit 15m to 30m rope lengths
Ripstop Cordura® nylon
Drawstring neck + mesh base
Quickclip clean line attachment point
High visibility reflective bands
Guide belt not included
SIZE: 40*11*11cm (15.7*4.3*4.3”)

Fits all throw bag sizes
Threads through bag belt loops
Reinforced nylon webbing
Push-button quick release clasp
Easy pull toggle
SIZE: ONE (Adjustable)

£17.00

£12.00
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RESCUE REACH POLES

LIGHTWEIGHT
4 LENGTHS

LIGHTWEIGHT CARBON FIBRE REACH POLES
CODE: REACH POLE-LENGTH

A rapid, agile method to reach a conscious in-water casualty. The poles can
equally be used to retrieve items from the water. Pole sections cannot be
fully separated, each section has a clamp that unlocks a section and enables
easy adjustment for fast extraction and retraction. On the tip of the pole is an
aluminium bayonet fitting for use with the poles quick-release accessories.
Pole material: carbon fibre, clamps material: reinforced resin, attachments: 316
stainless steel and a rubber base.
When you buy a 6m, 9m or 15m reach pole you are supplied with: the pole,
grapple hook, shephards crook, pole extention, inflatable bouy and a storage
bag. When you buy a 4.5m reach pole you are suppled with: the pole and
shepherds crook.

Extended: 4.5m (14’8), retracted: 1.78m (5’8), sections x3, weight 1.1kg (2.4lb)
Extended: 6m (19’7), retracted: 1.80m (5’9), sections x4, weight 2.2kg (4.9lb)
Extended: 9m (29’5), retracted: 1.86m (6’1), sections x6, weight 2.8kg (6.2lb)
Extended: 15m (49’2),retracted: 1.88m (6’2), sections x10, weight 4.1kg (9lb)

4.5M
9M

£153.00

£497.00

|

6M

|

15M

£309.00
£838.00

GRAPPLE HOOK

SHEPHARDS CROOK

NARROW HOOK

CODE: REACH-POLE-GRAPPLE

CODE: REACH-POLE-CROOK

CODE: REACH-POLE-NARROW-HOOK

£43.00

£26.00

Dims: 36*25*25cm (14.2*9.8*9.8”)
Weight: 0.95kg (2.09lb)
Included with 6, 9 & 15m poles
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Dims: 33*17*3cm (13*6.7*1.2”)
Weight: 0.38kg (0.84lb)
Included with 4.5, 6, 9 & 15m poles

+44 (0) 1257 25 44 44

Dims: 38*19*3cm (14.9*7.5*1.2”)
Weight: 0.3kg (0.66lbs)
NOT included with a reach pole

£86.00
|
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FLOATING WADING POLES
CODE: WADING-POLE-1.7M

Compact, robust and lightweight
T-bar handle
Weighted non-slip foot
1.7m (5’6) length
Telescopic 2pc and 1pc available
Construction: fibre glass tubing
Reflective depth markers can be added
in-house by our creative team

WATER RESCUE JAWS

CODE: REACH-POLE-GOPRO-FITTING

CODE: REACH-POLE-CLAW

£27.00

£85.00

NET ATTACHMENT

INFLATABLE BUOY

CODE: REACH-POLE-GOPRO-FITTING

CODE: MOD-ITEM-95-FLOAT

£39.00

£14.00

EXTENSION ATTACHMENT

36L STORAGE BAG

CODE:

CODE: REACH POLE-BAG

REACH-POLE-EXTENSION

COMPANY:................................

Dims: 6*3*3cm (2.4*1.2*1.2”)
Weight: 0.1kg (0.22lb)
NOT included with a reach pole

SER/NO:................................

DATE:................................

Closed: 38*70*9cm (14.9*27.6*3.5”)
Open: 109*70*9cm (42.9*27.6*3.5”)
Weight: 1.1kg (2.43lb)
NOT included with a reach pole

Dims: 24.5*21*78cm (9.6*8.3*30.7”)
Weight: 0.7kg (1.54lb)
Included with 6, 9 & 15m poles

Dims: 41*3*3cm (16.1*1.9*1.9”)
Weight: 0.18kg (0.39lb)
Included with 6, 9 & 15m poles

Dims: 44*38*22cm (17.3*14.9*8.7”)
Weight: 0.2kg (0.44lb)
Included with 6, 9 & 15m poles

£16.00

£15.00

+44 (0) 1257 25 69 34
FIRE@NDIVER.COM
WWW.NDIVER-RESCUE.COM

Dims: 10.5*5*3.5cm (4.1*1.9*1.4”)
Weight: 0.09kg (0.19lb)
Camera not included
NOT included with a reach pole

2 PIECE

1 PIECE

£65.00

£54.00

Fully extended length: 1.7m (5’6) and retracted length: 1.5m (4’9)

GO PRO ATTACHMENT

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

RESCUE REACH POLE ACCESSORIES + WADING POLES
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MEDICAL BAGS

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE
75L MEDICAL PACK
CODE: RESCUE PACK

Manufactured from heavy duty top span PVC
Secured with an arched zip and top-mounted carry handle
Adjustable, padded shoulder straps
Waist strap for extra stability and weight distribution
4x removable medical equipment bags (2 small, 1 medium, 1
large), 1 removable gas cylinder bag (5L cylinder or smaller) and a
rescue encapsulated panel, 300x100mm (11.8”x 3.9”)
MAIN: HxWxD: 57*44*25cm (22.4*17.3*9.8”)
FRONT POCKET: HxWxD: 45*30*9cm (17.7*11.8*3.5”)
WEIGHT: 1.2kg (2.64lb)

£154.00
46L RESPONDER PACK
CODE: SOS-RESPONDER SPORT

Green top span PVC, water resistant/wipe clean
Transparent pocket for interchangeable panels
Dual front pocket and clamshell opening for fast, easy access
Lined with quilted diamond velvet nylon
2x Velcro padded cylinder protectors
4x zipped removable internal compartments
HD splash proof zips with ‘easy grab’ zip pullers
Comfort carry handles and adjustable shoulder straps
MAIN: HxWxD: 58*40*20cm (22.8*15.7*7.9”)
FRONT POCKET: HxWxD: 35*32*5cm (13.8*12.6*2”)
WEIGHT: 1.5kg (3.3lb)

£98.00
30L OXYGEN/ANALGESIC PACK
CODE: SOS-OXY-BARREL BAG or SOS-ANALGESIC BARREL BAG

Removable panels for changeable logos (both sides)
Internal padded cylinder protector and side pockets
Heavy duty splash proof zips and removable shoulder strap
Comfortable dual rubber carry handle on the top
Made from ripstop nylon with a protective PVC base
COLOUR: green (oxygen), blue (analgesic)
SIZE: HxWxD: 60*25*20cm (23.6*9.8*7.9”)
WEIGHT: 0.7kg (1.54lb)

£65.00
23L PROFESIONAL RESPONDER PACK
CODE: SOS-PROF-RESPONDER

Green top span PVC, water resistant and wipe clean
Transparent pocket on front for interchangeable panels
Clamshell opening for fast, easy access
Lined with quilted diamond velvet nylon
Velcro close padded cylinder protector fitted
3x zipped removable internal compartments
Heavy duty splash proof zips and adjustable shoulder straps
Comfortable carry handles on both the top and side
SIZE: HxWxD: 60*32*12cm (23.6*12.6*4.7”)
WEIGHT: 1kg (2.2lb)

£76.00
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METALUX 200G CASUALTY BAG

Designed & developed for
Yorkshire Air Ambulance

CODE: CASUALTY-BAG

CONSTRUCTION
Outside bag: black Metalux 200gsm
Internal build: synthetic resinous wadding & tin
foil thermal film
Inside bag: red thermal soft fleece
Fixed 8mm (0.3”) neoprene mat built in
High wear nylon base

This Metalux casualty care bag has been developed for use in the
harshest of conditions. Perfect for air ambulance, mountain rescue
and search and rescue. If this bag was to be saturated in water it
would still keep its thermal properties and keep the casualty warm.

ROLLED: LxWxH: 70*30*25cm (27.5*11.8*9.8”)
WEIGHT: 4.5kg (9.9lb)
TOG RATING: 4.3

OTHER FEATURES
Lightweight
Comfortable and warm for casualties 6x 2 way
plastic zippers for quick and easy access to all
parts of the bag
8x neoprene padded carry handles built into
bags base for extra strength
10x elasticated compression straps
Circular drawstring panel to keep casualties
head/neck fully insulated
Mesh documents pocket with Velcro closure,
dims approx 350*295mm (13.8*11.6”)
Machine washable
Easy to roll up and stow away
Carry handle on top

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

MEDICAL BAGS

350mm

480mm

580mm

130mm

320mm

£296.00

2140mm

400mm

230mm
300mm

ENQUIRE FOR PRICING

TRAINING MANIKINS

The water rescue manikins of choice for British and
US Navies, all UK Fire Services and NATO forces
worldwide - these dummies perfectly simulate
unconscious casualties in water.

BODY RECOVERY TRAINING MANIKIN:
Ideal for Police dive teams training to recover bodies
from inland waterways and from under ice.
CONSCIOUS CASUALTY TRAINING MANIKIN:
Suitable for jet ski rescue training and other general
water rescue scenarios.
MAN OVERBOARD TRAINING MANIKIN:
Ideal for search and rescue exercises in the open
ocean, streams, lakes or other inland waterways.

ND PARTNERS

SEARCH & RESCUE TRAINING MANIKIN:
Extensively used by Police and police dive teams,
Royal Navy, Offshore operators, Coastguards &
Lifeguards and Inland Water Rescue Teams.
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MEDICAL KITS

DMAC MEDICAL KIT
CODE: FIRST-AID-KIT

The Diving Medical Advisory Committee (DMAC) specifies medical
kits that they recommend to be held on the surface and in
saturation chambers at dive sites. The kits include equipment for
use in an immediate first aid situation, equipment and drugs that
may be used by personnel with advanced medical training such
as a dive medic. Includes items that would be commonly used
in an emergency situation during diving operations in a remote
location the kits are an essential component at a dive site.
Visit our website for a full list of contents

Enquire

ZOLL MEDICAL KIT
CODE: N/A

This kit includes the 23L Professional Responder Pack, a Zoll
Debrillator, a Medical kit and 400L Medi Vital Cylinder
The bag organises kit to give easy access in an emergency
The Zoll AED Plus coaches you quickly and simply through every
important step of the rescue process
Cylinder has a pressure regulator integrated with cylinder valve for
fitting to gas cylinders used for medical gases
The medical kit contains wipes, dressings, bandages etc for a full
breakdown of the kit please visit our website or contact us for the
latest datasheet

Enquire

BELL/CHAMBER KIT
CODE: N/A

Designed to serve commercial diving operations, and also
advanced sports diving activities
The kit can be configured to cover the requirements for saturation
and air diving operations
The medical kit contains bandages, masks, airways, gloves,
blankets, wound dressings, scissors, tourniquet and more, for a
full list check online

Enquire
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DIVERS PORTABLE EMERGENCY
OXYGEN RESUSCITATION KIT
CODE: ND0006114

When diving, help is not always close by. Be prepared to
respond to an emergency quickly! Northern Diver offers a
Portable Emergency Oxygen Resus Kit designed to provide
the essentials for emergency aspiration and resuscitation.
The RESUS oxygen kit is provided in a purpose-made 23L
professional responder rucksack style carry bag for easy
transportation to the casualty. It contains a lightweight
200bar oxygen cylinder with a PIN index valve and a
selection of oxygen masks. Oxygen can be delivered
between 1 and 15 litres per minute. This provides up to
half an hour of treatment at the highest flow rate, helping
to prevent the casualty deteriorating prior to the arrival of
professional medical assistance.

£1040.00

Features
Safe and simple to use
Fully portable
Lightweight oxygen cylinder with built in regulator
Variable flow rates from 1 to 15 litres per minute
Essential lifesaving equipment
A complete self-contained, portable oxygen kit for mobile
applications
What’s Included?
Oxygen demand valve (ND0003142)
Oxygen regulator (ND0003143)
PIN index oxygen cylinder (ND0003144)
Single use oropharyngeal airways, size 3 (ND0003148) and
size 4 (ND0003149)
Single use resuscitation face masks (ND0003150)
High concentrated oxygen therapy mask (ND0003151)
Pocket mask with port (ND0003152)
Adult B.V.M resuscitation system (ND0003153)
23L professional responder rucksack (ND0006154)

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

SAFETY + EMERGENCY RESPONSE KIT

*This item is not for medical use
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INFLATABLE EQUIPMENT RANGE

Shoreham By Sea, Demo Day
Our inflatable brand was established by the founder of
Northern Diver over 30 years ago under the name Osprey.
Development began at Northern Diver’s Appley Bridge factory
when 2500+ inflatable boats were produced in the UK and sold
worldwide.

Competitively priced. You’re sure to find a great inflatable
option for you from our range. They’re heavy duty but
surprisingly lightweight as well as being easy to maintain and
inflate. Their fast inflation is why they’re easy to rapidly deploy
in rescue operations.

Good design and quality manufacturing have always been a
hallmark of the Northern Diver brand and soon became equally
associated with the inflatable equipment we produced due to
our expertise in the specialist rescue, commercial and military
sectors.

Built with safety in mind. Our inflatable equipment offers
outstanding life spans for their owners. The large diameter
tubes provide buoyancy and improved stability, and our range
is CE approved. Every inflatable is designed and built to the
highest standards of efficiency and safety, and your chosen
model will be reassuringly safe, seaworthy, buoyant and stable.

It’s from this heritage that we continue to offer our ever growing
range of inflatable equipment from leisure and performance to
commercial and lightweight series.
We have an inflatable to suit your every possible need and if
you can’t find it we will look to create it for you.

Our inflatable equipment is proven to be safe and effective on
the water. Professionals expect and demand top performance,
quality and reliability, that’s why they chose specialist rescue
equipment (SRE) by Northern Diver.

Made to last with ISO 9001 quality. From factory to

you, we control and monitor quality to ensure you get quality,
in build and design. We use the best available technology
and materials in inflatable’s, using either Double Walled Fabric
(DWF) Hypalon or PVC, to ensure a quality end product.

WHY CHOOSE AN SRE INFLATABLE?
Safe/effective in rescue operations
Rapid-deployment for rescuers

This provides you with a craft that is virtually unaffected by
weather, even the excesses of heat, cold or humidity. The make
up of the design also protects against, fuel, oil, strong sunlight
and everyday abrasion. The use of the DWF construction
method means we eradicate pin-holes, cracks and surface
air-bubbles on all inflatable floors. Also, Double Walled Fabric
(DWF) means our inflatable equipment is more air tight and can
withstand a higher maximum air pressure to allow us to use it
on any kind of model. Our passion for quality further extends to
our top quality components and additional parts.

Easy to recover a man overboard
Highly manoeuvrable
Efficient in shallow waters
Fast inflation system
Floor options, removable or light (boats)
Large buoyancy tubes
Safe and stable
Heavy duty and lightweight
Easy to fold and to carry

UV & STAIN RESISTANT COATING

Transportable by a two men crew
Easy maintenance

DENSE PVC POLYMER

Fully equipped to deploy in the field

PVC POLYMER

Obtain incomparable style with SRE inflatables.

Easy to stow, our compact inflatable equipment can more than
hold their own against competitor models. Their ability to plane
at full capacity makes these crafts equally comfortable for crew
and passengers. They’re highly manoeuvrable and efficient
even in shallow waters.
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500D BASE CLOTH

250D SPACE YARN

Combine style, performance, and functionality
Made from PVC fabric, the Leisure Series boats are lightweight and give guaranteed flexibility and
reliability in all-weather conditions.
3.2M (10’4) NAVAJO INFLATABLE
WITH ALUMINIUM FLOOR AND INFLATABLE KEEL
With a maximum capacity of 4 on 2 benches, the Navajo is
a small but mighty option for a range of applications.
Spec Details

3.2m (10’4) Navajo

Max. loading

4 persons, 650kg (1433lb)

Outer dims

L: 3.2m (10’4), W: 1.52m (5’0)

Internal width

70cm (27.6”)

Tube dia.

41cm (16.1”)

Aluminium floor

4 folding panels, 15kg (33lb)

Weight (inflatable only)

47kg (103lb)

Chambers

3 + inflatable keel

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. pressure inflatable floor

.7bar/ 10psi

Handles, lines, benches

2+2+2

Reccomended outboard

15HP Max. or Electric 11Kw

Colours

Grey with blue trim

Reinforced rubbing strakes

Boat tubes + underside keel

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

LEISURE BOAT SERIES

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 3M

£550.00
3.6M (11’8) APACHE INFLATABLE
WITH ALUMINIUM FLOOR AND INFLATABLE KEEL
Our 3.6m (11’8) inflatable, the Apache gives you more
space for an extra person without compromising on
stability or speed.

Accessories included: both the Navajo and
the Apache boats come with paddles, paddle
holders, oar locks, maintenance kit, double action
pump and storage bag.

Spec Details

3.6m (11’8) Apache

Max. loading

5 persons, 800kg (1763lb)

Outer dims

L: 3.6 (11’8), W: 1.7m (5’6)

Internal width

80cm (31.5”)

Tube dia.

45cm (17.7”)

Aluminium floor

4 folding panels, 15kg (33lb)

Weight (inflatable only)

59kg (130lb)

Chambers

3 + inflatable keel

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. pressure inflatable floor

.7bar/ 10psi

Handles, lines, benches

2+2+2

Reccomended outboard

20HP Max. or Electric 15Kw

Colours

Grey with blue trim

Reinforced rubbing strakes

Boat tubes + underside keel

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 3.6M

£766.00
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ALLOY HULL PERFORMANCE BOAT SERIES
Take your leisure time at a performance pace
Our alloy hull, lightweight RIBs easy to transport and launch.
Designed with a classic inflatable look and functionality to provide a lot of quality in a compact package.

3.8M (12’5) RIB INFLATABLE WITH ALLOY HULL

5.5M (18’0) RIB INFLATABLE WITH ALLOY HULL

CODE: BOAT-RIB-4M-RED

CODE: BOAT-RIB-5-6M

£3247.00

£10,055.00

6.0M (19’7) RIB INFLATABLE WITH ALLOY HULL

PARSUN OUTBOARD MOTORS

CODE: N/A

CODE: OUTBOARD-PARSUN

£16,207.00

FROM
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£6609.00

Spec Details

3.8m RIB (AR380)

5.5m RIB (AR550)

6.0m RIB (AR600)

Outer dims

L: 380cm (12’5), W: 172cm (5’6)

L: 550cm (18’0), W: 208cm (6’8)

L: 600cm (19’7), W: 235cm (7’7)

Internal width

88cm (2’9)

118cm (3’9)

135cm (4’4)

Tube dia.

42cm (16.5”)

45cm (17.7”)

50cm (19.7”)

Aliminium hull thickness

3mm (0.1”)

4mm (0.2”)

4mm (0.2”)

Hull design

Non-slip EVA deck

Non-slip EVA deck, 2 transom boxes,
100L tank, fuel inlet on bow locker

Non-slip EVA deck, 2 transom boxes,
100L tank, fuel inlet on bow locker

Weight

80kg (176lb)

200kg (440lb)

300kg (661lb)

Chambers

3

5

5
.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

.35bar/ 5 psi

Handles, lines, benches

5+2+2

6+2+0

6+2+0

Max. loading / persons

860kg (1896lb) / 6 persons

1700kg (3748lb) / 9 persons

1980kg (4365lb) / 10 persons

Reccomended outboard

30HP included in price

90HP Max. or Electric 66Kw

150HP Max. or Electric 110Kw

Jockey consoles

1 person jockey console

1 person jockey console

1 person jockey console

Other

Indespension trailer included in price

Black A-frame

Black A-frame

www.ndiver.com
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COMMERCIAL BOAT SERIES // ALUMINIUM FLOORS

Staffordshire Fire & Rescue Service

For work on the water
Built tough so they work hard for rugged private and commercial use.
The Commercial series boats are a lightweight, utility option. Packed with high performance features, these versatile aluminium
floored boats are the perfect solution for a range of uses.

MVS Rushdon Unit, Sarah Smith, PR Officer

North Yorkshire FRS
Spec Details

3.2m Boat (DS320)

3.6m Boat (DS360)

3.8m Boat (DS380)

Max. loading

4 +1 persons, 566kg (1248lb)

5 + 1 persons, 689kg (1519lb)

6 persons, 727kg (1602lb)

Outer dims

L: 3.2m (10’4), W: 1.51m (4’9)

L: 3.6m (11’8), W: 1.7m (5’6)

L: 3.8m (12’5), W: 1.7m (5’6)

Internal width

70cm (27.6”)

80cm (31.5”)

80cm (31.5”)

Tube dia.

42cm (16.5”)

45cm (17.7”)

45cm (17.7”)

Aluminium floor

4 folding panels, 20kg (44lb)

5 folding panels, 22kg (48lb)

5 folding panels, 24kg (53lb)

Weight (inflatable only)

32kg (70lb)

36kg (79lb)

43kg (94.8lb)

Chambers

3 + 1 (keel)

3 + 1 (keel)

3 + 1 (keel)

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

.35bar/ 5 psi

.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. pressure inflatable floor

.7bar/ 10psi

.7bar/ 10psi

.7bar/ 10psi

Handles, lines, benches

6+2+2

6+2+2

6+2+2

Reccomended outboard

15HP Max. or Electric 11Kw

20HP Max. or Electric 15Kw

30HP Max. or Electric 22.4Kw

Colours

red, yell, orange, black, green

red, yell, orange, black, green

red, yell, orange, black, green

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 3M-COL

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 3.6M

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 3.8M-COL

£1350.00

£1480.00

£1530.00
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COMMERCIAL BOAT SERIES // ALUMINIUM FLOORS
Spec Details

4.2m Boat (DS420)

4.6m Boat (DS460)

Max. loading

7 persons, 1140kg (2513lb)

8 persons, 1200kg (2645lb)

Outer dims

L: 4.2m (13’8), W: 1.9m (6’2)

L: 4.6m (15’0), W: 1.9m (6’2)

Internal width

94cm (37”)

94cm (37”)

Tube dia.

48cm (18.9”)

48cm (18.9”)

Aluminium floor

5 folding panels, 30kg (66lb)

6 folding panels (36kg/79lb)

Weight (inflatable only)

54kg (119lb)

59kg (130lb)

Chambers

3 + 1 (keel)

5 + 1 (keel)

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. pressure inflatable floor

.7bar/ 10psi

.7bar/ 10psi

Handles, lines, benches

8+2+2

8+2+2

Reccomended outboard

30HP Max. or Electric 22.4Kw

40HP Max. or Electric 30Kw

Colours

red, yell, orange, black, green

red, yell, orange, black, green

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 4.6M-COL

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 4.6M-COL

£1850.00

£1960.00
Shoreham-by-sea at the Adur Centre

Staffordshire Fire & Rescue
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COMMERCIAL
INFLATABLE

Built tough so they work hard for rugged private and
commercial use, the Commercial series are a lightweight, utility
option. Packed with high performance features, these versatile
aluminium floored boats are the perfect solution for a range of
uses.
Our inflatable boats are perfectly geared for shallow waters,
they can be easily transported (inflated or deflated) and quickly
deployed. These stable and highly manoeuvrable boats are
highly responsive and are designed to aid the effective recovery
of in-water casualties.
Spec Details

5m Boat (DS500)

Max. loading

10 persons, 1450kg (3197lb)

Outer dims

L: 5.2m (17’0), W: 2m (6’6)

Internal width

108cm (42.5”)

Tube dia.

50cm (19.7”)

Aluminium floor

6 folding panels (50kg/110lb)

Weight (inflatable only)

70kg (154lb)

Chambers

5 + 1 (keel)

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. pressure inflatable floor

.7bar/ 10psi

Handles, lines, benches

11 + 2 + 2

Reccomended outboard

50HP Max. or Electric 37.2Kw

Colours

red, yell, orange, black, green

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

DS500

Inflatable with aluminium floor

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 5M-COLOUR

£3580.00
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INFLATABLE HULL BOAT SERIES
North Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service

Lightweight and easy to handle and launch
The lightweight inflatable hull series with DWF is easily transportable by a two-man crew. The floor panels, when inflated, come together
to give the boat a keel. The Lightweight series are easy to carry, stow and fold. All of the boats in this series come complete with keel
rubbing strake and have a lifting handle that’s also a towing eye combined in one. The DWF system of drop threads between two flat
rubber composites gives a high pressure, fully flat surface, as strong as a traditional aluminium floor without the weight.

Hull Rescue

Spec Details

3.2m Boat (DS320)

4m Boat (DS400)

Max. loading

4 persons, 900kg (1984lb)

8 persons, 1500kg (3306lbs)

Outer dims

L: 3.2m (10’4), W:1.52m (5’9)

L: 4m (13’1), W:1.9m (6’2)

Internal width

70cm (27.6”)

94cm (37”)

Tube dia.

42cm (16.5”)

48cm (18.9”)

Inflatable floor

Drop thread, 8cm (3.1”)

Drop thread, 8cm (3.1”)

Weight

36kg (79lb)

58kg (128lb)

Chambers

3 tubes + 2 floor

4 tubes + 2 floor

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. pressure inflatable floor

.7bar/ 10psi

.7bar/ 10psi

Handles, lines, benches

4+2+1

4+2+2

Reccomended outboard

15HP Max. or Electric 11Kw

25HP Max. or Electric 22.4Kw

Colours

red, yell, orange, black, green

red, yell, orange, black, green

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 3M-VIB-COL

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 4M-VIB-COL

£1330.00
HYPALON £3804.00

£1835.00
HYPALON £5182.00

PVC
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DS500

Inflatable boat with inflatable floor

EASY TO
TRANSPORT.

Spec Details

5m Boat (DS500)

Max. loading

10 persons, 1950kg (4299lb)

Outer dims

L: 5m (16’4), W:2m (6’6)

Internal width

103cm (40.5”)

Tube dia.

50cm (19.7”)

Inflatable floor

Drop thread, 10cm (3.9”)

Weight

80kg (176lb)

Chambers

5 tubes + 2 floor

Max. tube pressure

.35bar/ 5 psi

Max. pressure inflatable floor

.7bar/ 10psi

Handles, lines, benches

4+2+2

Reccomended outboard

40HP Max. or Electric 30Kw

Colours

red, yell, orange, black, green

Reinforced rubbing strakes

Boat tubes + underside keel

Lifting stainless steel D-rings

4

Transom mounted tow eyes

2

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

INFLATABLE HULL BOAT SERIES

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE 5M-VIB-COL
PVC

£3407.00

All boats include: soft grip carry handles, grab handles, double grab handles, oar locks, stainless steel D-rings, a bow
handle or towing eye and at least one boat bench.
Included accessories: 2x 165cm (65”) T-bar paddles (designed to float), Inflation valve fittings, maintenance kit, storage bag
and HP2 inflation hand pump

Shoreham-by-sea at the Adur Centre
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BOOK YOUR

DEMO DAY

Book your demo day

We are available at your location to allow you to try and
test our equipment.

Training

We offer training days on life jacket servicing and the
maintenance and repairs of suits.

Products designed for you

Have a design in mind? We can help. We can work
together to create a product that meets your teams
requirements perfectly.

Shoreham By Sea
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INFLATABLE SLEDS

Gloucester FRS & Severn Area Rescue

RR2 > 2.6M (8’5) WATER RESCUE SLED
Spec Details

RR2 Rescue Raft

Overall length

300cm (118”)

Overall width

100cm (39.4”)

Internal width

n/a

Sponson/pontoon dia.

n/a

Floor materials

DWF

Floor thickness

15cm (5.9”)

Weight

23.5kg (51.8lb)

Carton/packing dims.

110*60*28cm (43.3* 23.6*11”)

Chambers

1

Max inlet fill

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

4S + 10M + 5L

Handles

6+5

CODE: RESCUE SLED-RR2

Max loading

300kg (661lb)

£1019.00

Max persons

2+1

Spec Details

RR3 Rescue Raft

Overall length

300cm (118”)

Overall width

113cm (44.5”)

Internal width

73cm (28.7”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

20cm (7.9”)

RR3 > 3.0M (9’8) WATER RESCUE SLED

Ambulance HART IWO
CODE: RESCUE SLED-RR3-COLOUR

£1069.00

Floor materials

DWF

Floor thickness

15cm (5.9”)

Weight

27.5kg (60.6lb)

Carton/packing dims.

110*50*32cm (43.3*19.7*12.6”)

Chambers

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

Max inlet fill (floor)

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

4S + 7M

Handles

6+4

Max loading

350kg (772lb)

Max persons

3+1
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INFLATABLE SLEDS & RAFTS
RR4 > 3.6M (11’8) WATER RESCUE SLED
SARA

RR4 Rescue Raft

Overall length

360cm (141.7”)

Overall width

116cm (45.7”)

Internal width

70cm (27.6”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

23cm (9”)

Floor materials

DWF

Floor thickness

15cm (5.9”)

Weight

36kg (79.3lb)

Carton/packing dims.

110*60*35cm (43.3*23.6*13.8”)

Chambers

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

Max inlet fill (floor)

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

4S + 15M

CODE: RESCUE SLED-RR4-COLOUR

£1196.00

RR5 > 4.7M (15’4) RAPID DEPLOYMENT RAFT

Pioneer Rescue & Outfitters LLC

Spec Details

Handles

5+4

Max loading

450kg (992lb)

Max persons

4+1

Spec Details

RR5 Rescue Raft

Overall length

470cm (185”)

Overall width

140cm (55.1”)

Internal width

70cm (27.6”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

35cm (13.8”)

Floor materials

DWF

Floor thickness

15cm (5.9”)

Weight

47.5kg (104.7lb)

Carton/packing dims.

110*60*40cm (43.3*23.6*15.7”)

Chambers

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

Max inlet fill (floor)

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

6M

CODE: RESCUE SLED-RR5

£1621.00

Handles

18

Max loading

400kg (882lb)

Max persons

4

Spec Details

2.4m Raft

Overall length

240cm (94.5”)

Overall width

130cm (51.9”)

Internal width

60cm (23.6”)

2.4M (7’9) INFLATABLE RAFT

CODE: RESCUE-RAFT CSB-R

£606.00
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Sponson/pontoon dia.

35cm (13.8”)

Floor materials

8cm (3.1”) DWF + PVC

Weight

25kg (55.1lb)

Carton/packing dims.

92*67*25cm (36.2*26.4*9.8”)

Chambers

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

Handles

6

Max loading

400kg (881.8lb)

Max persons

2+1

2.7M (8’9) INFLATABLE RAFT

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE-CMO270

£601.00

Spec Details

2.7m Raft

Overall length

270cm (106”)

Overall width

140cm (55.1”)

Internal width

64cm (25.2”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

38cm (13.8”)

Floor materials

8cm (3.1”) DWF + PVC

Weight

28kg (61.7lb)

Carton/packing dims.

100*57*36cm (39.4*22.4*14.2”)

Chambers

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

316 stainless steel D-rings

1L

Max loading

450kg (992.1lb)

Max persons

3

Recommended outboard

4HP Max. or electric

Spec Details

3.3m Raft

Overall length

330cm (130”)

Overall width

140cm (55.1”)

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

INFLATABLE RAFTS

3.3M (10’8) INFLATABLE RAFT

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE-CMO330

£709.00
RR-MAX > 3MX2M (9’8X6’6) RESCUE RAFT

SDIS 37, France
CODE: RESCUE SLED-RRMAX-COLOUR

£1836.00

Internal width

64cm (25.2”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

38cm (13.8”)

Floor materials

8cm (3.1”) DWF + PVC

Weight

33kg (72.8lb)

Carton/packing dims.

100*57*40cm (39.4*22.4*15.7”)

Chambers

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

316 stainless steel D-rings

1L

Max loading

500kg (1102.3lb)

Max persons

4

Recommended outboard

4HP Max. or electric

Spec Details

RR-Max Rescue Raft

Overall length

300cm (118”)

Overall width

200cm (78.7”)

Internal width

130cm (51.2”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

35cm (13.8”)

Floor materials

DWF

Floor thickness

15cm (5.9”)

Weight

42.5kg (93.6lb)

Carton/packing dims.

130*60*40cm (51.2*23.6*15.7”)

Chambers

3+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

Max inlet fill (floor)

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

13M

Handles

5+4

Max loading

700kg (1543lb)

Max persons

7

Recommended outboard

10HP Max. or electric
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INFLATABLE SLEDS & RAFTS
3.3M (10’8) INFLATABLE CATAMARAN

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE-CAT-330COLOUR

£1042.00

Spec Details

Catamaran

Overall length

330cm (129.9”)

Overall width

184cm (72.4”)

Internal width

100cm (39.4”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

42cm (16.5”)

Floor materials

DWF + PVC

Floor thickness

8cm (3.1”)

Weight

55kg (121.3lb)

Carton/packing dims.

110*62*40cm (43.3*24.4*15.7”)

Chambers

4+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

Max inlet fill (floor)

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

12M +4L

Handles, lines, benches

4+2+2

Max loading

570kg (1256.6lb)

Max persons

4

Recommended outboard

10HP Max. or Electric

INFLATABLE WALKWAYS & TRACKS

INFLATABLE WALKWAY
5m Walkway

2m Walkway

Overall length

500cm (196”)

200cm (78.8”)

Overall width

120cm (47.2”)

120cm (47.2”)

Internal width

n/a

n/a

Sponson/pontoon dia.

30cm (11.8”)

30cm (11.8”)

Spec Details

Floor materials

DWF

DWF

Floor thickness

10cm (3.9”)

10cm (3.9”)

Weight

37kg (81.6lb)

25kg (55.1lb)

Carton/packing dims.
Chambers

2+1

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

0.35bar/5psi

Max inlet fill (floor)

0.7bar/10psi

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

4L + 22M

4L + 12M

Handles

4

4

Max loading

750kg (1653lb)

300kg (661lb)

Max persons

7+1

3

CODE: WALKWAY-LENGTH
2M
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£4067.00
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INFLATABLE WALKWAYS & TRACKS
INFLATABLE AIR TRACK

Spec Details

10m (32’8)

8m (26’2)

5m (16’4)

2m (6’6)

1m (3’3)

Overall length

1000cm (393.7”)

800cm (314.9”)

500cm (196.8”)

200cm (78.7”)

100cm (39.4”)

Overall width

140cm (55.1”)

140cm (55.1”)

140cm (55.1”)

100cm (39.4”)

100cm (39.4”)

Internal width

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Sponson/pontoon dia.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Floor materials

DWF

DWF

DWF

DWF

DWF

Floor thickness

8cm (3.1”)

8cm (3.1”)

8cm (3.1”)

8cm (3.1”)

8cm (3.1”)

Weight

38kg (83.8lb)

32.5kg (71.7lb)

25kg (55.1lb)

8kg (17.6lb)

3kg (6.6lb)

Carton/packing dims.

140*35*38cm
55.1*13.8*14.9”

140*35*35cm
55.1*13.8*13.8”

140*35*30cm
55.1*13.8*11.8”

105*35*15cm
41.3*13.8*5.9”

110*35*10cm
43.3*13.8*3.9”

Chambers

1

1

1

1

1

Max inlet fill

0.7bar/10psi

0.7bar/10psi

0.7bar/10psi

0.7bar/10psi

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

28+

25+

20+

4+

4+

Handles

4

4

4

2

2

Max loading

840kg (1851lb)

672kg (1481lb)

420kg (925lb)

120kg (264lb)

60kg (132lb)

Max persons

8+1

6+1

4

1

1

CODE: INFLATABLE-AIR-TRACK-LENGTH
1M

£186.00

| 2M

£387.00 |

5M

£1376.00 |

8M

£1745.00 |

10M

£2012.00

INFLATABLE TUBES
INFLATABLE RESCUE TUBE/HOSE
Available in 5m (16’4), 7m (22’9) and 10m
(32’8) lengths. A first response solution for water
rescue and invaluable in situations where the
casualty is conscious and able to assist.
The system can be deployed in numerous ways
during a rescue operation, depending on the
prevailing conditions. The tube is easy to carry
into remote locations i.e. mountain tarns and
gorges.
Lightweight and highy visible
Stainless steel 316 marine grade D-rings located
every 2m (6’6) along the tube
Inflates by hand pump or from a compressed air
cylinder

Outreach Rescue

Inflation valve fittings, HP2 inflation hand pump,
storage bag and repair kit included.

CODE: INFLATABLE HOSE-SIZE
5M

£291.00

|

7M

£302.00

|

10M

£303.00
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INFLATABLE BOARDS, TUBES & KAYAKS

1.6M (8’5) RESCUE LIFE BOARD

SDIS 37, France

Spec Details

Life Board

Overall length

185cm (72.8”)

Overall width

105cm (41.3”)

Internal width

N/A

Sponson/pontoon dia.

N/A

Floor materials

DWF

Floor thickness

15cm (5.9”)

Weight

14kg (30.9lb)

Carton/packing dims.

105*63*22cm (41.3*24.8*8.7”)

Chambers

1

Max inlet fill (floor)

0.7bar/10psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

2M + 5L

Handles

12

CODE: RESCUE-LIFEBOARD-185Y

Max loading

200kg (441lb)

£627.00

Max persons

1+1

Spec Details

3.9m Raft

Overall length

390cm (153.5”)

Overall width

95cm (37.4”)

3.9M (12’8) 2MAN KAYAK

CODE: BOAT-INFLATABLE-KAYAK-390B

£998.00
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Internal width

35cm (13.8”)

Sponson/pontoon dia.

30cm (11.8”)

Floor materials

Raft Bottom

Weight

20kg (44lb)

Carton/packing dims.

110*60*35cm (43.3*23.6*13.8”)

Chambers

2+1

Max inlet fill (sponsons)

0.35bar/5psi

SS316 stainless steel D-rings

10M

Max loading

320kg (705.5lb)

Max persons

2
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Check out our range of
inflatable paddle boards and
find the perfect board to suit
your lifestyle. Quick to inflate
and convenient to transport
and store, our inflatable paddle
boards ensure hassle-free fun
on the water.
All Northern Diver SUPS
include easy travel back pack,
telescopic floating paddle,
safety leash, hand pump and
repairs kit.
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Spec Details

Viking 15'0" SUP

Cruiser LX 14'0" SUP

Aquarious 10'6" SUP

Length

457cm (15’0)

426cm (14’0)

320cm (10’6)

Max loading

up to 550kg (1212lbs)

up to 716kg (1578lbs)

up to 275kg (606lbs)

Inflated dims L*W*H

457*86*20cm (180*34*8")

426*120*20cm (167.7*47.2*7.9”)

320*82*15cm (126*32.3*5.9”)

Rolled dims L*Dia

95*30cm (37.4*11.8")

128*40cm (50.4*15.7”)

90*30cm (35.4*11.8”)

Deck surface

EVA Foam

EVA Foam

EVA Foam

SUP Weight

9.98kg (22lbs)

15kg (33lb)

12kg (27lb)

Volume

628L

820L

310L

Main body materials

20cm (7.9”) PVC

20cm (7.9”) DWF

15cm (5.9”) DWF

Valve type

Halkey-Roberts

Halkey-Roberts

Halkey-Roberts

Parts

SS D-Rings 14, handles 5, fins 2

SS D-Rings 11, handles 2, fins 3

SS D-Rings 5, handles 1, fins 3

Cargo system

Elasticated Strap System

Bungee cargo net

Bungee cargo net

Recommended PSI

15

15

15

www.ndiver.com
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CODE: SUP-ND-15’

CODE: SUP-ND-11’6-CRUISER

CODE: SUP-ND-10’6-WHBL

£505.00

£730.00

£499.00
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Spec Details

Aquarious 10'6" SUP

Aquarious Travel 10'6" SUP

Nitro 9'4" Kids SUP

Length

320cm (10’6)

457cm (15’0)

285cm (9’4)

Max loading

up to 275kg (606lbs)

up to 550kg (1212lbs)

up to 142kg (313lbs)

Inflated dims L*W*H

320*82*15cm (126*32.3*5.9”)

457*86*20cm (180*34*8")

285*71*10cm (112*28*3.93”)

Rolled dims L*Dia

90*30cm (35.4*11.8”)

95*30cm (37.4*11.8")

88*27cm (34.6*10.6")

Deck surface

EVA Foam

EVA Foam

EVA Foam

SUP Weight

12kg (27lb)

9.98kg (22lbs)

7.7kg (17lbs)

Volume

310L

628L

162L

Main body materials

15cm (5.9”) DWF

20cm (7.9”) PVC

10cm (3.9”) DWF

Valve type

Halkey-Roberts

Halkey-Roberts

Halkey-Roberts

Parts

SS D-Rings 5, handles 1, fins 3

SS D-Rings 14, handles 5, fins 2

SS D-Rings 6, handles 3, fins 2

Cargo system

Bungee cargo net

Elasticated Strap System

Elasticated Strap System

Recommended PSI

15

15

15

CODE: SUP-ND-10’6-AQGR

CODE: SUP-ND-10’6-TRAVEL

CODE: SUP-ND-9’4”-Y

£499.00

£278.00

£250.00

SUP SAFETY LEASH

TELESCOPIC FLOATING SUP PADDLE

CODE: SUP-LEASH

CODE: SUP-PADDLE

£9.50

£25.00

0.7m (2’3) long coiled and expands to 3.0m (9’8)
Sits comfortably around ankle/calf with 316 stainless
steel swivels and strong urethane cord. Attaches to any
D-Ring on your SUP.

A lightweight fibreglass paddle with a strong, stiff shaft
and a powerful/durable ABS blade is perfect for your
paddleboard adventures. Max length – 210cm (82.6”).
Min length – 160 cm (62.9”) Weight: 920g (2.02lbs).
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INFLATION OPTIONS
Every inflatable boat comes with a hand
or foot pump as standard. However, we
can provide options to help you inflate
quicker for when you need to get on the
water fast.

SATURN REG INFLATION KIT

HP2 INFLATION PUMP

HP4 INFLATION PUMP

CODE: REG-ND-M4-DIN

CODE: BOAT-PUMP-HP2

CODE: BOAT-PUMP-HP4

A first stage reg for use with a cylinder
Assists with speedier chamber inflation
Use DIN 300bar or A-Clamp 232bar tanks
Saturn reg inflation kit is set at 2.5 bar
outlet pressure
Fitted with a 2m (78”) inflation hose

EN 16051
Built-in shockproof pressure gauge
Seal/anti-sand filter
Switch for double/single action
Capacity: 1.8 +1.8L
Dimensions: 12*25*55cm (4.7*9.8*21.7”)

Halkey roberts nozzle
Built-in shockproof pressure gauge
Seal/anti-sand filter
2 cylinders with triple action
Capacity: 3.5 + 3.5 L
Dimensions: 19*31*21cm (7.5*12.2*8.3”)

£198.00

£35.00

£86.00

12V SPEEDY AIR PUMP WITH CROC CLIPS

MAINS POWER SPEEDY AIR PUMP

CODE: BOAT-PUMP DC

CODE: BOAT-PUMP AC

High speed fan and high-pressure piston pump
Adjustable from 2.2 PSI up to a maximum of 12 PSI
Auto stop when your chosen pressure is reached
Reliable design to reduce wear
Gator clips for quick connection to the car battery
All necessary adaptors are included

High-pressure inflator pump
1200W at maximum power
Auto stop feature
Easily transportable at just 1.9kg (4.18lb)
Maximum output flow of 2100L/min
Maximum air pressure of 31KPa

£171.00

£141.00
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NRS-55L
NERAUS SERIES ELECTRIC OUTBOARD
CODE: OUTBOARD-P-ELEC

Low noise, reliable and more power for your money
Thrust: 25kg (55lb)
Input power: 12V, 52A 624W
Shaft length: 0.915m (36”)
Complete with a transom bracket, telescopic handle, 5
forward and 3 reverse speeds
Designed for salt and/ or freshwater use
Anti-corrosion and anti-dust properties
Easily lift the motor and adjust it’s height to avoid objects
in shallow water. The nylon mount bracket enables a 90
degree lever-lock system
Flexible 2-blade machete propeller
10-level LED power indicator
AWM standard US cable and UL certificate
Please note battery is not included

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

INFLATABLE ACCESSORIES

£237.00

SAIL 95D31R BATTERY
CODE: OUTBOARD-ELEC-BATTERY

Voltage 12V, Capacity 80ah, 600 A
LxWxH: 310x182x256mm (12.2”x 7.2”x 10”)
Weight: 20.4kg (45lb)
Maintains power even in low temperature conditions

£199.00
SMART POWER BATTERY BOX
CODE: OUTBOARD-ELEC-BATTERY BOX

Suitable for batteries up to 100ah capacity
Internal LxWxH: 355x190x260mm (13.9”x 7.5”x 10.2”)
Carry weight: 35kg (77.2lb)
12volt power station
5v USB socket, great for recharging a phone or tablet
60amp breaker on 12volt connections

£86.00

BUNK-STYLE ROAD TRAILERS
FOR INFLATABLES
We’ll work with the manufacturers
to ensure that we get you the most
suitable trailer for your SRE inflatable at
the best price possible.
Bunk trailers are adjustable, so your
boat gets maximum protection.
The trailers are fitted with sealed
for life bearings. Fully welded and
hot dip galvanised, the trailers we
supply conform to current road use
regulations.
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INFLATABLE ACCESSORIES
SUZUKI 4-STROKE OUTBOARD MOTORS
Reliable. Compact. High Performance.
Suzuki offer powerful, reliable and fuel-efficient boat
engines. Every engine across their ranges is specifically
designed for marine use. Their user-friendly motors are
supported by their 50 years of industry leading innovation.

ND PARTNERS

High performance, lightweight, compact and low on fuel
consumption: you really can have it all in one!
FROM

£1930.00

SINGLE BLADE T-BAR PADDLE

DOUBLE BLADE PADDLE

FLOATING DOUBLE PADDLE

CODE: BOAT-OAR

CODE: RESCUE SLED-PADDLE

CODE: RESCUE SLED-PADDLE-KPF-225

Strong blade with easy grip handle

£11.00
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PROPELLOR GUARD

OUTBOARD BRACKET

EVA NON SLIP 3M FLOOR

CODE: PROP-SIZE-COLOUR

CODE: BOAT-OUTBOARD-BRACKET

CODE: N/A

£39.00

£54.00

REPAIR PATCHES

TRACTION PADS

3-PRONG D-RING TOW POINT

CODE: REPAIR PATCHES

CODE: BOAT-PADS

CODE: BOAT-DRING-TOW-3P-COLOUR

£10.00

£12.00

CIRCULAR D-RING TOW POINT

RECTANGLE D-RING TOW POINT

REFLECTIVE PANELS

CODE: BOAT-DRING-TOW-C-COLOUR

CODE: BOAT-DRING-TOW-R-COLOUR

CODE: BOAT-REFLECTIVE-COLOUR

£7.00

£7.00

INFLATION VALVES

RELIEF VALVES

PLASTIC VALVE TOOLS

CODE: N/A

CODE: N/A

CODE: N/A

Size: 9” (22cm) 4-20HP, or 11” (27cm) 20-35HP
9”

£171.00

| 11”

£182.00

3x 50mm (2”) and 3x 100mm (3.9”)

Available in various colours

ND version and Leafield valves available
ND

£5.00 | LEAFIELD £11.00

Fits a 15HP (max) outboard

Size: 25.5*8cm (10*3”) antislip EVA foam

Available in various colours

DWF (small) or pontoon (large valve)
DWF

£9.40 | PON £7.40
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INFLATABLE ACCESSORIES

Approx size: 2.4*0.7m (94.4*27.5”)

Available in various colours

£10.00

SOLAS reflective tape

£5.50

DWF (small) or pontoon (large valve)
EACH

£2.80
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DIVE IN!
The first multi-purpose indoor diving
facility in the North West.
A 22.5m (73’8) test facility that is perfect
for equipment trials and training Military,
Commercial and Scuba divers.

We’ve been creating tailored suits for over
40 years, so, if a stock suit is not for you, why not
build your own?
Are you struggling to fit into a stock sized drysuit?
Don’t worry we can help. Our made to measure
service ensures you purchase a drysuit that fits
you perfectly. Northern Diver’s state of the art
computerised cutting system ensures that all suits
are precision made to your exact measurements.
Each suit is designed, planned and graded digitally,
then transferred to the cutting bed, which gives a
clean and accurate cut, ensuring maximum seam
integrity. Suits can be customised with pockets, fly
zips, branding and much more, we are happy to
help with any requirement you have.
Contact our experienced team to discuss your
made to measure options on:
+44 (0) 1257 25 44 44 or info@ndiver.com
ADDITIONAL
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Crystal Clear Water

MTM SPECIALISTS

422.38m3 / 92,910 gallons

State of the art onsite
training tank for
Sport, Commercial &
Military divers.

22.5 meters

Contact +44 (0) 1257 25 44 44 to discuss.
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PERSONALISE YOUR KIT
We are now able to add branding to a range of our products.
They can be specially branded with your name / company / team logos.
STANDARD LOGO

SIZE

PRICE

Small Logo

Up to 70*70mm (2.6*2.6”)

£5.80 each

Medium Logo

Up to 110*110mm (4.3*4.3”)

£8.10 each

Large Logo

Up to 150*150mm (5.9*5.9”)

£10.40 each

X-Large Logo

Up to 250*250mm (9.8*9.8”)

£15.00 each

Custom Size Logo

Over 250*250mm (9.8*9.8”)

ENQUIRE

Maximum logo size is 290*290mm (11.4*11.4”). Any larger logos can be
looked at to work out the best method of application, this will need to be
discussed with the branding team.
REFLECTIVE LOGO

SIZE

PRICE

Small Logo

Up to 70*70mm (2.6*2.6”)

£9.20 each

Medium Logo

Up to 110*110mm (4.3*4.3”)

£10.40 each

Large Logo

Up to 150*150mm (5.9*5.9”)

£13.00 each

X-Large Logo

Up to 250*250mm (9.8*9.8”)

£17.30 each

Custom Size Logo

Over 250*250mm (9.8*9.8”)

ENQUIRE

Reflective text or simple shaped panels can be applied to a range of
Northern Diver products. Contact us to discuss your branding needs.
OTHER

SIZE

PRICE

Inflatable logo panels

Custom to fit

£23.00 each
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SUIT REPAIR & ALTERATIONS

Photo credit: Louise, one of our Repairs Team Leaders in action. Using her
27 years’ experience to cut and custom fit repairs & alterations.
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Stock suits.

Custom tailoring.
We can help you tailor suits so they better support you in the field. If you
need to add different elements to standard suits we provide, just ask.
We can change neck, wrists, socks, and boots to suit your requirements.
We can add pockets, fly zips, valves, Kevlar® reinforcement in high wear
areas to name a few...
Please note: tailoring options are dependent on the type of stock suit you
have purchased from us (neoprene, membrane or rubber).

Suit repairs.
With over 60 years of combined experience, our Repair Technicians are
some of the best in the business. A dedicated and diligent team, they
know how important it is that their work be perfect, every time.
Waiting times can vary dependent on our workload, however turnaround
can sometimes be as fast as one day. If you need your repairs for a
certain time, please advise our team of this. You can check on current
time frames prior to booking suits in.
Repairs department: +44 (0) 1257 25 69 37
Opening times: Mon - Fri 8.30am to 5.00pm

Book it in.

Online repair system.
We now offer a full ONLINE repair and alterations service for our suits,
this can include fixing leaks, adding new parts to your suit i.e. socks,
seals, pockets or alterations, trade customers registered online will
reeciev trade pricing!
We’ve made it easier for you to:
1. Book in your suit - from anywhere
2. Get updates and check on progress at any time
3. Accept quotations and easily pay online
All you need to do is log in to your online account to get started with the
8 steps to book your repair, www.ndiver.com/login

MacBook Pro

Not comfortable booking it in online?
Don’t worry, all suits that enter our repairs and alteration department now
use the online system, once your suit(s) arrive we will book them onto
your account for you, all you need to do it log in and view its progress or
check the email updates that we send to the address on the account.
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REPAIR & ALTERATION PRICING
OPTIONS

SIZES

FITTED

ITEM

NECK SEAL

NEOPRENE NECK

12.5" - 18"

£65.00

£32.00

SHORT NEOPRENE NECK

12.5" - 18"

£60.00

£32.00

LATEX NECK

S, M, L, XL, XXL

£60.00

£12.00

LATEX NECK + WARMER

S, M, L, XL, XXL

£64.00

N/A

THOR NECK DAMS (DESCO, GENESIS, K.M & AH 5/7)

ONE

£350.00

£265.00

NEOPRENE WRIST SEALS

6.5" - 8"

£65.00

£24.00

LATEX WRIST SEALS (CONICAL)

S, M, L, XL

£60.00

£21.00

LATEX WRIST SEALS (BOTTLE NECK)

S, M, L, XL

£60.00

£21.00

LATEX WRIST SEALS (MANCHETTE)

S, M, L, XL

£60.00

£21.00

LATEX WRIST SEALS + NEOPRENE WARMERS

S, M, L, XL

£75.00

N/A

FIXED CUFF RING SYSTEM + LATEX SEALS

M, L, XL

£85.00

£39.00

FIXED CUFF RING SYSTEM + GLOVES

M, L, XL

£88.00

£42.00

DRY GLOVE RING SYSTEM

S, M, L, XL

£134.00

£89.00

INFLATION VALVE (INC TEST)

ONE

£45.00

from

£20 .00

EXHAUST VALVE (INC TEST)

ONE

£45.00

from

£22 .00

LOCKING CUFF DUMP (INC TEST)

ONE

£30.00

£12.00

HALCYON P-VALVE

ONE

£185.00

N/A

BLANK OFF VALVE (INC BADGE)

ONE

£30.00

N/A

REPOSITION VALVE

N/A

£60.00

N/A

RESEAT VALVE

N/A

£27.00

N/A

MEDIUM DUTY BDM METAL ZIP (FE, RE & BIB)

28" > 42"

£200.00

N/A

HEAVY DUTY BDM METAL ZIP (FE, RE & BIB)

30" > 42"

£240.00

N/A

YKK PLASTIC ZIP (FE, RE & BIB)

32" > 40"

£200.00

N/A

MEDIUM DUTY BDM METAL ZIP

28.5 CM

£127.00

N/A

HD BDM METAL ZIP

28.5 CM

£150.00

N/A

YKK PLASTIC ZIP

29.0 CM

£125.00

N/A

RADIO ARM POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£27.00

LIGHTSTICK ARM POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£21.00

KNIFE LEG POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£21.00

BELLOWS OR TRANSPORTER LEG POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£27.00

NEOPRENE SOCKS

UK 3 - 13

£70.00

£19.00

LATEX SOCKS

S, M, L, XL

£60.00

£16.00

LATEX SOCKS + WARMERS

S, M, L, XL

£80.00

N/A

BREATHABLE SOCKS

UK 4 - 13

£90.00

N/A

STD RUBBER BOOTS

UK 3 - 13

£90.00

£74.00

SAFETY BOOTS

UK 4 - 12

£125.00

£103.00

PVC SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 3 - 13

£100.00

£27.00

DUNLOP SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 4 - 13

£150.00

£90.00

QUATTRO SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 4 - 13

£190.00

£100.00

KEVLAR ELBOWS

CUSTOM MADE

£37.00

N/A

info@ndiver.com CUSTOM MADE

£37.00

N/A

WRIST SEALS

VALVES

ZIPS

FLY ZIPS

POCKETS

SOCKS

BOOTS

PROTECTIVE PADS
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VARIED - GO ONLINE

UK 4 - 12

£125.00

£103.00

PVC SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 3 - 13

£100.00

£27.00
£90.00

DUNLOP SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 4 - 13

£150.00

PART

QUATTRO SAFETY WELLINGTONS
OPTIONS

UK 4 - 13
SIZES

£
£190.00RETAIL
£100.00
FITTED

ITEM

NECK
SEAL PADS
PROTECTIVE

NEOPRENE
NECK
KEVLAR
ELBOWS

12.5" - 18"MADE
CUSTOM

£65.00
£37.00

£32.00
N/A

SHORT
NEOPRENE
NECK
NEOPRENE
ELBOWS

12.5" - 18"MADE
CUSTOM

£60.00
£37.00

£32.00
N/A

LATEX
NECK
KEVLAR
KNEEPAD

S, M, L, XL,
VARIED
- GOXXL
ONLINE

£60.00
£40.00

£12.00
N/A

LATEX
NECK
+ WARMER
RUBBER
/ KEVLAR
KNEE PAD

S, M, L, XL,
VARIED
- GOXXL
ONLINE

£64.00
£40.00

N/A

THOR
NECK
DAMS
(DESCO, GENESIS, K.M & AH 5/7)
KEVLAR
SEAT
AREA

ONE
CUSTOM
MADE

£350.00
£45.00

£265.00
N/A

SHORTEN
AND
LEGS
NEOPRENEARMS
WRIST
SEALS

CUSTOM
6.5" - 8" SERVICE

ENQUIRE
£65.00

N/A
£24.00

LENGTHEN
ARMS
AND(CONICAL)
LEGS
LATEX
WRIST
SEALS

CUSTOM
SERVICE
S, M, L, XL

ENQUIRE
£60.00

N/A
£21.00

LATEX WRIST SEALS (BOTTLE NECK)

S, M, L, XL

£60.00

£21.00

FULL
RETAPE
LATEXSUIT
WRIST
SEALS (MANCHETTE)

N/A
S, M, L, XL

£350.00
£60.00

N/A
£21.00

NEOPRENE
HOOD
ATTACHED
LATEX WRIST
SEALS
+ NEOPRENE WARMERS

S, M, L, XL,
XL XXL, XXXL

£53.00
£75.00

£30.00
N/A

LATEX CUFF
HOODRING
ATTACHED
FIXED
SYSTEM + LATEX SEALS

M, L, XL

£53.00
£85.00

£27.00
£39.00

BRACECUFF
SUSPENDERS
FIXED
RING SYSTEM + GLOVES

ONE/ADJUSTABLE
M, L, XL

£48.00
£88.00

N/A
£42.00

STAINLESS
D-RING
DRY
GLOVE STEEL
RING SYSTEM

ONE
S, M, L, XL

£20.00
£134.00

N/A
£89.00

PLASTIC D-RINGS

ONE

£17.00

N/A

SOLAS
REFLECTIVE
STRIPS
INFLATION
VALVE (INC
TEST)

ONE

£27.00
£45.00

N/A £20 .00
from

LEAK REPAIR
NEOPRENE
SUIT (EACH)
EXHAUST
VALVE
(INC TEST)

N/A
ONE

£20.00
£45.00

N/A £22 .00
from

LEAK REPAIR
LOCKING
CUFFMEMBRANE
DUMP (INC SUIT
TEST)(EACH)

N/A
ONE

£19.00
£30.00

N/A
£12.00

ASL 2000 REPAIR
HALCYON
P-VALVEGLUE (PART A + B)

1L
ONE

N/A
£185.00

£69.00
N/A

ASL 2000
REPAIR
(PART A + B)
BLANK
OFF
VALVEGLUE
(INC BADGE)

250ML
ONE

N/A
£30.00

£101.00
N/A

RUBBER TAPE
(25MM WIDE)
REPOSITION
VALVE

1M
N/A

N/A
£60.00

£2.90
N/A

CELL TAPE
(25MM WIDE)
RESEAT
VALVE

1M
N/A

N/A
£27.00

£1.00
N/A

SUIT
PRESSURE
TEST
MEDIUM
DUTY BDM
METAL ZIP (FE, RE & BIB)

N/A
28" > 42"

N/A
£200.00

£32.00
N/A

SUIT CLEANING
HEAVY
DUTY BDM METAL ZIP (FE, RE & BIB)

N/A
30" > 42"

N/A
£240.00

£45.00
N/A

ALTERATIONS
WRIST
SEALS

OTHER PARTS

VALVES

SERVICES
ZIPS

YKK PLASTIC ZIP (FE, RE & BIB)
32" > 40"
£200.00
*Prices inclusive of the part and/or fitting service. Enquire about anything you do not see listed.

N/A

FLY ZIPS

POCKETS

SOCKS

BOOTS

PROTECTIVE PADS

MEDIUM DUTY BDM METAL ZIP

28.5 CM

£127.00

N/A

HD BDM METAL ZIP

28.5 CM

£150.00

N/A

YKK PLASTIC ZIP

29.0 CM

£125.00

N/A

RADIO ARM POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£27.00

LIGHTSTICK ARM POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£21.00

KNIFE LEG POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£21.00

BELLOWS OR TRANSPORTER LEG POCKET

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£42.00

£27.00

NEOPRENE SOCKS

UK 3 - 13

£70.00

£19.00

LATEX SOCKS

S, M, L, XL

£60.00

£16.00

LATEX SOCKS + WARMERS

S, M, L, XL

£80.00

N/A

BREATHABLE SOCKS

UK 4 - 13

£90.00

N/A

STD RUBBER BOOTS

UK 3 - 13

£90.00

£74.00

SAFETY BOOTS

UK 4 - 12

£125.00

£103.00

PVC SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 3 - 13

£100.00

£27.00

DUNLOP SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 4 - 13

£150.00

£90.00

QUATTRO SAFETY WELLINGTONS

UK 4 - 13

£190.00

£100.00

KEVLAR ELBOWS

CUSTOM MADE

£37.00

N/A

NEOPRENE ELBOWS

CUSTOM MADE

£37.00

N/A

KEVLAR KNEEPAD

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£40.00

N/A

RUBBER / KEVLAR KNEE PAD

VARIED - GO ONLINE

£40.00

N/A

KEVLAR SEAT AREA

CUSTOM MADE

£45.00

N/A

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

SAFETY BOOTS
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CYLINDERS/DIVE TANKS

CYLINDER SERVICING
Our trained technicians will be carrying out the cylinder
testing and servicing to IDEST standards, so you can rest
assured your cylinder is in the safest of hands.
We are providing cylinder testing services to all customers,
from individuals who dive recreationally, to large military and
commercial clients.
Regulations state that all cylinders carrying compressed
gases, not only diving cylinders, are required to be
inspected and tested periodically. Any cylinder with a diving
valve, even for surface use (airguns, paintball etc.) must be
tested as a diving cylinder as it could potentially be used for
diving.
Cylinders require a visual test 2.5 years from the date
of manufacture (as per stamped on cylinder). From
the manufacture date they are also required to be
Hydrostatically Tested every 5 years, with a visual inspection
every alternate 5 years. This process is an ongoing cycle
and will mean your cylinder should be tested every 2.5
years, alternating between the 2 tests.
What’s included in a service?
• A visual check - looking for tears/damage to the
regulators and/or hoses
• A pre-check - submersion test to detect any leaks
• A strip down - to inspect each part, replace any worn
or damaged parts before a cycle in the Ultrasonic
cleaning machine
• A complete rebuild and bench test
• A final submersion test
Turn around is approx. 2 working days, please contact us to
check our current turaround time.

Contact us for more details
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We are authorised to service, maintain and repair various
life jacket types. We will inspect and pressure test your
life jacket, replace out of date, faulty, or corroded parts
and issue a service certificate.
All life jackets will undergo a rigorous inspection by a
fully qualified technician to ensure it is fit for purpose and
maximise its performance if needed in an emergency.
We advise life jackets should be serviced every 12
months by a qualified agent.
We offer servicing courses to groups and individuals,
contact us for course dates +44 (0) 1257 25 69 34

Contact us for more details

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR
REGULATOR SERVICED?

NORTHERN DIVER RETAIL (£)

LIFE JACKET
SERVICING COURSES

Our in house experiencing A.S.S.E.T. trained
technicians are ready and waiting to service your
Northern Diver regulators.
What’s included?
A visual check - looking for tears/damage to
regulators and/or hoses
A pre-check - submersion test to detect any leaks
A strip down - to inspect all parts, replace any
worn/damaged part before a cycle in the Ultrasonic
cleaning machine
A complete rebuild and bench test
A final submersion test
Turn around is approx. 7 working days, please
contact us to check our current turaround time

Contact us for more details

REPAIRS COURSES
Learn how to carry out repairs and alterations
to both neoprene and membrane suits, this will
include:
• Fitting of neck/cuff seals (latex/neoprene)
• Correct internal taping
• Boot change, tting and taping to the suit
• Cleaning and tting of a zip into the suit
• Repairing leaks
• Fitting pockets and kneepads
Anything specfic you wish to learn can also be
included, let us know before the course date.

Contact us for more details
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NDIVER MERCHANDISE

THERMICORE HAT + GLOVES

WINTER HAT

SHORT SLEEVE BRANDED TEE

CODE: THERMICORE HAT/GLOVE SET-SIZE

CODE: HAT FUR LINED

CODE: ND-SS-TEE-SIZE

£17.00

£11.00

£22.00

LONG SLEEVE BRANDED TEE

BRANDED JACKET

VANITY CASE

CODE: ND-LS-TEE-SIZE

CODE: ND-JACKET-SIZE

CODE: ND-VANITY-CASE

£22.00

£44.00

£11.00

WALLET

GIFT CARDS

CODE: ND-WALLET

CODE: VOUCHER CARD AMOUNT

COLOUR: BLK/BLUE
SIZE: ONE

USE: ONLINE
AMOUNT: ANY

£10.00

FROM

COLOUR: BLK/RED
SIZE: S, M, L, XL

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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www.ndiver.com

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: ONE

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

|

£10.00

+44 (0) 1257 25 44 44

|

info@ndiver.com

COLOUR: BLK
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOUR: SILVER
SIZE: ONE

NOTES

FINDING NORTHERN DIVER
HEAD OFFICE
Northern Diver Int Ltd, East Quarry, Appley Lane North,
Appley Bridge, Wigan, Lancs, WN6 9AE, UK.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.ndiver.com, www.ndiver-commercial.com,
www.ndiver-rescue.com or www.ndiver-military.com

We are located just off J27 of the M6, 40 mins from
Liverpool or Manchester airports and our main rail station
in Wigan is only 2 hrs from London Euston. If you are
visiting we are more than happy to collect you from
either airport or train station and return you.

Online you will find new product releases, latest news,
size guides, manuals and special offers. Why not open
an account? Buy online for overnight deliveries to most
locations.
Call: +44 (0) 1257 25 44 44, email info@ndiver.com

RETAIL PRICE LIST 2022/23

